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He began by telling me that his story was a simple one … and that his name was Macario.
I should first explain that I met this man at a lodging house in Minho. He was tall and well-built; a few sparse
white hairs bristled about his smooth, shiny, bald pate and his dark eyes—though there were large bags beneath
them and the skin about them was yellow and wrinkled—gleamed behind his round tortoise-shell glasses with a
singular clarity and rectitude. He was clean-shaven and had a firm, resolute chin. He was wearing a black satin
cravat fixed at the back with a buckle, and a long cream-colored jacket with narrow sleeves and velvet cuffs; the
soft folds of an embroidered shirt emerged from beneath his silk waistcoat upon which glinted an antique watch
chain.
This happened in September when the days were already growing shorter and a fine, dry wind chilled the air
and the heavy darkness. I had got down from the carriage feeling tired and hungry and I was shivering beneath the
scarlet-striped horse blanket I had wrapped about me.
We had just traveled through the tawny, barren landscape of the mountains. It was eight o’clock at night. The
skies were dull and overcast. Whether it was a certain cerebral drowsiness brought on by the monotonous swaying
of the carriage, or the nervous debility of fatigue, or the influence of the steep plateau on the hollow night-time
silence, or the oppressively thundery atmosphere high up in the hills, the fact was that I, by nature positive and
realistic, had been tormented by dreams and imaginings. There is a remnant of mysticism in the depths of all of
us, however cool and educated we might be, and sometimes all it takes is a gloomy landscape, or an old cemetery
wall, an ascetic hermitage, the emollient whiteness of moonlight, for that remnant of mysticism to rise and spread
like a mist, filling our soul, our senses and our thoughts; then even the most mathematical and rational of men is
apt to become as sad, visionary and idealistic as an old poet-monk.
What had plunged me into dreams and chimera was the sight of the Monastery of Rostelo which I had seen in
the distance, set on a gentle hill, in the soft, autumnal light of evening. Then, as night was falling and the carriage
swayed on in time to the feeble trotting of the scrawny white horses pulling it, and the coachman, his head buried
in the hood of his cloak, sat ruminating over his pipe, I began, elegiacally, ridiculously, to consider the sterility of
life; I imagined life as a monk in a tranquil monastery set amongst trees or in the murmurous depths of a valley
and how, while the water in the valley sang sweetly in its basin of stone, I would read The Imitation of Christ,
listening to the nightingales in the laurel groves, thinking longingly of heaven. All arrant nonsense, of course. But
that was how I felt and I attribute to that visionary mood the interest and feeling stirred up in me by the story told
by the man with the velvet cuffs.
*
My curiosity was first aroused at supper as I was slicing into my breast of chicken served with lashings of
white rice and slices of scarlet sausage; the plump, freckled maid was pouring sparkling vinho verde into my
glass, pouring it from high up out of a glass pitcher. The man was sitting opposite me calmly eating a dish of jelly.
With my mouth full and holding my linen napkin delicately in my finger-tips, I asked him if he was from Vila
Real.
“Yes, I’ve lived there for years,” he said.
“I hear that the women there are very pretty,” I said. The man said nothing.
“Or don’t you agree?” I asked.
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The man withdrew into a stiff silence. Up until then, he had been quite happy—laughing, loquacious and full
of bonhomie. But then his open smile froze.
I realized that I had reopened the wound of some memory. Clearly, a woman had played a part in the fate of
that old man. Therein lay his personal melodrama or farce, for, unconsciously, I had decided that the man’s story
would inevitably be grotesque, ridiculous. So, I said to him:
“Someone told me once that the women of Vila Real are the prettiest in the whole of Minho. If you want dark
eyes go to Guimaraes, if you want a girl with a nice figure go to Santo Aleixo, and for lovely hair, Arcos—
apparently the girls there have hair the color of golden corn.”
The man remained silent, his eyes lowered, and continued eating.
“For slender waists, Viana, for good skin, Amarante, and for all those things together, Vila Real. I’ve got a
friend who went to Vila Real to get married. Perhaps you know him. His name’s Peixoto, a tall chap with a blond
beard, a graduate.”
“Yes, I know Peixoto,” he said, looking at me gravely. “He went to Vila Real to get married for the same
reason that some people used to go to Andalusia: a question of getting the creme de la creme of perfection. Your
health.”
I was obviously embarrassing him, for he got up and walked over to the window with ponderous steps; that
was when I noticed his heavy shoes with their cashmere uppers, thick soles and leather laces. He left the room.
When I asked for my candle, the maid brought me an ancient brass candlestick and said:
“You’re with another gentleman. In room number 3.” In lodging houses in Minho, a bedroom often turns out to
be a cramped dormitory.
“Fine,” I said.
Room number 3 was at the far end of the corridor. Outside the doors on either side, the travelers had placed
their shoes to be cleaned: there were heavy riding boots all covered in mud, complete with spurs and chains; the
white shoes of a hunter; the tall, red boots of a landowner; the high boots of a priest, with their silk tassels; the
battered calf-leather ankle boots of a student; and, outside one of the doors, number 15, a pair of women’s boots,
tiny and slender, with, beside them, the even tinier lace-up boots of a child, all scuffed and worn, the unlaced legs
of the kid boots flopped over to one side.
Everyone was asleep. Outside room number 3 stood the cashmere boots with the leather laces and when I
opened the door, I saw the man with the velvet cuffs. He was tying a silk scarf around his head and was wearing a
short sprigged jacket, long, thick woolen socks and soft slippers.
“You don’t mind, do you?” he asked.
“Feel free,” I said, and to establish a certain intimacy I removed my jacket.
I won’t go into the reasons why, shortly after that, when he was already lying down in bed, he started telling
me his story. There’s a Slav proverb from Galicia that says:
What you wouldn’t tell your wife, what you wouldn’t tell your best friend, tell it to a stranger in an inn.

He experienced unexpected, overwhelming rages during his long, sad confession. (It all arose because of my
friend, Peixoto, who went to Vila Real to get married.) I saw that man of almost sixty weep. The story may be
judged trivial, but that night, with my nerves on edge and feeling generally overwrought, it seemed to me a most
tragic tale. I will relate it, though, as if it were merely an unusual love story.
*
He began by telling me that his story was a simple one … and that his name was Macario.
I asked him then if he was from a family I used to know whose surname was Macario. When he replied that he
was a cousin of theirs, I immediately took a liking to him because the Macarios were a very old family, a kind of
dynasty of merchants, who maintained their traditions of honesty and scrupulousness with almost religious
severity.
Macario told me that at the time, in 1823 or 1833 I think he said, in his youth, his Uncle Francisco owned a
mercer’s shop in Lisbon and he was one of the assistants. The uncle soon noticed Macario’s native intelligence, as
well as his practical and arithmetical talents, and he put him in charge of the accounts. Macario became his bookkeeper.
He told me that, since he was by nature rather lethargic, indeed, even shy, his life at the time was very limited.
It consisted of carrying out his work meticulously and faithfully, occasionally lunching in the country and taking
unusual care over his clothes and personal linen. His life then was narrow and homely. A very simple social life
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had a clarifying effect on one’s habits; the mind was more ingenuous, feelings less complicated.
A jolly supper sitting beneath the vine trellises in a garden somewhere, watching a stream flowing past, or
weeping over the melodramas that were performed by candlelight at the Salitre, these were pleasures enough for a
prudent member of the bourgeoisie. Besides, those were confusing and revolutionary times, and there is nothing
like a war to make a man more withdrawn, more tied to his hearth, simpler and more easily contented. It is peace
which, giving free rein to the imagination, arouses the impatience of desire.
When he was twenty-two years old, Macario had still not been “tempted by Venus” in the words of an old aunt
of his who had been the mistress of Judge Curvo Semedo, a member of that illustrious literary society, the
Arcadia.
However, at that point, a woman moved into the third floor apartment of the building opposite the mercer’s
shop, a woman of about forty, all dressed in black, with a pale, matte complexion, a pleasingly rounded bust and a
generally desirable appearance. Macario’s office was on the first floor above the shop and his desk stood next to a
balcony; one morning, he saw this woman come to the window to shake out a dress; she was wearing a white
dressing gown that revealed her bare arms, and her black, curly hair hung loose about her shoulders. Macario
casually thought to himself that at twenty she must have been a captivating and imposing figure; for her thick,
coarse hair, her bold eyebrows, her full lips and her firm, aquiline profile spoke of an active temperament and a
passionate imagination. Meanwhile, he continued calmly filling up his columns with figures.
That night, though, he was sitting smoking at the window of his room that opened onto the courtyard; it was
July and the night air was sensual and electric. A neighbor was playing a tune on a recorder, a Moorish ballad that
was popular at the time, a song from a melodrama; the room was immersed in a sweet, mysterious penumbra and,
sitting there in his slippers, Macario set to thinking about that thick, black hair and those arms the color of pale
marble. He stretched and rolled his head lazily from side to side against the back of his wicker chair, like a cat
scratching itself, and he concluded, yawning, that his life really was very dull.
The next day he still felt the same and, sitting down at his desk with the window wide open, gazing across at
the building opposite where the woman with the black hair lived, he began languidly sharpening the nib of his
quill. No one appeared at the green-framed window. Macario felt irritated, bored, and his work went slowly. He
imagined that out in the street the sun would be shining brightly; he thought how sweet it would be to sit in the
shade in the countryside and watch white butterflies fluttering around the honeysuckle. When he closed his desk,
he heard a window open opposite; it must be the woman with the black hair. Instead a blonde head appeared.
Macario immediately went over to the balcony in order to sharpen a pencil. She was a girl of about twenty
perhaps, slender, fresh, and as blonde as an Englishwoman. The whiteness of her skin had something of the
transparency of old porcelain and her profile had a pure line to it, like the profile on an antique medal; picturesque
poets of the old school would have used terms such as “dove,” “ermine,” “snow” and “gold” to describe her.
Macario said to himself:
“She’s the daughter.”
The other woman wore black but the blonde girl was wearing a muslin dress with blue spots, a chambray scarf
tied crossways over her chest and late cuffs on her sleeves; everything about her was clean, young, fresh, lithe and
tender.
In those days Macario had fair hair and sported a neat beard. His hair was curly and he doubtless had that dry,
rather tense air so common amongst the plebeian races after the eighteenth century and the Revolution.\fn{ The
French Revolution is meant; it was of such a decisive nature in the Western world that it was not necessary to further define it:H }
Naturally, the blonde girl noticed Macirio, but equally naturally, she shut the window and hurriedly drew the
embroidered muslin curtain. Those small curtains date from the time of Goethe\fn{ Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (17491832), German author} and they play an intriguing role in romantic life, for they are very revealing. Lifting one
corner and peering out, gently creasing it, shows that one is interested; closing the curtain, pinning a flower to it,
making it twitch slightly to make quite clear that behind it an attentive face is watching, waiting—these are all
ancient ways by which a romance can begin, in both reality and in art.
The curtain rose very slowly and a blonde face peered out.
Macirio did not go into minute detail about his feelings. He said simply that within five days he was mad about
her. His work became slow and inaccurate and his beautiful italic hand, so clear and firm, acquired curves, hooks
and flourishes that revealed all the impatient romance of his nerves. He could not see her in the mornings; the
mordant, searing July sun beat down upon the little window. Only in the afternoons would the curtain be pulled
back, the window opened and she, placing a pillow on the windowsill, would lean there, looking cool and pretty,
fanning herself.
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The fan worried Macario: it was a round Chinese fan made out of white silk delicately embroidered with
scarlet dragons; it was edged with blue feathers, fine and tremulous as down; the handle was made out of ivory
inlaid with mother of pearl in the Persian manner and from it hung two golden tassels. It was a magnificent fan
and it was surprising to find it in the plebeian hands of a girl dressed in simple muslin. However, since she was
blonde and her mother dark, Macirio, with the intuitive interpretive skills of one in love, said to his curious heart:
“She must be the daughter of an Englishman.”
The English go to China, Persia, Hormuz, Australia and come back laden down with such exotic luxuries; even
Macario did not know quite why that Chinese fan preoccupied him so, but in his words:
“It really took my fancy.”
A week went by. Then one day from his office window Macario saw the blonde girl go out into the street with
her mother—he had grown used to thinking of that splendid person, so magnificently pale and swathed in black,
as her mother.
Macario went to the window, watched them cross the road and go into the shop, his shop! He immediately
went downstairs, trembling, anxious, passionate, his heart beating furiously. The two women were standing by the
counter and an assistant was showing them a roll of black cashmere. That touched Macario. He himself said so.
“Because, after all, dear chap, there was no reason why they should come and buy black cashmere.”
They didn’t need it for riding skirts, they certainly wouldn’t want to upholster chairs in it, and they had no
men-folk at home; therefore, that visit to the warehouse was a delicate way of seeing him close to, of speaking to
him; it had the penetrating charm of a sentimental lie.
Were that so, I said to Macario, did he not find that amorous stratagem odd, since it suggested that the mother
was in some way an accomplice to it? He confessed to me that the idea had not even occurred to him. Instead, he
went over to the counter and remarked foolishly:
“Yes, indeed, you won’t find finer cashmere anywhere and it’s guaranteed not to shrink.”
And the blonde girl looked at him with her blue eyes and Macario felt as if he were wrapped in all the
sweetness of heaven.
Just as he was about to utter some revealing, passionate word, his Uncle Francisco appeared at the back of the
shop in his long, cream jacket with the yellow buttons. Since it was not usual to find the bookkeeper standing at
the counter and Uncle Francisco, with his narrow, bachelor views, might easily be shocked, Macario went slowly
back up the spiral staircase to the office, but not before he heard the blonde girl ask sweetly in her delicate voice:
“Could you show me some Indian scarves as well?”
And the cashier went to look for a small package of the scarves, bound together with a strip of gold paper.
*
Macario, who had seen in that visit a confession of love, almost a declaration, spent all day consumed by the
bitter impatience of passion. He was childishly distracted and absentminded, unable to concentrate on the
accounts; he dined in silence, paying no attention to his Uncle Francisco when the latter praised the meatballs; he
barely glanced at the salary he was paid at three o’clock on the dot and gave little heed to his uncle’s remarks nor
to the shop assistants’ concern over the disappearance of a package of Indian scarves.
“That’s what happens when you let poor people into the shop,” his Uncle Francisco had pronounced with
majestic concision. “12,000 reis worth of scarves; put it on my bill.”
Meanwhile, Macario was secretly pondering a letter. The next day, however, whilst he was standing at the
balcony, the mother, she of the black hair, appeared at the window and leaned on the sill; at that moment, a friend
of Macario’s was passing and, seeing the lady, he acknowledged her and took off his straw hat to her, smiling and
bowing.
Macario was overjoyed. That night he sought out his friend and asked him straight out:
“Who was that woman you greeted today as you were passing the shop?”
“Her name’s Senhora Vilaça. A beautiful woman.”
“And what about the daughter?”
“The daughter?”
“Yes, a pale, blonde girl, with a Chinese fan.”
“Oh, her. She’s the daughter.”
“That’s what I said.”
“What about her?”
“She’s pretty.”
“She certainly is.”
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“And are they respectable people?”
“They are.”
“Good. Do you know them well?”
“I know them, though not well. I used to see them at Dona Claúdia’s.”
“Right, now listen.”
Macario recounted the tale of his newly-awoken passion and spoke of his love in the exalted tones of the time,
begging him, as if his life depended on it, to find “some way to slip him in.”
It wasn’t difficult. Each Saturday the Vilaças used to visit the house of a wealthy notary public in Rua dos
Calafates: these were quiet, simple gatherings where people would sing motets accompanied by the harpsichord,
or play charades and various parlor games from the time of Maria I,\fn{ Maria I was Queen of Portugal from 1777-1816,
although her son ruled in her name from 1792} and at nine o’clock the maid would serve horchata.\fn{Tiger-nut milk}
The very next Saturday, Macario—wearing a blue jacket, cotton trousers with metal trouser straps, and a
purple satin cravat—was bowing to the wife of the notary public, Senhora Dona Marla da Graçia, a cool, sharptempered lady, who was wearing a dress embroidered in many colors, a huge tortoise-shell pince-nez perched on
her hooked nose and a marabou feather in her graying hair. In one corner of the room, amidst a rustle of vast
dresses, stood the blonde girl, dressed in white, looking as simple and fresh as if she had stepped out of a colored
engraving. Her pale and magnificent mother was gossiping with an apoplectic-looking judge.
*
The notary public was a man of letters, a Latin scholar and a friend of the muses; he wrote in a journal of the
time called The Ladies’ Pander, for he was, above all else, a gallant and even referred to himself in a picturesque
ode as “Venus’s page-boy.” Thus the arts were given pride of place at his gatherings and that night a poet of the
time was supposed to come and read a short poem entitled: “Elmira or the Revenge of the Venetian.” That was in
the early days of the new audacious romanticism. The revolutions in Greece were beginning to attract romantic
spirits steeped in mythology to the marvelous lands of the East. The name of the Pasha of Janina\fn{ Ali Pasha of
Janina (1740-1822) Ottoman Pashia of the western part of Rumelia, the sanjak of Ioannina. W says that his diplomatic and administrative
skills, his interest in modernist ideas and concepts, his popular religiousness, his religious neutrality, his win over the bands terrorizing the
area, his revengefulness and harshness in imposing law and order, and his looting practices towards persons and communities in order to
increase his proceeds cause both the admiration and the criticism of his contemporaries” } was on everyone’s lips.

The poetry of the time reveals a voracious appetite for that new, virginal world of minarets, seraglios, sultan’s
wives with skin the color of amber, pirates from the archipelago, ornate, aloe-scented rooms where decrepit
pashas lounged about and petted tame lions. People were therefore curious to know more and so, when the poet
appeared—with his noble, aquiline nose and his long hair, in his high-necked Restoration-style suit and clutching
the metal tube containing his university diploma—Macario was the only person present to remain entirely
unmoved, being completely absorbed in conversation with the young blonde woman. He was saying to her
tenderly:
“Did you like those cashmeres you were looking at the other day?”
“Very much,” she said in a low voice.
And from that moment, they were destined for marriage.
Meanwhile, in the large drawing room, a spiritual time was being had by all.
Macario was unable to give all the historical details and characteristics of that gathering. He remembered only
that a magistrate from Leiria recited the Madrigal to Lydia: he read it standing up, holding a magnifying glass
over the page, his right leg slightly forward and one hand gripping the edge of his high-necked, white waistcoat,
whilst all around him, in a circle, stood the ladies in flower-print dresses decorated with feathers, with narrow
sleeves ending in a foam of lace cuff and black lace mittens glittering with rings; they smiled sweetly, gossiped,
murmured, giggled and gently fluttered sequined fans.
“Very nice,” they said, “very nice indeed.” And the magistrate, setting the magnifying glass to one side, bowed
and smiled, revealing one rotten tooth.
Then the lovely Dona Jeronima da Piedade e Sande sat down rather nervously at the harpsichord and in her
nasal voice sang that old aria by Sully:\fn{ Apparently Sully Prudhomme, aka René François Armand Prudhomme (1839-1907),
French poet}
Oh Richard, oh my king,
The world is leaving you.

This provoked the fearsome Gaudencio, a democrat from the 1820s and an admirer of
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Robespierre,\fn{Maximili-en François Marie Isidore de Robespierre (1758-1794), French Revolutionary } to snarl bitterly to
Macario:
“Kings—they’re all snakes the lot of them!”
Then Canon Saavedra sang a popular song from Pernambuco often sung in the time of King Joao VI\fn{ 17671826, King of the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and the Algarves (1816-1822) } and entitled: Pretty girls, Pretty girls. And
so the night passed, literary, leisurely, erudite, cultured and buzzing with muses.
*
Eight days later, on a Sunday, Macario was received into the Vilaça household. The mother had invited him
saying:
“I do hope you’ll be good enough to grace our humble home.” Even the apoplectic judge who was by her side
exclaimed:
“Humble home! Why, it’s a palace, dear lady!”
Also present that night were the friend in the straw hat, a decrepit old Knight of Malta, confused and deaf, a
priest from the cathedral famous for his treble voice, and the Hilaria sisters. The eldest sister, having been present
(as nanny to a lady from the Casa da Mina) at the bullfight in Salvaterra during which the Count of Arcos was
killed, would endlessly retell picturesque episodes from that afternoon: how the Count looked, clean-shaven and
with a scarlet ribbon tied in his pigtail; the sonnet recited by a scrawny poet—a hanger-on at the Casa de Vimioso
—just as the Count entered the ring on his prancing horse that was harnessed in Spanish style and wore a saddle
cloth bearing the Count’s coat of arms embroidered in silver; the terrible tumble a Franciscan friar took from the
high barrier and the hilarity of the Court—even the Countess of Povolide was seen clutching her sides in laughter.
Then there was King Jose I,\fn{ 1714-1777, King of Portugal and the Algarves (from 1750) } dressed in scarlet velvet
embroidered with gold, leaning back in his chair on the dais, fingering his jewel-encrusted snuff box, and behind
him, utterly still, stood his physician Dr. Lourenço and his confessor; then there was the splendid bullring packed
with people from Salvaterra—landowners, beggars, priests, lackeys—and the cry that went up when King Jose
entered: Long live the King! And the people knelt and then the King sat down, eating sweets out of a velvet bag
carried by a maid. And then there was the death of the Count, with people fainting, the King bent double, beating
with his hand on the parapet, shouting above the hubbub, and the chaplain from the Casa dos Arcos who rushed
into the ring to administer the last rites.
Hilaria had been transfixed with fear, she could hear the moans of the oxen, the shrill cries of the women, the
hysterical shouting of those who had fainted, then she saw an old man all dressed in black velvet wielding a
slender sword and being restrained by various ladies and gentlemen from hurling himself into the ring, bellowing
with rage!
“It’s the Count’s father.”
Then she too had fainted in the arms of a priest. When she came to, she found herself outside the bull-ring. The
royal carriage was at the door; the coachmen wore feathers in their hats, the mules had bells on their harnesses
and the postilions carried lances. The King was inside, huddled with his confessor in the darkness, deathly pale
and taking feverish pinches of snuff; opposite him—strong, broad-shouldered, grave-faced, resting his hands on a
tall walking stick—sat the Marquis of Pombal talking in measured, confiding tones, gesticulating with his pincenez. The postilions cracked their whips and the carriage left at a gallop while the crowd again cried:
“Long live the King!”
And the bell at the door of the palace chapel tolled the death knell: an honor bestowed on the Casa dos Arcos
by the King.
*
When, with a final sigh, the eldest of the Hilaria sisters concluded her account of those sad events, the games
began.
Macario could not remember a single game that was played that radiant night. He only remembered that he
remained by the side of the young blonde woman, whose name was Luisa, and that he was keenly aware of her
fine, rosy skin touched by the light, her soft, adorably small hands and, her nails more highly polished than
Dieppe ivory; he remembered too an odd incident which, from that day forth, provoked in him a great hostility
towards the clergy of the cathedral.
Macario was sitting at a table next to Luisa. Luisa was facing him, one hand supporting her lovely blonde head
and the other lying in her lap. Opposite them sat the priest from the cathedral, with his black biretta, his glasses
perched on the end of his sharp nose, the bluish tone of his heavy shaven jowls, and his large, hairy, complicated
ears like two open doors on either side of his head.
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Now, since, at the end of the game, it was necessary to pay one’s dues to the Knight of Malta who was sitting
beside the priest, Macario had taken a coin out of his pocket and while the Knight, all bent and with one eye
twitching, was adding up the sums on the back of a card, Macario continued talking to Luisa and spinning his
gold coin on the green baize like a bobbin or a top. It was a new coin that gleamed and glittered as it spun,
looking like a ball of golden mist.
Luisa was smiling as she watched it spin and spin and it seemed to Macario that all heaven, all purity, all the
goodness of flowers and all the chasteness of stars lay in that bright, distracted, spiritual smile, worthy of an
archangel, as she watched the spinning of that bright new gold coin.
Suddenly, the coin rolled to the edge of the table, fell to one side into Luisa’s lap and disappeared, with no
clink of metal on wood as it fell to the floor. The priest politely bent down and Macario pushed back his chair in
order to look under the table, while Luisa’s mother held a candle to help with the search and Luisa jumped up and
shook her dress. The gold coin was nowhere to be found.
“How very odd,” said Macario’s friend with the straw hat. “I didn’t hear it fall to the floor.”
“Neither did I,” everyone said. Bent double, the priest was still tenaciously searching and the youngest of the
Hilaria sisters was mumbling a prayer to St. Anthony.\fn{ Patron saint of lost articles}
“It must have fallen down a hole,” Luisa’s mother was saying.
“It can’t just disappear like that,” the priest was muttering. Meanwhile Macario kept uttering desperate,
disinterested cries of:
“Really, what does it matter? It’ll turn up tomorrow! Please, I beg you … Really, Dona Luisa! Please, it’s
really not worth it.”
Mentally, though, he noted that someone must have taken it and he blamed the priest. The gold coin had
doubtless rolled silently towards him! He had placed his great, dirty ecclesiastical shoe on top of it and had then
adroitly pocketed it, the villain! On their way out, the priest, all wrapped up in his great camel-hair cloak, was
saying to Macario as they went down the stairs:
“What do you think of that coin disappearing? A fine how-do-you-do, eh!”
“Do you think so, sir?” said Macario pausing, amazed at the fellow’s impudence.
“Of course I do! What do you think? A gold coin worth 7,000 reis! Or maybe your gold coins grow on trees.
I’d be furious!”
Macario was bored by this display of cool astuteness. He gave no reply. The priest added:
“You send someone over here tomorrow. It’s the very devil—God forgive me—it really is. You can’t lose a
gold coin just like that. What a game, eh!”
And Macario felt like striking him.
It was at that point that Macario said to me, in a mournful voice:
“Anyway, my friend, to cut a long story short, I decided to marry her.”
“And the gold coin?”
“I thought no more about it. Why should I? I had just decided to marry Luisa!”
2
Macario told me what exactly had brought about that deep and binding resolve.
It was a kiss.
But I will say nothing about that chaste and simple matter because the only witness was an engraving of the
Virgin hanging in a black-wood frame in the dark sitting room that opened onto the stairs. It was a fleeting,
superficial, ethereal kiss, but, being a man of correct, even severe character, Macario took it as an obligation to
take her as his wife, to give her his word of honor and possession of his life. And thus they were betrothed. For
him, the nice coincidence of their facing windows had gained the significance of a destiny, had become the moral
end of his life and the guiding light of his work. His story, of course, now takes on the lofty character of sanctity
and sadness.
Macario told me a lot about the nature and appearance of Uncle Francisco: his imposing stature, his goldrimmed spectacles, his graying beard which he grew like a fringe about his jaw-line, the nervous tic he had in one
nostril, the harshness of his voice, his austere, majestic calm, his ancient, authoritarian, tyrannical principles and
the telegraphic brevity of his words.
When Macario said to him one morning at breakfast, completely out of the blue, “I want to get married,” Uncle
Francisco, who was spooning sugar into his coffee, remained silent and continued stirring, slowly, majestically,
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dauntingly. When he had finished slurping his coffee noisily out of the saucer, he removed his napkin from his
collar, folded it up, sharpened a toothpick with his knife, put the toothpick in his mouth and left. At the door he
stopped and, turning to Macario who was standing by the table, he said simply:
“No.”
“Please, Uncle Francisco!”
“No.”
“But listen, Uncle Francisco.”
“No.” Macario felt enraged.
“In that case, I’ll do it without your permission.”
“I’ll throw you out of the house.”
“Don’t worry, I’ll go.”
“Today.”
“Today.” Uncle Francisco was just about to close the door when he turned round:
“I say,” he said to Macario who was standing exasperated, apoplectic, clawing at the window pane. Macario
turned round hopefully.
“Give me my snuffbox, will you,” said Uncle Francisco. He had forgotten his snuffbox, that was all he was
worried about.
“Uncle Francisco,” began Macario.
“That’s enough. It’s the twelfth today. You’ll be paid for the whole month. Now go.”
The mores of the time provoked foolish situations like that. It was brutal, idiotic. Macario said as much.
*
That evening Macario found himself in the room of a hostelry in the Praya da Figueira with six coins in his
pocket, a trunk full of personal linen, and his love. Nevertheless, he felt quite calm. The future bristled with
difficulties, but he had relatives and friends in the business. He had a good reputation; the neatness of his work,
his traditional honesty, the name of the family, his business sense, his beautiful italic hand, meant that the doors of
every office stood wide open to him. The next day, in cheerful mood, he went to see Faleiro, a former business
contact.
“I’d be glad to take you on, my friend,” he said, “who wouldn’t? But if I do, I’ll be in bad odor with your uncle
whom I’ve known for twenty years. He told me so categorically. So you see … it’s a case of force majeure.\fn{Irresistible compulsion} I’m very sorry, but …”
And everyone Macario went to, confident that he had a good relationship with them, said that they were all
afraid of getting in bad odor with his uncle whom they had known for twenty years.
And everyone was “sorry, but …”
Macario went to new businessmen, especially foreign ones, who were unfamiliar with his business or his
family connections. He hoped to find people who had not known his uncle for twenty years. But to them, Macario
was an unknown quantity, as were his dignity and his skill at his work. If they sought references, they found out
that he had been sacked on the spot by his uncle because of a blonde girl in a muslin dress. They looked less
sympathetically on Macario.
Commerce does not much like sentimental bookkeepers. So Macario was beginning to feel that he was in a
tight corner. Searching, asking, searching again, the time passed, eating away, penny by penny, at his six gold
coins …
Macario moved to a cheaper lodging house and continued looking. However, since he had always been of a
timid nature, he did not make friends. He found himself alone and helpless; his life stretched before him like a
desert.
His money ran out. Macario gradually became part of the ancient tradition of poverty. It has its fateful,
established rituals: he began by going to the pawn shop. Then he sold things. A watch, rings, a blue tailcoat, his
gold chain, a braided jacket, they were all carried off one by one, wrapped up in a shawl, by a withered, asthmatic
old crone.
Meanwhile, he saw Luisa every night, in the dark little living room that opened onto the landing; a night-light
burned on the table. He was happy in that half-darkness, sitting chastely by Luisa’s side at one end of an old
wicker sofa. He never saw her during the day because now he had to wear second-hand clothes, his boots were
worn and he did not want Luisa, so fresh and pretty in her clean chambray, to see his darned and patched poverty.
There in that pale, flickering light, he would speak of his growing passion and hide his declining fate.
*
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According to Macario, Luisa had a most unusual temperament. Her character was as blonde as her hair, if you
consider blonde to be a weak, insipid color. She spoke little, but smiled constantly, showing her small white teeth
and saying “Of course” to everything. She was simple, compliant, almost indifferent. She doubtless loved
Macario, but only with the kind of love her feeble, watery, vacuous nature was capable of. She was like a skein of
flax, you could spin her as you wished. Sometimes, she even grew drowsy during those night-time encounters.
One day, however, Macario found her in a state of great agitation. She was in a hurry, she had her shawl on
crooked, and kept looking round all the time at the door.
“Mama knows something,” she said. And she told him that her mother was suspicious, indeed sullen and
resentful, and that she was bound to find out about their wedding plans which had been carried out almost
conspiratorially.
“Why don’t you ask my mother for my hand?”
“I can’t. I haven’t any work. Wait a little longer—another month perhaps. I’m in the process of closing a deal
now … We would starve, Luisa.”
Luisa fell silent. She stood there twisting the end of her shawl, her eyes lowered.
“All right,” she said, “but promise you won’t come up again until I give you a sign from the window.”
Macario burst into tears; his sobs were violent, desperate.
“Shh!” said Luisa. “Don’t make so much noise!”
Macario described to me the night he spent wandering the streets in his light jacket, shivering in the harsh
January wind, feverishly pondering his sorrows. He did not sleep and first thing the next morning he burst into
Uncle Francisco’s room.
“This is all I’ve got,” he said abruptly, showing him the three coins in his hand. “I have no clothes. I’ve sold
everything. Before too long, I’ll be starving.”
Uncle Francisco, who was shaving, standing at the window with an Indian scarf tied around his head, turned
round, put on his glasses and looked at him.
“Your desk is over there. All you have to do,” he said making a resolute gesture, “is to stay single.”
“Uncle Francisco, listen to me!”
“Single, I said,” repeated Uncle Francisco, sharpening his razor.
“I can’t.”
“Then leave this house at once!”
Stunned, Macario left.
*
He returned home, lay down on his bed and cried himself to sleep. When he went out that evening he had no
idea what to do. He felt drained. He let his feet lead them where they would. Suddenly, someone from inside a
shop shouted to him:
“Hey! Over here!”
It was his friend in the straw hat who opened his arms wide in amazement.
“Good grief, I’ve been looking for you since this morning.”
He told Macario that he had just got back from the provinces, that he had learned of his plight and had brought
him a solution.
“Are you interested?”
“Absolutely.”
A business house wanted an able man, resolute and brave, to go on a difficult, but lucrative mission to Cape
Verde.
“Right,” said Macario, “I’ll go tomorrow.”
He wrote immediately to Luisa, asking her to grant him at least a farewell, one final meeting, one from which
the desolate, passionate arms of lovers would find it painful to disentwine. He went to see her. He found her all
wrapped up in her shawl, shivering with cold. Macario wept. With her usual blonde, passive sweetness, she said to
him:
“You’re doing the right thing. You might even make some money.”
The next day Macario left.
He experienced difficult voyages through hostile seas, the monotony of seasickness in a stuffy cabin, the harsh
colonial sun, the tyrannical brutality of rich landowners, the weight of humiliating burdens, the lacerating pain of
absence, journeys into the interior of dark lands and the melancholy of boats that travel through stormy nights, for
days on end, along calm rivers redolent of death.
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He returned home. That same evening he saw Luisa, bright, fresh, rested and serene, leaning on the windowsill, fanning herself with the Chinese fan.
The next day, as a matter of urgency, he went to ask her mother for her daughter’s hand in marriage. Macario
had earned a lot of money while he was away and her mother, full of joyful exclamations, opened her large,
friendly arms to him. It was decided that he and Luisa would get married in a year’s time.
“Why so long?” I said to Macario.
And he explained to me that the money he had earned in Cape Verde would not give him enough capital. It was
only enough to set himself up in business, but he had brought back from Cape Verde the beginnings of a great
enterprise; he would work like a Trojan for a year and at the end of that he would easily be able to afford to bring
up a family.
*
He worked. He put into that work all the creative force of his passion. He would get up at dawn, eat a hasty
breakfast, barely speaking to a soul. In the evening he would visit Luisa. Then he would rush back to his work,
like a miser to his coffers.
He was well-built, strong, hard, vigorous; he used ideas and muscles with equal energy; he lived in a storm of
figures. Sometimes Luisa would come into his shop and the alighting in his world of that fugitive bird gave him
enough joy, courage, faith and comfort for a whole hard-working month.
Around that time, his friend with the straw hat came to ask Macario if he would stand guarantor for a large
sum of money he was borrowing in order to set up an ironmongery business. Macario, who was well in credit,
agreed happily. It was the same friend who had provided him with that providential business opportunity in Cape
Verde. There were only two months to go before his marriage.
Sometimes Macario could already feel hopeful flushes reddening his face. He set about getting the banns
published. One day, however, his friend in the straw hat disappeared with the wife of a corporal. He had barely
begun setting up his business. It was a confusing affair. It is impossible to give a clear explanation of the whole
painful mess. Macario was the guarantor, that much was certain; he would have to repay the loan. When he found
out, he went deathly pale and said simply:
“I’ll sell up and pay it off!”
Once he had sold up, he was poor again. But that same day—for this disastrous affair had gained a lot of
publicity and public opinion was firmly on his side—the firm of Peres & Co who had first sent him to Cape Verde
came to propose a second voyage and further profits.
“Go back to Cape Verde!” Macario exclaimed.
“And make another fortune. You’ve got the luck of the devil, you have!” said Senhor Eleuterio Peres.
When he saw the situation he was in, alone and poor, Macario wept bitterly. Everything was lost, finished,
dead; he would patiently have to restart his life, return to the long miseries of Cape Verde, re-experience past
despairs, sweat the same sweat again!
And Luisa?
Macario wrote to her. Then he tore up the letter. He went to her house. There was a light on in the window; he
went up to the first floor, but then was gripped by grief, by cowardice; he was afraid to tell her about the disaster;
he was filled by the terrible fear of another separation, the terror that she would refuse him, deny him, hesitate.
Would she want to wait any longer? He did not dare to speak, explain, ask questions; he went slowly back down
the stairs.
It was dark outside. He wandered through the streets; it was a night of calm, silent moonlight. He hardly
noticed where he was walking and then suddenly, from a lighted window, he heard a recorder playing a Moorish
ballad. He remembered the first time he had seen Luisa: the bright sunlight, her blue-spotted muslin dress. He was
in the street where his uncle had his shop.
He continued walking. He stopped to look up at his former home. The window of his old office was closed.
From there he had so often watched Luisa and the gentle fluttering of her Chinese fan. One window, on the second
floor, was lit; it was his uncle’s room. Macario took a closer look; he could see a figure at the window; it was his
Uncle Francisco.
He felt a sudden nostalgia for his whole simple, solitary, placid past. He remembered his room and the old desk
with the silver lock and the miniature of his mother above the bedstead; the dining room with its old black-wood
sideboard and the great water jug with a handle made in the shape of an angry serpent. Impelled by some instinct,
he decided to knock at the door. He knocked again. He heard the window open and his uncle’s voice ask:
“Who is it?”
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“It’s me, Uncle Francisco, it’s me. I’ve come to say goodbye.”
The window closed and shortly after that the door opened with a great clanking of locks. Uncle Francisco was
carrying an oil lamp in his hand. Macario thought he looked thinner, older. He kissed his hand.
“Come up,” said his uncle.
Macario followed him in silence, keeping close to the banister. When they reached his room, Uncle Francisco
placed the lamp on a broad table and stood there, his hands in his pockets, waiting. Macario smoothed his beard
and said nothing.
“Well, what do you want?” his uncle asked loudly.
“I came to say goodbye. I’m going back to Cape Verde.”
“Then I hope you have a good journey.”
And his Uncle Francisco turned his back on him and stood drumming his fingers on the window.
Macario froze, then took a few indignant steps about the room and made to leave.
“Where are you going, you idiot?” his uncle shouted.
“I’m leaving.”
“Sit down!” his uncle said and continued talking, at the same time striding about the room:
“Your friend is a good-for-nothing! An ironmongery of all things! You’re a good man. Stupid, but a good man.
Sit down, sit down! Your friend is a good-for-nothing! You’re a good man! You went to Cape Verde! I know that!
You paid everything back. Of course. I know that too. Tomorrow, I want you to return to your desk downstairs.
I’ve ordered a new seat for your chair. On the bill I want you to write: Macario & Nephew. And get married. Get
married if that’s what you want to do. Draw some money out too. You need some new linen and some furniture.
And put it on my account. Your bed is made up next door.”
Macario wanted to embrace him, he was stunned, he had tears in his eyes, he was beaming broadly.
“Fine, fine; I’ll be off then!” Macario was about to leave.
“You young fool, why would you want to leave your own home?”
He went over to a small cupboard and produced some jelly, a saucer of jam, an old bottle of port and some
biscuits.
“Eat.”
He sat next to Macario, again remarked on his stupidity, and one tear ran down his wrinkled skin.
*
The marriage was to take place in a month’s time. Luisa started putting together her trousseau.
Macario was overwhelmed with love and happiness. His life seemed to him full, complete, happy. He spent
most of his time at his fiancée’s house and one day he accompanied her to the shops. He wanted to buy her a little
present that day. Her mother had stayed behind at the dressmaker’s, on the first floor of a building in Rua do Auro,
and Macario and Luisa had gone happily down the stairs to a goldsmith’s below in the same building. It was a
bright winter’s day, fine and cold, with a vast, electric-blue sky, deep, luminous, consoling.
“What a lovely day,” Macario said. With his fiancée on his arm, he walked a little way along the pavement.
“It is,” she said, “but people might notice us out alone like this …”
“Come on, it’s so nice …”
“No.” And Luisa dragged him gently towards the jeweler’s. There was only one assistant, a swarthy chap with
a lot of hair. Macario said to him:
“I’d like to see some rings.”
“With stones,” said Luisa, “the prettiest you have.”
“Yes, with stones,” said Macario. “Amethysts, garnets. The best you’ve got.”
Meanwhile, Luisa was examining the displays in their blue velvet-lined cases glittering with heavy jewelencrusted bracelets, chains, cameo necklaces, signet rings, slender wedding rings as fragile as love and a whole
glinting world of heavy gold-work.
“Look, Luisa,” said Macario.
At the far end of the counter, on top of the glass display cabinet, the assistant had laid out a shimmering spread
of golden rings, rings set with stones, engraved and enameled, and Luisa, picking them up and putting them down
again with the tips of her fingers went through all of them saying:
“Too ugly. Too heavy. Too big.”
“Look at this one,” said Macario.
It was a ring made out of little pearls.
“It’s pretty,” she said. “Really lovely!”
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“See if it fits you,” said Macario. And taking her hand, he put the ring slowly, tenderly on her finger, and she
laughed, showing her small white teeth like enamel.
“What a shame,” said Macario, “it’s much too big!”
“We can make it smaller if you want. Just give us the measurement. We can have it ready for you tomorrow.”
“That’s a good idea,” said Macario, “yes, indeed. It really is very pretty, isn’t it? The pearls are so wellmatched in size, and so bright: Very pretty. And what about those earrings?” he added, moving to the end of the
counter to another display cabinet. “Those ones shaped like a shell.”
“They cost ten moedas,” said the assistant.
And meanwhile Luisa continued examining the rings, trying them on all her fingers, rummaging through that
delicate, glittering, precious display.
Suddenly the assistant turned very pale and looked hard at Luisa, passing a hand slowly over his face.
“Right,” said Macario, going over to him, “so you’ll have the ring ready for us tomorrow. What time?” The
assistant did not reply and began to look hard at Macario.
“What time?”
“At midday.”
“Fine,” said Macario. “We’ll see you tomorrow then.”
They were just about to leave. Luisa was wearing a blue woolen dress that dragged a little, giving a melodious
sway to her walk and her small hands were hidden inside a white muff.
“Excuse me,” the assistant said suddenly. Macario turned round.
“You haven’t paid.” Macario looked at him gravely.
“Of course I haven’t. I’ll pay you when I come to pick up the ring tomorrow.”
“I’m sorry; said the assistant, “but you haven’t paid for the other ring.”
“What other ring?” said Macario, surprised, going over to the counter.
“That lady knows what I mean,” said the assistant. Macario slowly took out his wallet.
“I’m sorry, if it’s some unsettled bill …” The assistant came out from behind the counter and with a resolute
look on his face said:
“No, it’s not an old bill, sir, it’s a new one. It’s for a ring with two diamonds which that lady has taken.”
“Me!” said Luisa in a low voice, her face scarlet.
“What? What do you mean?” Pale-faced, his teeth clenched, rigid with tension, Macario stared furiously at the
assistant. The assistant said:
“That lady took a ring from the counter.” Macario didn’t move; he was still staring into the assistant’s face.
“A ring with two diamonds. I saw her myself.” The assistant was so upset he was stammering, he was horribly
embarrassed.
“I don’t know who the lady is, but she definitely took the ring.”
Macario seized him by the arm and turned to Luisa, barely able to speak. His face ashen, beads of sweat
standing out on his forehead, he finally said, “Luisa, say something,” but his voice faltered.
“I …” she began. She was trembling, terrified, transfixed, shaken. She had dropped her muff on the floor.
Macario went over to her, grabbed her wrist and looked at her. His look was so determined, so imperious, that she
hastily, fearfully put her hand into her pocket and showed him the ring.
“Don’t hurt me,” she said, cringing. Macario stood there, abstracted, his lips blanched, his arms hanging inert
at his sides. Then, giving a tug at his jacket, he recovered himself and said to the assistant:
“You’re quite right. A mistake, of course. The lady forgot. The ring, yes, of course … if you wouldn’t mind.
Give it to me, dear. This gentleman will wrap it up for you. How much is it?” He opened his wallet and paid. Then
he picked up the muff, gently brushed it off, dabbed at his lips with a handkerchief, gave his arm to Luisa, and,
saying to the assistant, “I’m so sorry, so very sorry,” he led her out of the shop, inert, passive, cowed and terrified.
*
They walked a little way down the street. Long rays of sun lit up the happy scene: carriages passed, rolling by
to the crack of a whip; people passed, smiling and talking; street-sellers cheerily cried their wares; a horseman in
suede breeches was making his horse, all adorned with rosettes, prance down the street; the street was crowded,
noisy, alive, happy and sunny.
Macario was walking mechanically along as if in a dream. He stopped on a corner. Luisa had her arm linked in
his. He saw her hand hanging there, waxen, the veins pale blue, her adorable, slender fingers: it was her right hand
and that hand belonged to his fiancée. Out of pure habit he read a poster advertising for that night: Palafox of
Zaragoza. Suddenly, he let go of Luisa’s arm and said to her in a low voice:
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“Go away.”
“Listen,” she said, leaning towards him.
“Go away.” And his voice sounded hoarse and terrible.
“Go or I’ll call the police. I’ll have you sent to prison. Just go away.”
“Please, for the love of God, listen,” she said.
“Go away,” he repeated and made a gesture with his clenched fist.
“Dear God, please don’t hit me,” she said, overcome.
“Just go away, people might notice. Don’t cry. People will see. Go.” And moving closer to her he said:
“You’re a thief.” Turning his back on her, he walked slowly away, trailing his walking stick along the ground.
When he had walked some distance, he turned round; he could still see her blue dress amongst the crowds.
He left for the provinces that evening and never heard another word about that young blonde woman.
115.1 Beauty And The Beast: A Folktale\fn{by Donna Francisca Vasconselos (before 1850Portugal (F) 1

)}

Lisbon, Lisbon District,

There was a king who had three daughters.
The youngest was beautiful, virtuous, and good, and her name was Bella, and she loved her father very much.
The king had orders from the emperor to go on service, and as he was saying goodbye he asked each one what she
wanted him to bring back for her. The first one said a set of brilliants, the second said a set of diamonds, the third
one embraced her father and said she wanted nothing but that her father should come back soon. The father said,
“No; you must ask for something. For if I bring the others a gift I must bring you one also, my Bella.” Bella
said,
“Bring me a rose.”
The king went off and bought the two sets for his two daughters, and forgot the rose. The king went on board
the ship. The ship belonged to Muslims and would not move. The Muslims asked the king,
“Has Your Majesty forgotten anything?”
“It is true,” said the king, “I forgot the rose that Bella asked me for.”
He got off the ship and found a rose-tree in the wall of an old palace. He knocked at the door and since nobody
answered, he plucked a rose. Then an angry fury appeared and said,
“Put my rose back immediately on the tree.” The king, frightened, said,
“When I knocked at the door nobody answered and that is the reason why I plucked the rose. If you want
money, I shall give it to you. How can I replace the broken flower? Ask me for what you will, and I will give it.
Otherwise I have the rose here, and let me go away for I am in a hurry.”
“If you cannot put back the rose, promise me to bring me one of your daughters—the one that you see first.”
The king returned home very sad, and Bella, who was anxiously waiting for her father, was the first one seen.
The father went in very sad, lay down, and was weeping bitterly. Bella embraced him and asked him why he was
weeping. The father said he was obliged to take and give her to the beast. Bella said,
“I did not want anything, I just asked for the rose for the asking, which is now the cause of this misfortune. Do
not cry, my father, I shall go away willingly.”
“We have to go in three days,” said the king, “for otherwise the beast works to bring about the downfall of our
house.”
While Bella was consoling her father, the two sisters were delighting themselves with the gifts.
*
The third day the king and Bella started for that land, and as soon as they came ashore the beast came to
receive them with great joy, took them to the palace and showed them rich jewels and clothes, sat at the piano and
played, then pulled Bella and the king by their clothes and took them to the dining room where delicious dishes
were served by unseen people.
After eight days, the king went away, leaving Bella with the beast.
The beast and Bella went for walks, played, sang, and chatted. After two months one evening when Bella was
sitting under a tree, and the beast in her lap, she began to cry. A tear fell on the hand of the beast and he asked her,
“Why are you crying, Bella?” She answered,
“I am thinking of my parents.” The beast asked,
“Do you want to see them? Take this ring. At night when you sleep, put this ring on your finger, and you will
awake in the house of your parents, but take care to take it off the night that you arrive and put it on again the
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third day, and the next morning you will be here. If you don’t come back the third day, I shall die and everything
here will disappear.”
The beast took off several presents of value and gave them to Bella for her sisters.
At night Bella put the ring on her finger and awoke at the house of her father very happy. The envious sisters
asked,
“Did the beast not eat you up?” And they said to each other,
“She has so much wealth it would be better if one of us were to go in Bella’s place.”
After the third day Bella went in search of the beast’s ring on her dressing table and did not find it. She began
to cry, very frightened. The envious sisters had hidden the ring to ruin Bella. On the fourth day Bella found the
ring, put it on her finger, and found herself in the beast’s house.
She looked all over the house for the poor beast and did not find him until at last she discovered him under a
tree in the garden very ill. She took him in her lap, kissed and caressed him, and stroked his head with her little
hand. She found a pin in his head and pulled it out.
As soon as the pin was out, the beast turned into a handsome prince. He embraced Bella. The whole palace lost
its enchantment and several guards appeared. The prince immediately ordered a bridge to be built between the
palace and that of Bella’s father. They invited Bella’s father and celebrated the marriage and they lived very
happily.
77.194 The Madonna Of The Graveyard\fn{by Fialho de Almeida (1857-1911)} Vila de Frades, Beja District,
Portugal (M) 24
Arthur was a remarkable character. He had a bilious complexion and untamed, amazingly black hair cut in the
romantic fashion affected by the artists of the day. Tall and broad-shouldered, a reserve belied his hard soul,
violent passions and impatient pride. He could demonstrate apathy or the warmest enthusiasm, puerile joys,
terrors, mood swings, desperation and flaws of character which had stayed with him after a deprived childhood,
and an education cut short by set-backs.
Abandoning the cigar-smoking habitués\fn{Denizens} of the cafés and the stage-door Johnnies, who make
opinions without having any of their own, laughing at everything and talking about everything, judging and
deprecating everything, Arthur had set out to illuminate his silent life with the light of an extraordinary and
profound talent.
He had no admirers, nor friends, nor disciples. Misunderstood, unknown, taciturn, without the boldness to impose himself, or the patience to tolerate failure, he was not given to unselfishness or self-denial; he was reclusive
and uncompromising, with the savage pride that comes from a diet of dry bread and the furious sadness of one
who has suffered in childhood. He resented the undeserved glory of the favored, comparing the heroic sobriety of
his own life with the pomp, circumstance and growing prosperity of all those worthless individuals.
At that impetuous age when the life of the artist flowers in a bouquet of chivalrous, generous impulses, without
stopping to count the cost or trying to make something on the side or hold back, he behaved like an old man at
twenty years of age; he would not take a step forward without feeling the lie of the land and looked at things with
fiercely analytic sentiments and egoistic ambition. Only one devil knew how to deal with this solitary individual,
awaken his interest, jolly him along, make him laugh.
And that was Albono, the gypsy violinist of the School, one of those perpetual students who always cut
classes. He was losing his hair, and he knew something about every subject but was an expert in none of them,
and the sober masters rewarded his contempt for the School regulations with failures and repeated years. Albano
was a skinny man with spectacles; he had an apostolic tonsure and wisps of hair at his temples, the jaws of a
terrier, a sardonic mouth with white-edged teeth, and a hunch-backed rickety body. His limbs protruded from his
suit, poking out of the short sleeves of his jacket and the short legs of his trousers.
In the cafés he was known for his coarse joviality, a nervous titter that added little squeaks of alarm to the
words he pronounced, and an imaginative humor full of sardonic comments, boisterous and riddled with ironies
which had infuriated certain people in high places. His twisted figure and his malicious tongue made a bad
impression in the School halls, above all among the prizewinners since the shirker’s native wit unfailingly
alighted on the biggest swots\fn{Bookworms} on the course. Whenever they met an acquaintance, they would cite
his mot du jour, pronounced in a rhythm marked with pauses, which was positively dripping with irony.
“Not bad at all! Not bad at all!” A bitter twist at the corner of his mouth, and then:
“Well, what’s the gossip?”
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Without pretending to know anything in particular, Albano was well up on everything. He could talk about
everything, read everything, science journals, books on all the specialist subjects, poems, novels, history,
criticism, and music by all composers; because—let it be known—he played the fiddle marvelously well. If they
told him the gossip he longed for, you should have heard his squeaks of delight and his characteristic
exclamations. Without gossip he would wither up and die.
*
He had met Arthur one night in the Brasserie. They chatted about a forgotten umbrella and a magazine of
engravings they had both glanced at, and so they struck up an acquaintance. Arthur had inspected Albano’s old
suit from top to bottom and appeared satisfied.
They got on well and began to discuss matters immediately, shook hands on parting and at night, after dinner,
they were sure to meet for a chat in the Brasserie.
Little by little, they drew as close as was possible with such difficult, touchy characters.
Albano was the more expansive, with his mordant wit, sweeping disdain for those things made sacred by the
past, and his succinct judgments on the great and the famous who all had their weaknesses, which might infect a
man in various points, his conscience, his head or his private parts. He would begin by exploring in great detail
the life-stories of fellow students and masters—illustrated with the picturesque details of hidden vanities, blunders
from the chair—and then he would draw sketches of types with a comically serious air. Then he would rant and
rave against prominent public figures, men of politics and letters and influential men of wealth.
Arthur would listen to him entranced, in silence, capping his critical judgments and dissecting, with all the
relish of a man who has been cast aside, the personalities of the art world, of whom the other knew little. He
recounted his life as an artist. Before studying in Rome he had been runner-up three times in the bursars’
competitions. When he returned from abroad with ample proof of his artistic merit, he had met hostility from his
fellow artists, within the academy, no less, and, because of his love of his art, in the reviews. With no means of
support in a poor country where art lovers adorn their drawing rooms with oleographs and their corridors,
staircases and vestibules with plaster statues and faience\fn{A type of decorative earthenware } dogs, he described his
wretched life in an inhospitable garret in Santos, the scarcity of artist’s models, his despair and his trampled pride.
Because they had a common cause, they grew to respect one another and shared a frugal dinner from time to
time. These celebrations normally took place in a tavern in the Bemformoso district, in a green-painted alcove,
with flowery drapes, earthenware serving dishes, a gas jet above and an enormous yellow cat with a white
waistcoat and the air of a cartoon character, who would purr and dabble his mephistophelian\fn{ Enormous.}
whiskers in the food.
The wine there was very special, thick and dark red in color. As well marking clothes, drowning cockroaches
and infecting people with jaundice, this wine possessed the unforgettable magic of bestowing talent upon the
actors of the Praça do Príncipe Real, who used it in a variety of ways: to dye their hair, to glue on false beards, in
injections and general baths, to revive their memory, remove calluses or serve with fried sardines in the entr’actes
… The innkeeper never tired of extolling the historical merits of this fabulous elixir.
“There in Torres the farmer knows what he is about, and he’s very fussy about cleanliness. As soon as he gets
hold of the wines he pours them into a new barrel, with a dead ram with all its entrails inside (you know how it is,
everything thoroughly washed). The sheep rots away there in the wine until only its bones remain. You leaves it to
sharpen up very well, and I always tell you gentlemen that the restorative that remains has much more body! I
can’t tell you how the customers all put on weight …”
“Look here,” said the student, “the hens here in this inn, just how do they die?”
“By the knife.”
“Don’t try to pull the wool over my eyes, damn it! When did they dig this one up, so-and-so?”
“Whatever do you mean, sir?”
“Go on! I read the family’s invitation to the funeral in the newspaper at the beginning of last month.”
*
During these suppers, they would discuss everything under the sun: the Far East, diseases of the brain, women,
paintings, the water from Cabeca de Vide, Beethoven, albino rabbits, and who would become a viscount or marry
into money. Albano, who thought that Romance literature was decadent, adored Balzac and Beethoven. His eyes
flashed and his heart pounded. If anything could match writing the Comedic Humaine, it was having composed
the Pastoral and the Eroica.
Other than that, nothing. He painted Rastignac Defying Paris in Goriot’s newly dug grave, the miser Gobseck
opening wide his tigers’ eyes before Anastasia’s diamonds. Those duchesses with an air of grandeur, holding balls
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fit for a queen, launching their lovers on great careers, filling Paris with their beauty, corroding society with their
spirit and fantasy, flying high, dazzling, scorning the law, gambling, pawning their valuables, descending from the
heights to the depths of shame, sublime and vile like the flesh in which they were shaped; they put the student in
mind of an intangible feminine world to which he dedicated his manly passions, itching and frenzies.
To love a common whore from the Rua dos Fanqueiros after that would be a profanation of the ideal. Which
was why he would remain a bachelor. And would the other care for some toasted almonds?
Albano went to see Arthur every day, with his working man’s pipe in a corner of his mouth, the book of the
evening under his arm.
“Not bad at all! Not bad at all! So what gossip have we today?”
“That idiot G—— has gone and broken a leg.”
“Well at long last!” replied Albano, rubbing his hands. Like someone who finds ample justification for his
petty hatred: G—— would never offer him a drink, not that he would accept anyway. Not bad at all! He’d got his
just desserts.
If one of the Castelar clan who rage like Demosthenes in the parliamentary sessions were to scourge the
Minister amid great commotion from the galleries, if one follower punched another, or some notable figure of
science faltered in lectures, reports or specialized debates, Albano would squeal with joy and clap his hands, with
glowing and sincere satisfaction.
And Arthur’s face would blossom; both of them seemed to believe that other people’s afflictions made them
the triumphant beneficiaries of good fortune.
These iconoclasts spewed out lugubrious quips about the would-be demigods of the salons of the Academy, in
the gloomy shade of the archives, losing their hair while investigating Queen Catherine’s rotten teeth and the
bastard sons of Sancho, writing up dissertations on the structure of the cornea; they scoffed at the processions and
parades, about the mummies of war whom they saw in all their pomp, riding fine horses and eternally standing to
attention at the sound of the anthems; they ridiculed the politicians who looked abroad for their inspiration, the
orators, the fools and obsolete national industries—they had it down to a fine art, aiming their mockery at the
routine of a dead country, laughing with the irony of the strong, with the cynical ribaldry of a vulgar ditty.
It was almost always Albano who spoke, flooding their suppers with platters, wine and projects of public
Regeneration, dazzling decrees destined to solve, for once and for all, the insoluble problems of contemporary
Portuguese life. Each one would then state what he would do as soon as he became minister. Albano chose to
plant sugar beet on the grand scale, spending a quarter of the State income on this. And tiny accompanying “great
works,” for example, inundating Europe with machine-made toothpicks, six million an hour; auctioning off the
banks of codfish discovered by himself off the Cape Verde Islands; sending a commission of wise men to China to
study the pigtail; and always, at the end:
“What have here? Fish!” This would leave the sculptor open-mouthed.
“But the arts, the sciences, what about them?” Arthur would enquire, timidly.
“As far as art is concerned,” said Albano, scratching his bald pate with a claw-like nail, “I’m convinced that
the best thing would be a music and choral conservatory, for the tunny fish in the Algarve. As for the sciences, I
would establish in Coimbra a faculty to preempt the studies carried out by the others, the Faculty of Thinking. As
you can see, it’s marvelous, simple and easy.”
“There’s the genius of it,” noted Arthur.
“Ay, Ay,” said the student, cramming his gargantuan belly with fried fish. He had a very pretty sister, the very
image of a Parisienne, tiny, highly strung, sensitive, musical.
As Arthur needed to seek him out in days to come, Albano was obliged to give out his address and allow him
to cross the threshold of his home. The house was poor, a third floor apartment for his mother and her daughter,
with the attic for the bohemian to sleep in. Arthur grew fond of the girl, turning up more and more frequently,
looking at her in that special way.
And then she had such a delicious name—Judith. The sculptor was already giving very serious thought to a
statue of Holofernes which would bear his own head.
*
He sculpted an enormous high relief for a façade which was exhibited for several days, bringing him some
fame. It was an exceedingly well-executed work, inspired by Biblical themes with misty figures in attitudes of
piously serene beauty and heads wrought with the finest touch. That magnificent page of marble embodied the
ingenuous symbolism and lyrical goodness that have such a marked effect on the sentimental nature of all true
Portuguese. It contained profiles that would not be out of place on a medallion, clothes that clung like a second
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skin, flawlessly executed hands and feet, and the old-fashioned air that comes from reading the Prophets. The
newspapers described the work, almost everyone went to see it, and Oddente even gave away prints.
The sculptor was launched on his career. It was around this time he moved into Albano’s neighborhood, having
rented a ground floor apartment that he turned into an artist’s studio and private residence. The house had a few
yards of garden at the back, a sanctuary shaded by lofty trees and filled with the chirping of swallows.
Since the grounds sloped down, they could take pleasure in far-off crowds, views of a city growing out of
rubble, outlying fields, small-holdings where trellised vines swelled out, wheat-fields, kitchen gardens intersected
by the work on the new avenue, buildings in ruins, houses lost in gardens, heaps of rubbish, pennants and, on the
horizon the little ochre-colored towers of the Penitentiary with slate-topped pyramids.
Beneath the trees, the sculptor set up an area for his moments of artistic leisure, with quoits and cricket, and an
extension of trapeze and fixed bars for the gymnastics he forced himself to practice every morning when he got
up. That part was overlooked by the windows of the neighboring buildings and Arthur used to keep an eye on the
one from which Judith’s little golden head would often emerge, curious and laughing. How engaging, that little
head with a small skull and pure forehead, with her thin, pale face, her cupid’s bow of a mouth, impudent chin and
a way of laughing with dimples in her cheeks, of marking her words in gurgles of laughter dragging out the plural
endings of her words: “eyezzzzzz, hairrrrrrrr, we already knoooooow”… words which were the downfall of this
rough worker in stone. Any woman who was affected in her manners or toilette would have wearied or wounded
him. That brutish observer was used to studying the lines, gestures and facial expressions that statuary fixes and
models. He detested the pretense and staginess that city life impresses on individuals and which women
exaggerate, in the belief that such behavior will make them more beautiful.
Born into poverty and without a father, a provincial girl in the heart of the city, living with her mother and no
other relatives, devoted to her household tasks and her piano studies, Judith retained a freshness full of
individuality, the darting lightness of a wagtail that moves at sixty turns a minute, and the untamed grace of a doe
which came from her physical harmony and her innocent beauty rather than from a polished and extravagant
upbringing.
Arthur liked her in the way that an old man may dote on a child, because of her frail figure, because of her
chaste joy, and that innocence flashing from her eyes—lively, curious, restless without the false modesty of
downcast or fluttering eyelids, which in someone else might be pertness but which represented in her a surfeit of
virginity, childishness and purity of soul. Dressed in pale pink percale, white muslin frothing upon her breast with
the severe air of a Huguenot virgin, her bust flowing into the design of an Arabic vase, transparent hands, narrow,
satiny, protruding from lace cuffs with the whiteness of magnolias, she was a delight to watch, coming and going
with her lacquered nails to the piano, from the piano to the window, from the window to the pantry, from the
pantry to the kitchen.
As Arthur watched her bustle about, a swarming, cloudy and delicate being, with flesh as white as the snows of
paradise, all scarcely-contained impatience, with the undulations of someone who is growing, little cries, tittering,
the beginnings of arias and sore throats, he felt like reaching out his arm to her like the branch of a tree,
somewhere for her to come to rest, nibbling her Madonna’s corsage, amid the chirping of the swallows on the top
of the bell towers in the morning. What he loved most in his flights of artistic fantasy were Judith’s poses, of such
unconscious nobility, pure art and graceful bearing that they ensnared him, overwhelmed him, filling the
sculptor’s silent contemplation with selfish thoughts. For example, how she knew after playing a sonata, to rest
just three fingers on the piano, without weight, with no effort, the bust tilted back a fraction and no more. Her
figure thus acquired the distinction of a miss, gilded by the pale eyes of a blonde, whose light hair whirled in a
hydra-like entanglement in the waters of a fountain.
Her long neck rose up from between her shoulders, curving like the stem of a rare flower; her upper lip had in
the middle a drop of delicious coral which broke up when she smiled, and would begin to tremble again, hanging
there, in moments of unease. There could be no pleasure greater than seeing her in profile against a turbulent
background, with her modern city style, so exquisite and fine.
She was at that age when a woman still does not have a sex yet is no longer a child, at the end of childhood and
at the beginning of adolescence, the tenderest part of a woman’s life, longing to be admired then immediately
forgetting that tiny vanity, blushing at a loud word, a full bodied laugh, blushing at anything at all. And a
charming inner confusion of ideas, of sensations, tastes, and virginal pleasures! Sayings which had no hidden
meaning a mere month before, ways of looking at her in the street, any daily triviality, all these now brought her
natural timidity to the surface.
At times, at a glance, in that conflagration of vital phases which still hadn’t been brought under control, sudden
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storms blew up, her eyes set constellations of dreams ablaze; certain ways of marking her breathing would sound
like sighs; she would often hug her arms against her ribs, adding to her bust the two handles of an Etruscan vase,
as if she were overcome by a fever of embraces. And so impressionable that the slightest cloud would make her
nervous, and the slightest sensation of height would make her dizzy; on rainy days, pressed against the window
pane, eyes cast down, in a fright of cold, gray consternation, she would remain motionless in a bout of weeping,
like a swallow who has been stolen by the good weather from the complicated ellipses he would describe in the
lapis lazuli of the sky.
*
And then there was her familiarity in conversation!
She hadn’t known Arthur more than two or three weeks, and already, without further ado, she plunged in,
wanting to know what he had done during the day, what time he had gone out, what time he went to bed, and how,
as he was so young, how could he could live so lonely a life?
That plebeian man, given to snarling like a mastiff, gruff, impatient, melancholic and morose, took unbounded
pleasure in answering her little questions. At her side doing her bidding, he would guess all the riddles and
puzzles of the almanac, guide her in her drawing and bring her rosettes to embroider. With Judith his roughness
mellowed into an obliging timidity, shy if she did not command him to speak, radiant when she smiled upon him.
A blush of joy would rise to the surface of his broad worker’s face, a joy in those visits taken up with idle
conversation about incidents from the newspapers and domestic life; a tragedy narrated by the local journalist,
shortages in the marketplace, a new tune, and what each of them had eaten for dinner.
Tales of shipwrecks, train crashes, explosions in mines, cities under flood, fires and famous robberies, two
hundred, three hundred deaths, a chilling supplement of orphans, widowhoods and abandonment, masterpieces of
the beautiful-macabre which Yankee reporters often export to jangle the flaccid nerves of Old Europe, would
shock the two poor ladies through and through. Arthur would read out the incident and on either side of him,
mother and daughter would be overcome by these disasters, sniveling, offering theories, imagining details. The
mother, breaking off her needlework, would calculate:
“Three hundred people dead, let’s suppose that two hundred of them were married, and one hundred and fifty
had children … that makes one hundred and fifty fatherless children! In the name of the Virgin! Now, let’s say
that more than one hundred people had more than one child … where will this misfortune end? The people whom
those victims were supporting, elderly relatives, poor people who went to their doors begging for alms, old
retainers, employees in their shops … yes, because they must have had their businesses, their lives, and now
everyone is left completely destitute …” This was followed by a weighty sigh.
“Oh! Oh! This world, when you think about it—And worse still, on a Friday! While some laugh, others weep.”
And she wouldn’t sleep well that night. What disaster would befall those poor wretches on the high seas? What
thoughts would run through their minds at that time?
On occasion Arthur was surprised to find himself moved as well. Interested in the contrast of that ingenuous
and sincere simplicity with his own cynicism, little by little, imperceptibly, it was beginning to get the better of
him. The almost paternal feelings that he experienced in Judith’s presence were revealed in the presents he gave
her, bas-relief medallions of the Virgin and of Christ, lace-trimmed antimacassars, albums of water colors and
rapidly executed charcoal sketches, flowers, knick-knacks and even the nests of birds who roosted in the great
plane trees in the yard.
He would never forget the ineffable freshness of tears he had felt in his heart, on that occasion when he went to
see her with a huge white rose all covered in dew. She had come forward with childlike mannerisms and taken it
away from him very delicately, her light eyes sparkling all the while. And stripping the blooms with her teeth,
petal by petal, she ate it with the sensuous greed of a canary nibbling at lettuce leaves, her burning eyes always
fixed on him.
*
Every morning when he got up Arthur did his hour of invigorating gymnastics, preparing himself for the tasks
of the day. He began with twenty kilos on either arm, from there he’d go on to bounce on planks fixed at various
heights, then he would stretch, twist and hang from the trapeze, finishing with the windmill, an exercise of
enormous dexterity which demands a keen eye, body of steel and mathematical precision.
From the window, if she happened to have got up, Judith would give shrieks of fear and beg him to give up his
exertions, threatening to fall out with him if he continued. Arthur would reassure her with bold words, intimately
flattered by the least of her hysterical cries—and if Albano’s spectacles glinted from the attic window, the three of
them had great fun.
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The habit of weaving worlds of dreams and gallant thoughts in which he could take refuge for much of the
year rendered the student completely indifferent, or at most only slightly concerned with the trivial things that
went on around him. The family received from him a kind of benevolence, without great effusiveness or fussing.
He would describe the two ladies as the little women, there at home; and only at meal-times in the post-prandial
lethargy would he spend some time talking briefly about matters which did not interest him in the least so they
would not find him churlish.
He usually said little in these domestic chats, “Yes,” “No,” “Naturally,” “Of course,” or that interminable “Not
bad at all! Not bad at all!” that expressed everything: tedium, inner satisfaction, hunger, depression, the need to
shave, and so forth. To avoid having to explain a controversial point, he would always agree with whatever his
mother and sister said. At times, he sat at the table lost in thought, sipped his soup rapidly, cut his food into pieces
with all the sedateness of a wise man, head lowered, with drops of perspiration on the marbled crown of his bald
pate.
They never interrupted his musings in those moments and the dinner would proceed sadly. The two ladies had
become accustomed to his reticence, like that of an old judge, and no longer found it strange. His mother, noting
his silence, would think of her husband who had been just like that throughout his life, haggard, gaunt, with his
green spectacles, with extraordinary migraines and so dreadfully eccentric.
Judith loved her brother like a grandfather for, despite his taciturnity, he was always kind and quite devoted at
heart, occasionally bringing her little presents. At times, his eyes looked at her probingly over his spectacles with
a long-standing concern, satisfied that they should see her looking so fine with her lace robe belted around her
narrow waist. And the two of them kept discovering that he had touching virtues, a purity of tastes, the signs of a
generous character and even sentimentality masked by that savagery. He spent long nights translating novels for a
mere pittance, in an attempt to increase the modest income on which the family lived, so they would lack for
nothing at home. On birthdays, at the beginnings of seasons or on religious holidays, always silent, with his sixyear-old gray jacket, a tin chain on his watch, he would tiptoe down in his stocking feet at dead of night from his
Faustian attic while they slept; and like the good Christmas Fairy, he would leave outside her door, or on the
dining room table, or on coathangers or in the most secret drawers of the wardrobes, little items for her toilette,
baubles, gazed on lovingly for weeks on end in a shop window, haggled over, longed for and finally acquired with
the weekly wage he received on Saturdays for the installments he had translated. Then he would steal away early
in the morning, like a thief, to avoid the pleasure of the surprise, the gratitude and kisses.
Not bad at all! Not bad at all!
His hatred of domestic gushing and lachrymose tenderness was carried to ferocious extremes. He was
embarrassed by parents’ tenderly embracing their children, or brothers showing affection for their sisters; he had
never bestowed a kiss on anyone; and for himself, whenever he considered womankind, he felt as chaste as St.
Anthony in the desert.
The fiddle, however, was his tattle-tale confidant, it would tell everything, express everything, sob everything.
And what it said about that ancient bag of bones, what sweetness of temperament it could detect in him, what
profound goodness it put into play, what inner freshness it revealed, what untamed passion of from the garden,
Arthur and whoever else might be there, would applaud, dazzled; Judith hiccupped with nerves, quivering all over
in response to the magnetic emotion of a bow moved to such wonderful effect.
Only Albano, impassive, mopping his apostolic pate—“Not bad at all! Not bad at all!”—would smile a little at
his success. He had understood what was happening between his sister and the artist. And with a certain smile he
held back, cautious, remaining intentionally at some distance from those burgeoning feelings. In those idyllic
moments shared by Judith and the sculptor, guessed at or surprised by Albano, only the fiddle dared to whisper its
ironic comments and give its hidden opinion, translating the violinist’s innermost thoughts by its weeping or
laughing vibrato. Judith’s conversations with the sculptor, she at her window, he in the garden, were the first steps
in the dance of love.
*
“Good day, what lovely weather today, is it not?”
“It is,” she said.
“Lovely for a trip to the country.”
“I would prefer the river.”
“The boat might overturn.” And Judith made an enchanting moue\fn{Pouting expression} of fear. Arthur would
reply:
“What about our chap, then? Is he still asleep?”
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“Who, he? He’s already left for the School.”
“And does my pretty little neighbor never go out and about?”
“Very little! With this view from the window, it is as if I ventured two leagues into the country every day.” Or
they drifted into the eternal motif:
“Just look how the building works in the avenue are coming along!”
“They certainly are! Only yesterday the yellow house over there in front was still standing, and now I can only
see the shop walls there.”
The sculptor began to explain the avenue, he envisaged the decorative coup d’oeil once it was filled with
buildings, the crystal palace with its naves radiating out from the domed rotunda, towers on the corners and
windows with marble balustrades, shady trees, palaces with a thousand architectural wonders, sparkling bazaars,
statues and fountains playing …
“When that time comes,” said Judith, sadness in her eyes, “I shall no longer be alive, more’s the pity!”
Arthur imagined her playing out a princess’s destiny: she would have a palace set in a park designed by
Garnier,\fn{Jean Louis Charles Garnier (1825-1898), French architect .} a four-wheeled carriage drawn by white horses. For
a husband a golden-haired count who would adore her, and they would have their own box in the São Carlos
theater. He would see her crossing the city in her landau in the springtime, at three o’clock in the afternoon
beneath the gentle warmth of a mild sky, all dressed up in mauve satin and white feathers, paying no heed to the
greetings of a poor artist like him.
She forced a laugh at that imagined ingratitude with the “Oh!” of a hurt child. Resting her little white hands on
the parapet, she leant out to see him all the better; the coral drop of her lip had the tremulous glow of one who
weeps—and silently enraptured, they gazed at one another very seriously, with some as yet unspoken idea of
marriage.
Their chatter coincided with Judith’s urgent desire to grow up. Every day she declared she was taller, her hips
were broadening. Overtaken by a fever of domesticity, she would spend days tidying up, unfolding clothes,
brushing clean dresses that had been worn, striding about like a capital I to give herself a more imposing
appearance. She was determined to seem like a housewife; and so, just as she saw her mama do, she became quite
adept at inventing worries, plans, shrewdness and little kitchen quarrels.
They watched her go through the rooms with armfuls of clothing, very upright, severe of mien, turning
suddenly to see whether the dress was trailing on the floor. Because she no longer had her own teeth, her poor
mama had to suck in her cheeks most affectedly, in order to call out loud. The stereotyped grimace was not in the
least appealing; but that is exactly how Judith imitated her!
As for her dolls, what an adorable miniature comedy! Judith pretended to guess all the illnesses or discomfort
or appetites of those tiny little creatures, through the most unexpected tantrums. Time after time, play-acting, she
danced with them, stood up tall, stretching her arms, rocked them on her knees, was constantly combing their hair,
kissing them, laying them down on her lap like the Virgin With Child, singing them to sleep, undressing them,
dressing them, inventing ailments as a further pretext for showing off what a good little mother she was. If Arthur
was present, these rehearsals for the role of wife were repeated a thousand-fold, exaggerated, pointed up with a
feeling of innocent self-importance.
At times, in the midst of some difficult scene, Judith’s eyes would look up to the sculptor, something in her
would shrink to find herself under observation, and she would run away.
All these preoccupations were revealed by a delightfully exaggerated tone and when they contemplated her,
people were reminded with the exquisite pleasure of a collector of bric-a-brac, of those little glazed figurines, so
alive, waltzing in the gold of the bonbonnieres, fleeting, painted in the elegant pastoral style of the eighteenth
century.
But it was not unusual either for her to forget her role, in the middle of some pose she had contrived on
purpose. Then the child would give a sudden jump, a little laugh, and having broken the spell would reappear with
the feathery and ingenuous grace of a bird of paradise.
The moments he spent in her company restored the artist after other tiring days engaged in the wearying task
of looking for models, making costly moldings, chiseling rigid forms out of the blocks; and attending to a
thousand details of the statue he was working on, putting the finishing touches to the shape, the fluttering clothes,
the writhing of flesh, all the little tics which cause a statue to spring into movement and life. In a population
debased by the decrepitude of race, the vices of the big city, the privations of poverty and an excess of work, the
sculptor had great difficulty in finding a body worth copying. When he was engaged in his artistic mission, there
were certain days when he was obliged to search where the population was thickest, the quays, markets, arsenals,
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the barracks, the sailing ships and the factories, seeking among the ragged, barefoot workers the strong, wellproportioned lines needed for models.
This was how he came to notice a well-turned, unrestrained foot, in the street urchin or bricklayer’s apprentice;
over there the shoulders and arms of an Atlas, grooved with muscles, robust beneath the woolen pullover of the
copper colored boatsmen; the torsos of Michelangelo’s Damned among the blacksmiths in their forges; and traces
of Antinous, in one or other darkened face, sweet adolescence seen in wrists and hamstrings, tawny breasts and
throats like the bronze tonkin-bean; pieces of noble nature, somehow disconnected from the rest and scattered
with neither order nor logic among vulgar figures who had been worn down the excesses of daily toil.
And what of the difficulties he experienced in bringing to his studio any of these owners of a living piece of
sculpture, the ruses to which he had to resort, long preliminary explanations, promises of a good tip, atrociously
wearisome enticements and lures! Women, scandalized by his invitation would insult him right there and then in
the marketplace, coarse ironworkers mocked him with vulgar jests; and few wished to follow him!
At the end of four or five sessions, some of them tired of posing, took to their heels and never came back.
Arthur, completely out of patience, chagrined, nervous, suffering ulcers because of his rage, would destroy what
he had already created and lapse into long tedious periods of idleness.
*
Arthur lived like a hermit alone in his house surrounded by the tools of his trade, classical designs and plaster
casts, served by an extraordinarily stingy Galician and visited by three or four of his father’s friends who would
turn up on very rare occasions. On Sundays, if there were enough of them, they would make up a peaceable four
for a game of quoits in which Albano partnered the Galician against Arthur, who took the side of his friend Flores,
the painter.
Friend Flores was that kind of jovial buffoon whom the French have already caricatured in cheap zinc candlesticks, with his palette pointing upwards and his feathered hat tilted to one side. He was a thread-like being with a
quixotic face, flowing moustaches and a beard like a fox’s brush; a tall man and a republican, given to much
bowing and scraping, with a mane of hair streaming in the wind, felt hat cocked, high laced shoes twisted to one
side, and such affected manners with the ladies! …
Pride in his art made him assume photographic poses, hand on heart and one leg bent in front of the other; or
else, his hat doffed, like someone posing for posterity, with the air of a dreamer, his fingers on the shock of hair
which stood out round his head, eyes blank as if he were meditating on the plane of a painting. When he was
contradicted, friend Flores had a stock response:
“Don’t rebut my assertions.”
He was a Jacobin through and through, and he never tired of describing his work for the Cause. Stroking his.
beard with long, skeletal fingers, he would say:
“When our republic comes, her first task will be to give me a kiss and say this to me: thank you, dear father.”
Like an imitation of a sagouin monkey, all disheveled like a romantic hero, trembling like a drunkard and
spitting out his words, friend Flores then spoke of the work of the so-called revolutionary clubs, the sunstroke
suffered in the via dolorosa of propaganda campaigns, doors that slammed shut in his face during elections, a
thousand unpleasant acts swallowed without complaint. He spoke like someone introducing a bullfighter. Yes, let
Alcantara speak! And Alcolena, and Ajuda, and that gang of lads from the Terremotos, let them recount what he,
João Maria Guedes Flores, all alone and by himself had done and achieved. Through his energetic efforts, the
famous committee of ’24 had been held in the Pateo da Galé, where the chaps from Ajuda, in the teeth of the
police sent by order of the tyrant, had made their position perfectly clear. And a whole series of Clubs founded by
him, the Mortalha e Onça of Aleolena, with two plaster statutes of Liberty in the meeting room, and a hurdygurdy playing the Marseillaise day and night, to irritate the palace, damn it all! Had they seen the article in the
Trinta, which shocked them all. No one had seen it. Arthur then tried to call him peacefully over to the paint
brushes so they could chat about imaginative sign boards instead, and beautiful poultry sellers in the Market. The
artist was absolutely desperate for one of these, Barbara de Loures, a ginger-haired slut who filled the market with
her cow-like breasts, among the uncouth greengrocers.
But Albano just had to see what a Jacobin was made of, investigate the victories of the popular party, probe
into the work of the revolution. They should not rebut the man’s assertions! Friend Flores went about saying that
the King would turn to stone on meeting him in the street, Fontes himself had thought of bribing him, giving him
a lucrative sinecure, in order to shut his mouth. On one occasion, on the Ajuda road, he was going along quite
happily, lost in thought, yes sir, when he heard a Pst! Pst! And when he turned round, D. Fernando himself was
gesturing to him.
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Today he might be in an independent position, but he was not like those monarchical rogues who would sell
themselves for a position, he preferred to follow his ideals, be faithful to the cause of the people. He would speak
out on behalf of the people, the will of the people, the sovereignty of the people, the veto of the people, the sweat
and other excretions of the people. And beating his pigeon chest, eyes ablaze, with his skinny shanks, a fleeting
waltz air, he allowed them to suspect from his attitude that he was the people, the great lord of the common
people, leader of the seditious and future avenger of a thousand tortures suffered.
At each stage his harangue was riddled with those phrases typically heard at political rallies, echoing with their
lack of meaning; dripping with the indignation of a hungry student, the kind that red journalists have made
fashionable among the ignorant classes, teaching them to boast without showing them anything better. Then came
the rights of man, the social body, human dignity, the liberties of this century, all of these set against the
corruption of the crown, and a thousand and one references to the ways people earned their living. At times
throwing the quoit against the wooden pegs of the game, the artist was so vehement, so overbearing, they found
himself in a panic, waiting to see hordes of federalists, communists, the whole band of the oppressed come
pouring out of his pocket all ready for war, brandishing weapons, setting up barricades, singing Ça ira and
stealing pocket handkerchiefs.
Albano observed him the way he would a strange animal, completely serious and convinced of his own
rightness; and like a brother in the scarlet sect, secretly made him little signs of membership, applauded, tittering
like someone already in the know, with the intention of encouraging his confidences.
This vehement support maddened the artist who on his garrulous days would unleash innumerable revelations
about high politics. Things were on the move! A leading light of the Republicans, they had told him at the Pacho’s
editorial office:
“Ten more like you, Flores, and the royal family wouldn’t last three weeks!”
They’d even asked him for editorials about those damned ones, those strong men. The province cheered him!
Sol e Vira, an executive committee of the central neighborhood, had actually mentioned him in their proceedings,
granting him their highest praise. All this was much talked about!
He would put on a mysterious smile and confess that there were unbelievers who were beginning to tell
themselves the republic was still to come. He did not think the Portuguese people should have so little confidence
in those who were at the head of the movement. He had already said as much in the famous assembly of ’24. In
the next legislature, there would be six of them singing in the ballot box.
“Six what?” said Albano.
“Six more deputies! One of them,” and friend Flores lowered his gaze, “would never accept the mandate of
such illustrious brothers-in-arms.”
“But Flores,” implored Albano, “my brother, accept it, as a favor!”
“This is a serious matter!” said Arthur. And João Maria Guedes Flores spoke in hushed tones. In the Pacho
they were thinking about buying the army, there was eau-de-vieto encourage people to join up straight away …
And now—shush—no giving the game away, eh?
“I’ve heard tell of an underground passage going as far as the palace,” confided Albano, having first secured
the doors and looking wildly round the walls. Friend Flores stepped back with a theatrical gesture.
“To the devil with it! But this is anarchy! They’re hurling themselves into pure nihilism! I’ve always been
afraid of this! Popular supremacy does not demand blood!”
But Albano piled on one revelation after another, holding the artist firmly by one arm, panting and hypnotized,
listening all agog.
“And then, that isn’t all, man. A ship with weapons came into Figueira; Celorico is becoming agitated, Santa
Comba says they won’t pay; Moita has put on the red cap of the Republicans; the whole country will rise up as
one man …”
“When!”
“Tomorrow, perhaps!”
“That’s what Guerra said!” retorted Friend Flores, as if Biblical prophecies were coming to pass.
“Whoever lives will see great things,” pondered Arthur. “England will never forgive us. As for Russia, Austria,
Spain …”
“Spain,” said the artist, “with all its internal troubles …”
“Poor thing!” said the student, pityingly. “But courage! Grevy has written to Magalhaes, telling him that he
could count on him, there have even been some special words from President Grant …”\fn{ President of the United
States from 1869-1876.}
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Finally, one morning the monarchy would wake up beyond the sand bar, on the road to exile.
“I shall convene the Mortalha e Onfa straight away,” exclaimed friend Flores, in a frenzy, hurling himself out
into the street, puffing and blowing, refusing to hear anything else!
If he finished a job, he would invite everyone to go and give their opinion, Arthur, an ax-carrier of his
acquaintance who had acted as a model for Herod in a Slaughter of the Innocents, the miserly Galician, and, when
God willed it, Albano himself. Friend Flores painted sign boards, the façades of shops, and tiny dining rooms in
restored three-story apartment buildings. Wherever his brush had been, you were sure to find the Sintra Hills, with
the serrated battlements of the Castelo dos Mouros, the towers of the Palacio da Pena and ladies in blue
picnicking on lawns. If they observed anything amiss in the façade of a butcher’s shop or tobacconist’s, friend
Flores would doff his felt hat with great pride, would tousle his mop of hair with his skeletal fingers:
“Don’t rebut my assertions!”
He took it upon himself to draw the sculptor’s attention to mistakes in the carving, with supercilious ferocity
he would call him aside to tell him that a foot was not to his liking; he paid him tribute with the air of an old
master, advising him, telling him that he get on, he should not be discouraged, he should work to be an artist! …
With every intention of comforting that talented lad who was still in the shadows, he held himself up as an
example of struggle, triumphant at last.
“The fact is,” he caroled, mincing affectedly, “I have reached the truth and today I have color. It cost me a
great deal, but I can be proud, I have succeeded. Man—just one example will suffice—I have painted such a
fresco of a field of lettuce in a country retreat in the Rio de Mouro that every morning you can actually hear the
crickets chirping in that house!”
Arthur laughed good-naturedly, gave him cigarettes and went with him to dine in the orchards on fine days.
But the student could not abide him, he even wanted to decorate the seat of his trousers with mud from his right
boot. If he met him airily in the street, falling out of his yellow trousers, tottering along in his down-at-heel boots,
Arthur would give him a wide berth, merely nodding his bald head.
“Managing, thank you. The underground passage full of gunpowder still hasn’t blown up, more’s the pity! But
not bad at all, things are on the move. All the best.”
And he would turn the corner, adjusting his spectacles.
*
One afternoon, Arthur was wandering through the woods of the Campo Grande, smoking his pipe in one of
those bouts of artistic indolence which provide a period of respite in the middle of great labors, when turning
along a path he found himself face to face with Albano who was carrying an enormous bunch of roses. The
bohemian had not been to the Brasserie for perhaps four nights, which came as quite a shock to the sculptor,
accustomed as he was to the exasperating regularity of his companion.
“But how flowery he comes, how spring-like!” said Arthur, very expansively. “You joker! You’ve come to
present bouquets far from home, so no one will suspect the love affairs you’re involved in.”
Albano stooped and wiped the dust off his enormous double-soled boots in which he sailed along, with his
handkerchief. He said:
“I’ve been to that farm to see a little man who spends his life growing roses. A funny old chap, a lover of fine
porcelain, everything very refined, I must introduce you to him. You could almost imagine that everything in his
house dates from last century, the furniture, the china, the servants, the music, even the cats. But they are good
people! And they always load me down with roses. You’ll notice there are some superb specimens here, are there
not? As for him, he has such patience!”
He breathed in the perfume of the flowers one by one, taking little sniffs without touching the petals, skipping
from this one to the next, as if he were training his nose to distinguish a range within one subtle perfume. The
roses were truly overwhelming, because of the size, the color, the design of the whorls of the petals, exquisite
nuances of texture, and the caressing satin of the inner nests—open like a duchess’s casket under the weight of the
droplets of water which the morning, a good friend, had wept on their breast in passing.
The scarlet ones were as big as dahlias, of a funereal velvet if looked at from the side, with spots of cherrycolored velvet standing out from the convexities against the light, and distant perfumes in which the nostril grew
dulled and gave up. The yellow blooms were gracefully aristocratic, scented with violets and hyson tea,\fn{ A
Chinese green tea that comes from Anhui Province } their breasts the color of egg yoke and with petals breaking into a
polyhedron around the stamens, veiled in a three-leaved cup of little tiny little pieces.
As for the white ones, how virginal! They seemed to exhaust themselves in their efforts, even the ones that had
opened most, to preserve the modest form of a bud. They shrank back with the chasteness of a naked girl after
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bathing, covered in pearls of water, who curls up to defend herself, shrinking away from the mythological love of
the swans. In the heart of those marvelous Ophelias breathe the roseate tones of living flesh, soft female
undulations and the immaculate freshness of golden adolescence—you might say the coquetterie of a maiden
stepping out at her first ball. Arthur was just going to cut one of the white blooms, when the student, restraining
his fingers, said brusquely:
“Not that one. The other scarlet one is prettier, cut that one.”
But Arthur preferred the white one, or any other white rose, it didn’t matter to him as long as it was white. One
shouldn’t go through the street with a silly, flannelette colored bloom in one’s button hole. Albano however
insisted pettishly.
“Cut a yellow one,” he said, “take two even, that other faded crimson one, but don’t touch the white ones.”
Arthur obstinate in his desire for a white rose, asked him, laughing:
“Are you weaving a mythical crown for some Sister of Charity for whom you harbor a passion? But what a
dreadful rogue you are!” There was a struggle between the two.
“Let go!” implored Albano. “I only have six white roses. If you take just one it’ll ruin everything.”
“But why so stingy?”
And the sculptor kept insisting without letting up. Albano, defeated, took his arm but would not let him cut the
rose. It was dusk and they walked along in conversation, straight towards the gates, the sun by now casting a
golden glow on the trees.
*
“My dear chap,” said Albano, placing his handkerchief around the ends of his precious flowers, “there’s a
funny thing, you know.”
“For example?” asked Arthur, like someone who won’t let himself be hoodwinked.
“Will you not tell me why it is, when we set alongside all the beings who serve our needs, a doctor who
supervises their smallest actions, from the moment they are born to the moment they die, that we do not extend
equal care to that which concerns our own preservation? Through a thousand clever tricks of cross-breeding and
nutrition, we manage to lump together in one horse all the qualities of strength, elegance, speed and courage,
which separately made up the characteristics of many different breeds. There are botanists who wear themselves
out in search of the most unexpected effects of coloration and turgescence\fn{ Swelling} in flowers, tubercles and
fruit. You know the legend of the blue tulip,\fn{ In The Netherlands; in Persia, it is the blue rose .} you’ve already seen
pears that weigh six kilos, you know of that breed of English ox which is made almost exclusively of muscle, and
you are certainly not unfamiliar with those marvelous breeds of dogs, traveling pigeons and ferocious animals
tamed to domesticity, which demonstrate the result of dozens if not hundreds of years of man’s perseverance and
science.
“Even while we make new sap spurt in sudden gushes and forge virile models of race and nuclei of the world
which are capable of living for ever, from stagnant types, aged forms and moribund nutrition, we have never
given serious thought—decrepit as we are—to restoring the poor human family by the same process through
which we breed a pure horse or a tulip, or we artificially crystallize a diamond.”
“It’s one thing to practice on inferior species. Man is not so docile,” said Arthur, and the student shrugged his
shoulders, quite unconcerned with this.
“It so happens that their blood has become so weak, their bodies so feeble, and the once-strong has become so
debased, that within a few centuries, half a Graeco-Roman family will have been completely wiped out. For the
moment, families and classes are disappearing; later on nations and entire peoples will go into the vortex, because
of the fixedness of marital alliances and the corrosive action of sickly tendencies, which grow in number and
violence by the day.
“Have you taken a good look at Lisbon? It’s worth the effort, as a study in decadence. For every hundred
thousand inhabitants, there are three hundred thousand illnesses, three illnesses per inhabitant. Ancient diseases
dating from the times of the Conquests, brought from all over the world as the spoils of war, breeding for four
centuries in our poor race, have engendered an extravagant troop of illnesses that teem with a life of their own,
changing in response to the debility and scrawniness of the trunk that they infest, multiplying, resisting cures,
disguising their operations, degenerating by degrees and discovering in a relapse the throat gaping with bacteria,
finishing us off so elegantly, so scientifically, so precisely, so artistically, so mathematically, that to begin with we
are amused, and we smile gratefully at our executioner, at our last gasp.
“Every year this delightful city regales its inhabitants with a new fever and, just like those publications with
engravings, which give away colored lithographs at the end of the volumes, it too prepares for the future, its
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colored, I mean yellow fever.
“Just look at the inexhaustible assortment, the wealth of varieties in nervous diseases! There’s everything, from
the nervous tic, so waggish, to the macabre convulsions of eclampsia.\fn{ A condition in which one or more convulsions
occur in a pregnant woman suffering from high blood pressure:W } The amusing thing, then, is to bring together two carriers
of disease, that is, a male and a female, so that afterwards you can study the inadequate progeny that result.
According to statistics, through this process Lisbon has today ten times more madmen than people of sense, and
furthermore, they say that even those people are idiots.”
“In other words, you’re saying that the doctor should intervene,” said Arthur, who had not been paying
attention.
“That’s just it!” affirmed the student. “Bring hygiene on to the scene, re-make the senile man, gird him with
steely energy, make his muscles stand out like ropes, thicken his bones, give him the stature of a giant and clear
his brain. The exuberances of health will make him morally great, wise and light, with the manly sentiment of
honor, a sensitive spirit, acts of benevolence towards the weak, and a lively eye to spy out dangers from afar.
Indeed, we need hygiene, to guarantee the future of the world.
“So far the governments have placed every wretch who is born in the hands of the priest and the policeman.
The priest turns him into an idiot and a coward—the policeman turns what is left into a tax payer. We need to send
the reverend gentleman to the devil, and keep the bailiff at a distance; after this the doctor will lend the poor
exploited wretch his arm and show him how to be a man. Given the powers of a dictator, the doctor would create
the Spartan phalanx of Greece, adapted to modern life, prescribing the education programme of Gargantua for the
strong, and placing the remainder under treatment.”
“The ones that remained would almost certainly give you cause for concern,” said Arthur, yawning.
“Perhaps I wouldn’t manage to regenerate those afflicted with rickets, but I would make it difficult for the
deformed to propagate, or for viruses to spread. Before launching what they call the blood tribute, the law tells the
conscript to strip! That is precisely what I would do as well, before allowing just any poor wretch to reproduce.”
“Idle rogue,” said the artist. “To sum up, you seem devilishly like the least articulate of those parliamentarians
that you ridicule. Never mind continuing, I know what you are going to say”—and he launched into a voluble
diatribe—“that the problem would be to turn wise men into Herculean figures; thereafter it would cost nothing to
create model societies.
“Let us admit it! Once the weak have been separated from the strong, once the Spartan guard has been created,
with its chaste spirit based on strength and wisdom, all that remains is to place the inferior beings under
surveillance, to extract from them, with patience, any parcels of usefulness that the soulless might have the skill to
give. How? By keeping a close eye on that suspect town, as Judea sent its lepers on their way. By making those
putrid beings return to model forms through the breeding that hygiene would impose as standard, before
conferring citizenship on anyone.
“Oh, you might say, nothing could be easier. Science is very clear on this point. You might offer copious
citations to prove your point. If on the one hand, the seeds of illness in two beings that procreate multiply in the
fetus and do not add up, then, on the other hand, the unhealthy characteristics of either of the progenitors will not
prevail in the offspring if the remaining progenitor has inherited many healthy elements which could neutralize
the sickly action of the morbid characteristics.
“Examples would ensue, taken from unsuspected, pure sources. Chiara recounts how Mlle. X, thirty-eight
years old … The great Perroud records that in a place in the Alps, a couple in the best of health … And more, this
doctor here, and those psychiatrists, hygienists, military physicians, a pandemonium of princes of medicine! You
might even consult Balzac, extracts taken from the Physiology of Marriage, on the instinct of a woman to seek a
husband with a temperament opposite to her own, her genetic skill in correcting in the children the health of the
parents and even certain structural defects, except for qualities exclusive to man, like the shape of the skeleton,
narrowness of the hips, straight legs, muscular strength, courage … And for the courtship, if necessary, one should
cite verses by Horace with the purpose of excoriating pernicious begettings, or Hamlet’s vague utterances to
Ophelia along the same lines, in short, the cavalcade of commonplaces that learned men like to see clip-clopping
through learned disquisitions and lectures.’
“Not bad at all!” said Albano. “Not bad at all!”
“Henceforth, a world of laws to be catalogued for use by the good-for-nothings of your pest-house. Examples.
That which germinates, seeks foreign soil. It shouts to the heavens to propagate monsters, even the arts suffer with
this. Thus through marriages, you could order great transfusions of primitive blood, glittering, fertile and forceful.
Attract colonists from the good young foreign races, magnificent Scots some six or seven feet tall, peasants from
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Wurtemburg, the Lombard and Tyrolean descendants of the colossal models sculpted by Buonarotti\fn{ 1475-1564}
and Bandinelli,\fn{Bartolommeo Bandinelli (1493-1560), Florentine sculptor} and huge black men from the Cape, whom
you declare are white men with their faces blackened, out of a refusal to make the African civilization diverge, in
appearance at least, from the rest. Punish by death any marriages between cousins or individuals with the same
kind of anatomical elements, since identical constitutions can only produce degenerates and monsters. A nervous
man who marries a nervous woman, zas, off with their heads. The chap who tries to his woo his cousin—to the
African coast with him, wouldn’t you agree?”
“But,” noted Arthur, rolling his sentence to comic effect, “on my word of honor, I see nothing in all of this to
justify your contemptible stinginess with white roses for an old friend, who has the most irresistible weakness for
these marvelous flowers. You have miscalculated, my friend. Your lecture on hygiene did not distract me on my
way home, and I am not leaving here with a naked lapel. Just one rose, go on!”
“My father,” continued the student calmly, seeming not to have heard what the sculptor had said, “was a
nervous map with variable moods and strange mannerisms. He was prone to stomach ailments and sudden
palpitations; on some days, he would speak to no one. I confess to you, at times, I found him hard to take, poor
man! Then suddenly, one Sunday, he ripped the drawing room wallpaper—it was scarlet—because, he said, it was
tearing his eyes out of his skull and the pain was terrible. Polished surfaces, very wide, gave him hallucinations,
he would begin to shout, stiffen in a convulsion, and in fifty years of life he was could not run his hand along
velvet in case it brought on a fainting fit. Only music could tame these moods, he would fall into a doze, his
tongue protruding, it was dreadful!
“As for my mother, who is the little woman as you well know, weeks on end are taken up with the gloomy lies
of the newspapers, weeping for the misfortunes of all the neighborhood cats, mouthing prayers on unlucky days
and not eating meat because it’s a crime to kill God’s little creatures. Add to this the irritability and peevishness of
the most painful hysteria, always explained by the fact that superstition brings with it far too much imagination,
and there you have her, the poor lady!
“Now just listen to the offspring of this singular couple. Between Judith and myself, three youngsters were
born. One who died at birth; another a deaf mute with a frightening head, spent twelve years in a great wicker
cradle until he passed on. But the third one is alive and kicking, and he is growing to quite a size! For example,
today was his sixteenth birthday. We see him three times a week, you can come with us one day, it’s near here …”
*
They were half way down the Estefania Avenue, night had fallen, and there were fields on either side, rising
here, falling there, wreathed in a sepulchral mist that the gas adorned with stars. To the left, on the plain that
slopes down, fenced in with high railings, as they entered the city, they saw the massive structure of the Estefania
Hospital, its windows gaping open, the dismal life of the infirmary flaming within like a Punic Moloch, digesting
some blood-red human sacrifice. To the right stood the wall of an asylum, enclosing worm-ridden grounds, where
much further over, in the impenetrable shadow, lay a building like a sleeping giant.
Just then there sounded a great hullabaloo of voices. They stopped to listen. There were songs, discordant,
drawling, squeals, howls, bloodthirsty croaking, the shouts of people who ask for help—and that laughter that
imitates a human laugh, sardonic but unthinking, which makes the hair stand on end. Surprised, Arthur asked what
it could be.
“Those are the Rilhafoles cages,” said Albano. “Perhaps it’s my brother celebrating his birthday. I left him in a
state of nervous excitement yesterday, the director himself spoke of repressing his excitement with a certain jacket
that I believe they often use. It’s the first time they’ve ever put it on him. It isn’t surprising, people usually try out
a brand new suit on their birthdays. He puts on a beautiful waistcoat! Not bad a all, poor lad, not bad at all!”
“What? Is he completely mad?” said the other.
“Yes,” said the student, feigning indifference, “but it’s been a long time, such a long time that we’ve become
accustomed to it. He’s so vain, on one occasion he persuaded himself that he was King Dinis,\fnP{ 1261-1325, King
of Portugal and the Algarve (from 1279) } he insisted he was, and broke everything even though we believed him; once,
at home, he had a fit of rage and tried to strangle the womenfolk. From then on, these beliefs have led him to the
hospital. Now he thinks he is millet and flees from chickens so that they don’t gobble him up. But I believe that
the metempsychoses don’t end here, because he states that he is a glass jug, black tea, an infinity of things,
depending on the phases of the moon.
“Now don’t call me proud, hearing from my very own lips that I am very much my parents’ son. Take a good
look at me, you have for a friend one who was born an old man. As for my sister …”
Arthur had gone pale, and for his part Albano looked carefully at the splendid bunch of flowers.
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“At least she enjoys good health,” risked the sculptor.
“Good health! Maybe she does; what is certain is that we have to perform miracles every morning so that she
will take a cup of milk and two biscuits. Because she never feels like eating, never!”—‘Later on, at dinner;’ ‘No, I
can’t, it makes me ill’—“it would make you tear your hair out, man! The other little woman weeps, and there am
I, there like an executioner, to terrify her into breaking her fast, eh? If the chaps could see me putting tiny little
pieces of biscuit into the canary’s beak …”
“What else can one do?” said Arthur.
“Yes,” replied Albano, “one becomes enamored of these bagatelles, however much one would rather not. You
have no idea, Judith weighs no more than a feather. But she is always thirsty. Then there are the nights when she
stays huddled in one of my capes, beside her mother, afraid of everything. As for hallucinations, let’s not talk
about those. She spends hours on end, at dead of night in one of our rooms because of a creak she hears in the
rafters, the cat’s eyes in the dark, the bells chiming in the Basilica of the Estrela; precocities, melancholies, that I
cannot fathom … our parents are conspiring in her blood to take her to the grave, just as they finished off the
others.
“And that is what degenerate alliances lead to. She’s wasting away, wasting away, and you’ll see how she dies
on me one day, tomorrow, how should I know, whenever I lower my guard …”
*
“Devil take it,” said Arthur putting on a jovial air to shoo away the bad dreams, “you are as mournful as a
undertaker. You cannot possibly know what will happen, you have absolutely no idea. Now let us talk about this
bunch of roses that you refuse to discuss, and which I refuse to abandon. After we met, I told you I would not let
this evening pass without a white rose. You have five minutes, go on!”
“Oh yes, the roses,” returned the student. “That creature is more like an insect than a girl, don’t you know. She
lives on roses.”
“All girls live on flowers, more or less.”
“That’s just for poetic effects! The difference here is that Judith chews them, swallows them, sucks them with
an inexpressible delight. It is the only dish for which she has not lost her appetite. This has been going on ever
since she was a little child; but the vice has grown steadily. Perhaps they prevent her from spitting up blood, that’s
why I let her eat them, everything has its compensations. Ever since she reached puberty, in the critical periods,
you know, on certain days when she is distressed or when she has a fever, it turns into ravening greed, the
voraciousness of a garden insect, and she begins to devour heads of rose like a starving creature.
At home we have laid in provisions, you must have noticed. For instance, we are never without them at night.
It’s like keeping a bird. But that eccentric luxury costs us dear. At times there are none to be had. Close to where
the rich people hold their balls, or on the eve of holy days, they ask a fortune for half a dozen wilting roses. Then
mother comes and tells me:
“‘If you were to go and see the Fonsecas, they were old friends of your father, that is, if they are not ill …’
“And so I set off on my pilgrimage to my friend’s estate from the last century, put up with his foibles, hear him
prose on about porcelains, the pink family, the green family, the five Ming colors, and craquelee coverings, and
the egg shells, and Du Barry potiches,\fn{Vases or jars, as of porcelain, with rounded or polygonal bodies narrowing at the
top:W} and a maze of classifications, extravagant shapes, factories, centuries and the biographies of famous
manufacturers, enough to make the truest Christian yawn.
“Then I ask after the collections of rose bushes, I talk about the weather, I pretend an interest in all matters
related to the garden, I am aghast at the slugs which are eating the poor little new buds, I mention species at
random.
“‘And little Judith,’ enquires old lady Fonseca, ‘does she still adore roses?’
“‘Oh yes, she still does.’
“‘Fonseca, your arm,’ says the good matron. ‘Do you hear? She still loves them, poor girl! Go on, let us send
her a nice bunch, what good are the roses doing in those beds?’ And the two set off, arm in arm as when they were
young, fluttering along the garden paths, pausing in front of the most uncommon rosebushes, gathering, gathering.
“‘If I had a daughter;’ the old woman muses aloud with a fruitless sigh, and old man Fonseca, all smiles, comes
along telling her to wait, everything is possible. She has the pained smile of a maiden lady, and leaning her head
on his shoulder coquettishly, her white bonnet bedecked with purple ribbons, offers him an affectionate reproach:
“‘You have always made promises. But no more than promises, you terrible man!’
“And I bring home from there a superb armful of fresh roses, with many kisses and messages for the little
women, come rain or shine, be it winter or summer. What the devil, don’t laugh, but I am very happy with myself,
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it seems I have won the day. We all have our sentimental moments, at one time or another. Judith will have a
wonderful supper tonight. Not bad at all! Judith will feast on the best roses in Portugal for two days! I even grow
miserly, there can never be enough roses for her.”
And, extending the bouquet towards him, he continued:
“Go on then, cut your white rose. Judith is absolutely desperate for the white ones. I even carry out
experiments. When she goes for some days without roses, I appear before her with one in my lapel, by
coincidence, just as if I hadn’t noticed. For the first few moments she averts her gaze, we converse, I take my
time, because of this and that, then I see her suddenly look up to the flower, her eyes glinting with greed. You just
try it one day! The conversation runs on to a thousand childish things, and then she becomes agitated, unable to
keep to the point for more than two seconds, her eyelids fluttering in the first symptoms of an almost poisonous
fascination. Then she wants to flounce away, displeased, knowing that I am there watching her struggle in her
nervousness, but the rose is stronger than she is, much, much stronger. And she comes over to touch it with gentle
little stroking movements, she comes, she goes, she flutters around me, pretending that everything is all right and
that the rose has not cast an evil spell on her. You can see them in her eyes, all the dreadful things she is thinking,
the avidity, the fury, then the tears well up, her eyes flash, stabbing at the flower! But the rose overcomes her,
poor Judith, it vanquishes her completely, and she comes to take it from my buttonhole, sneakily, she begins to cut
its petals with little bites; she is ready! And then she has the most scientific palate, an ability to taste and
discriminate with all her different senses … give her a rose in the dark, she chews it, and straightway she can tell
you what color it was, the position that the flower occupied in that great family of roses, everything.
“But she is going to die, you’ll see, she will die. My ill fortune! Man does not live by roses alone, not to the
best of my knowledge.”
“Anyway,” he said, extending the bunch to Arthur, “take one, go on.”
“No,” replied the sculptor, shortly.
“You’re a fool,” shouted Albano, “cut that white rose, there are plenty here for her supper.”
“No, I really don’t want one,” insisted Arthur. “It was a joke, as if I would want anything to do with flowers!”
Albano, a smile at the corners of his mouth, said, “Not bad at all! Not bad at all!” with a proud snarl, and then
they walked up through the Alegria Square on their way home.
*
The sculptor walked along lost in thought, a little behind his companion, hands in his pockets, pipe unlit,
absorbed in Judith’s unhealthy and extraordinary habit of eating roses, so light, graceful and poetic, you would
say it was an episode from a mystical legend, painted by some Venetian from the Gothic age against a background of Byzantine gold.
In the artist’s mind that misty and singular child took wing like the lightest humming bird and the most velvety
butterfly, in the metamorphosis from the insect that shakes the chrysalis from its wings and bedews its thirsty
mouth in the perfume of the calyces of the flowers.
Under the chill of a ray of light, he would see her fly with her hair stained by roses of paradise, amid snow
flakes, borne on the rhythm of waltzes from Der Freischütz,\fn{A German opera (1821) by Carl Maria von Weber (17861826)} all pale in a luminous glow and with the deathly beauty of that Matilda whom Dante evokes bearing
flowers in her skirt, harrowed and empty, in the tercets\fn{ Any three lines of poetry:W} of his Purgatory. She would
flutter among roses, placing her lips on the living caress of those vegetable hearts, completely bathed in a rosepink of infinite purity. And at each step, benevolent and sincere flowers would sway in loving greeting, begging
her to grant them the charity of being gathered as she went.
Perhaps they would embroider bridal garlands of jonquils on the plain hem of her tunic; lilacs and snow
jasmine would cascade from her hair, daring to breathe in her heavenly perfume, white lilies and palms would
spring from her immaculate breast; humble little blooms would rise to adore her on the surface of the lawns, only
to expire beneath her feet, after they had kissed her hands, cold and marvelously white like the hands of a statue.
And forgetting the other flowers, always preferring the roses, going among them in a Milky Way of perfumes,
and plucking them with sorrowful, musical gestures, to fill lapfuls, crown her forehead or nibble them one by one,
with her insect-like grace, Judith would walk across the never-ending gardens of bliss, serene, light, transfigured
in a divine expression of repose, sculpted and yet untouchable at the same time, in the gentle, spiritualized,
ecstatic flight of an Assumption by Paolo Veronese,\fn{Paolo Veronese (1528-1588), Italian painter.} always, always …
*
In the meantime they arrived at Albano’s door, and he told the sculptor to come up. But it was after nine o’
clock, Arthur was a little fatigued, so they went their own ways.
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The sculptor continued slowly on his way, lost in a brown study, his head held low. On returning from the
street he bumped into a courting couple who were sailing along close to the walls, seeking the immoral aid of the
shadows, whispering in the greatest intimacy. Arthur chanced to turn round and saw a huge lady in bouffant skirts
charging along, giving her arm to a praying mantis with a head of thick hair.
“Hey Flores,” he called to the couple, who were already sneaking up an alley which was suitable for lovemaking. “Hey Flores!”
Because the couple were pretending not to hear and Arthur needed to talk to the artist, he followed in their
wake with much shouting, “Hey Flores! Hey Flores!”
Hounded in such an unusual manner, the Jacobin came to a halt, placed the lady in a corner and came to parley
with his pursuer, quite out of temper.
“What the devil is going on? What a dreadful system, where people rebut the assertions of a man who is
merely dallying with his lady for a little while. What do you want with me at this hour?”
“Just who is that ship in full sail?”
“What ship? That is the great Barbara de Loures, who seeing herself adored by a man of the upper classes,
cannot resist him.” And, lowering his voice in a disordered and muffled lasciviousness, “What a woman to take to
bed, dammit all! I just have to look at them and I can tell right away! Like chestnuts, very tasty and very hot. She
says that only by coming together … But I’m trying to see if I can get her into politics. That slut is a raging
Republican. The only newspaper she’ll use to wrap things up is the Facho. Oh, but what flesh she has on her!”
“So get her registered,” said Arthur.
“Huh!” replied friend Flores, writhing as if someone had pinched his rear end.
“In a Jacobin club, of course.”
“I’m thinking of using her to bring the market people round to the Republican cause. Once the honeymoon is
over, that is!” he said with a great flourish. “You can win over the most splendid fellow-travelers, people of
courage, a turbulent group, in that Market! The women, above all! Because the women are an untapped source of
strength, as I dared to say in the famous assembly of 1824! They’re so obliging, so sincere! And in the popular
riots—well, I really don’t know! Put it like this, with just two or three clubs of low women, Alcantara would make
quite a racket. If I put this idea into the great Barbara’s head, she on the one side, me on the other, I don’t give that
big crab on the throne a month before he moves out. I’ve already come up with this idea for maidservants. But
you know, the Council School teaches them to respect officialdom. As long as the National Guard is around, we
can take it as read that maidservants will be all for the monarchy.”
And looking all around with suspicion, he began to say mysteriously that they would not leave him alone, the
rogues! He could not take so much as a step into the street.
“Who?” asked Arthur.
“The police, my dear fellow. Because I frighten them, they have orders to keep me under observation.
Mistakes made by those in the palace. Well I’m off. They don’t know that the revolutionary task is as inevitable as
storms. Until forever. One goes because one goes. There’s a fine thing!”
“Just hold on a minute!” said Arthur, who hadn’t been able to halt the verbosity of this irate Quixote. “I need
you, come here tomorrow. I want sixty of the best rose bushes, no matter what they cost. Plants with blooms, the
most robust ones you can find. Tomorrow without fail, then. Do you know who might have them for sale?”
“I don’t, but Big Barbara is bound to know about that branch of business. I don’t like to rebut anyone’s
assertions, but it’s a great deal, sixty rose bushes. Shall you be holding a ball?”
“No, I am providing dinner for someone, from now on.”
“Bravo, we shall sample the wines. Setting up house? Then if you please, we’ll paint frescos in your dining
room. Something after the manner of Pompei, which people don’t know here.”
“No, no,” said Arthur. “I just require the rose bushes.”
“Granted. Bye bye. Did you hear about the great Republican demonstration of the Mortalha e Onça in
Caparica! Everything is bubbling up there, the Guard has been doubled. The Ministry will fall! Just imagine it, all
the clubs were there, more than thirty people, everyone like a great herd of braying asses, with red caps and green
canes singing the Marseillaise. The Trinta published a leader. Oh, it was impressive! At dinner there were
congratulations from the democrats of Amora. This time the King will have to pack up and leave! My speech was
published in the Facho, you must have read it.”
“No I didn’t.”
“No, you’re not one to learn from newspapers. A flabby temperament. Bad for you. Me, I’m always here in the
breach!”
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“Oy!” called the matron with great cries of impatience. “Get a move on, you chaps.”
“Bye bye, the lady is getting cross. And those villains following my every step. I’ll show you, you tyrants!” he
bellowed, waving clenched fists at the deserted street corners.
“In the morning then. I’ll enquire about the rose bushes. Good health to you. And do try to get hold of my
speech, old chap. It came out in yesterday’s Facho, page three at the top of the fourth column. There you will see
assertions that no one can refute.”
And he made off with tragic gait, the tails of his frockcoat flying.
*
Within three days the sculptor’s house had been turned upside down. Vegetable compost was brought for great
flower beds carved out along the walls and around the trees; a gardener planted with a generous hand the
rosebushes bought from Petit’s in the Campo d’Ourique or sent by Loureiro of Oporto. At the same time, Arthur
acquired two huge volumes on floriculture, determined to make an in-depth study of the problems of roses. Many
of the plants would not fit in the little garden and found their way into the attic, marching along the corridor, and
you might say, standing guard over the poor boy as he slept, peeping into the bedroom. The residence then took
on a permanently festive air, where perfume wafted around the statues creating a nuptial mystery that made the
artist even sadder. From the window, feeling the chill and muffled in a shawl, Judith had watched the work with
attentive and silent concern. Albano, for his part, did not appear.
“So now you are becoming a gardener,” she said one night when the sculptor brought her the first bouquet of
white roses. Confused, he stammered the first explanation that came to mind, the mornings were long, he had
little work now, they were a way of passing the time. And anyway, he loved roses. Here he tried to get worked up,
he had been fond of those flowers since childhood. As she watched him with her attentive gaze, nibbling gently on
the petals, one by one, Arthur, ever more scarlet, stuttered vague things, until his voice died away. On that
occasion they spoke little. Her mama snoozed in the bedroom, her brother had gone out to a book auction.
She was wearing a dark dress, very simple, fitting her body very closely and falling in generous pleats, against
which her white hands seemed luminous clutching the bouquet. She looked taller to him. He had never seen her so
pale, so rigidly severe whenever a silence fell between the two of them. Around her neck she had placed a white
pilgrim’s collar that made her look like a nun. She told Arthur that she had felt ill in recent days, a chill in her
bones, little coughs that wore her out, at night she even dreamed of gloomy, funereal things.
“Why didn’t you come here?” she complained. “The evenings have been so sad.”
“The other day, I left Albano very late on. I might have disturbed you, so I didn’t come up.”
“Disturbed us!” she retorted with great surprise. And returning to her dark thoughts, she told him about some
dark butterflies which her mama had seen come through the window the night before. And the weather was
colder, always cloudy, as though everything were weeping.
She couldn’t help eating the roses, pretending not to, afraid like a child who is doing something naughty.
At the door to the stairway, when Arthur was just leaving, she said with shy good manners that she wanted to
ask him to do something but was ashamed, she feared that he would burst out laughing.
“Oh no,” said the sculptor, with great seriousness. “What is it?”
“Keep this money,” replied Judith in a very low voice. “Keep it. It was for some lace I made for the store.”
And she handed over ten farthings.
“Now listen, this is very serious, yes, very serious. Across the way there’s a chapel. Have two masses said, on
the altar of Our Lady of the Rosary, my patron saint, promise me.”
“Of course I promise.”
“Tell the priest it is a mass of intention for someone who is ill, who needs very much to live. You will say yes,
won’t you.”
“Yes?”
“I shall be at the window of the drawing room, praying. Do you know how to pray?” she asked ingenuously.
“My God, they did teach me.”
“Thank goodness, Our Lady will listen to you. Everything I earn will be for her, poor thing, because she is
poor. And don’t say anything to mama or to Albano.”
“May I know,” he enquired, “for whom you are making these sacrifices?”
“No,” she replied, lowering her eyes. “Mama is getting on in years, and Albano, well he lives only for his
books. You must belong to the family to look after their clothes with love. A woman outside the family would
only do it for money. Who would take care of them if I were to die?”
That childish concern wounded Arthur, who kissed her hands with respect, for the first time.
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“Are you fond of me?” she said, looking him in the face with huge guileless eyes, while pinning a white rose
from the bunch in his buttonhole.
“Very much, I swear it, very much.”
“And was it because of me you ordered the rose bushes?”
“No, no, on my word.”
“Tut! It was so. Albano said as much. And I guessed anyway. We shall always be friends, won’t we? If Our
Lady saw fit to grant me good health, who knows even … But I feel so weak, and the weather is changing, so …”
She sketched with her thumb on the point of her chin the gesture of something which is dying. And she wept.
That was how Arthur saw her in his dreams from then onwards. Every morning he sent her roses in enormous
baskets. But that vision of a flower that withers and droops was never again erased from his mind.
*
It was at that time that Judith fell ill.
She had been pale for some months, and the bistre of the dark circles under her eyes grew deeper and wider.
She turned to religion, experienced sick headaches and on cold days she felt sad. At night, Arthur came to read
something, talk about the latest goings-on and find out how they all were. She always had an adorable, brilliant
smile, and wore her hair very low on the back of her head, rolled into two rosettes the color of old gold, showing a
drooping neck
Her hands had that pallor, waxy and diaphanous, which always gives doctors cause for concern. There were no
worrying symptoms as such. No pain, no itching, no burning fever. Rather, a growing weakness, an inexplicable
loss of weight, lack of appetite, and on certain days, fatigue. When consulted by the artist, Albano remained silent,
and for the first time did not respond with his usual catch phrase, “Not bad at all.”
Stripped of all emotion, old before his time and pretending to feel indifference for his family, with the
cynicism of the philosopher and the superior knowledge of the sage, Arthur saw his friend wordlessly reveal the
most affectionate of souls while Judith gradually faded away.
Up till then, Albano had treated his sister like a lapdog, occasionally patting her head with the benevolence of a
pedagogue and the arrogance of a lord. Now he came down from his hermit’s attic in the intervals between books,
his fiddle beneath his arm, a pensive expression on his face, myopic eyes peering out from behind his spectacles.
And there, seated at her feet with false cheer, he played those pieces that Judith loved most, Schubert, Massenet or
Haydn, in whose music there are shimmers of moonlight on rapturous blue lakes, where the snow-white plumage
of the swans billows amid tapestries of water lilies. He made the Celebre Reverie weep plaintively, like a child
abandoned beside a path that wends its way through the woods only to lose itself in the forest earth, the voice
fading into the distance, in the night, abandoned, hungry. From time to time he even weeps in the breeze that
makes the grass in the fields ripple. And a very sweet, vague sighing, a plea from someone who begs in vain for
alms in those rainy hills, in search of a cabin to spend the night, a bird’s nest to sleep in, an old beggar’s sack, at
least, on which to rest his weary head …
And in the middle of the clearing where the rain beats down, far away, gathering the strength that abandons
him, the little angel still begs and calls and weeps. The wind carries the murmur of that voice that fades, gently
repeating the plea, in the delirium of the prayer!
“Oh be quiet, do! You’re hurting me!” she said, halting his inspired bow.
And seated around, in silence, they gave their imagination free rein in the pale mists of the dream, suffering
together those forebodings whose imaginings are so reminiscent of Rembrandt, as on Walpurgis Night.\fn{ The eve
of the feast day of St. Walpurga (c.710-777/79) German saint born in England, often called the first female author of England and
Germany} To distract her, Albano would launch into lively, cheerful pieces, waltzes, couplets, Meyerbeer’s dances,

like that of the skaters in Le Prophete, where groups of people swarm forward in a brutal surge of life beneath the
snow, by torchlight; the bacchanal; from Robert Ie Diable, shot through with a lascivious warmth between
murmured kisses and the foaming of tankards; and that delicious waltz of the wills from Hamlet, when Ophelia
appears, mad, crowned with flowers and dressed in white. Music so giddy, so full of feeling and so sweet which
the orchestra intersperses with the lapping of water and floating echoes of the bell.
Judith knew the fate in store for the women in those famous operas: almost all would die of unrequited love,
abandoned, violated, misunderstood. No matter how cheerful the piece he played, these legendary figures passed
through her mind with their crossed hands and empty eyes, rising up from the romantic marble of their tombs.
But she could not stand an hour or two without hearing her brother play. At least that way she was entertained,
as if at a soiree. And reclining on the ottoman, her hands clasping the nape of her neck, a thick woolen blanket
tucked around her feet, she would remain like that for long periods, silent, her mind far away and as still as if she
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were asleep. To make her happy, Albano ransacked the classical repertoire, playing gavottes by Lully,\fn{ Jean
Baptiste Lully (1633-1687), French composer .} artless tone poems by Gerr, certain easy sonatas by Beethoven, the less
complicated Mendelssohn pieces and that Boccherini\fn{ Luigi Rodolfo Boccherini (1743-1805), Italian composer .} minuet
with the flirtatious, airy score that tells of drawing-room life in the eighteenth century, which she never tired of
hearing. At the same time the music tamed the sculptor, calming his nervous outbursts, showing him the sweet
and feminine side of life, making poetry of each impression, each color and each being, making everything
sacred, the trees as ancient as the gods and as tall as monuments, the noble passions of men, all the infinite
humility of universal love and goodness.
Judith was always weaker than on the previous day, with the exquisite, virginal melancholy of a sick angel, her
eyes full of heaven, the hysterical gracefulness of weakened blood.
One morning she could not get up. Albano dressed her, took her in his arms like a small child, and gently came
and sat down with her beside the window pane. He blinked his puffy red eyes, with a nervous tic in his eyelids, a
disconsolate bald man pretending a happy mood, as if there were no cause for concern in the house. He said many
times:
“Not bad at all! Not bad at all!”
But his voice faltered with a rush of tears in his throat; and lying against his shoulder, Judith gazed up at him
with enquiring eyes, starry, deep and cruel, caught in gloomy thoughts, the eyes of a sick woman who has seen a
death sentence written in her doctor’s face. The weather grew bleaker, clouds galloped across the skies, great
showers of rain appeared in the distance, gray days, the first mournful harshness of autumn.
In the mornings eddies of fog smothered the entire landscape of partially constructed buildings and neighborhoods lying in ruins on the ground, like clouds of smoke rising up from the roofs in some huge fire in the citadel.
That cloud of smoke drew in the monster’s belly Rembrandtesque stairs of an unfathomable depth, gaping maws
which chewed with their dark jaws, flaming tongues which came flickering over the roofs to lick some strange
prey, dismembered limbs that went rolling away in the explosions of pre-historic mines. And obscuring the tops in
the enormous confusion of the roof arch, they turned into fringes of whitish lace, they engraved their patterns on
barbarous clover-shaped ogives, columns, and stairways where great hooded beggars lurked in the shadows. Now
and then, some strip of sunlight cast a yellowish light on that pitch-black, gloomy architecture, outlining the
background of a Murillo-like apotheosis against the truculent skies, where the blue sky seldom opened its
delightful colored bloom.
In Arthur’s garden, the plane trees wept unhealthy leaves from their branches attacked by the wind, and as the
sorrowing trunks were stripped bare, they looked like skeletons sloughing shreds of burial shroud or the skin from
their limbs. The sap fled from the gardens and tree-lined streets, in the sluggish melancholy of the first cold spells.
And she drifted away so very slowly, almost without fever, the smallest trickle of blood, slipping serenely through
the illness as if on a carpet of flowers. Only a little dry cough would weary her, digging hollows in her features as
if with the harsh strokes of a spade. Arthur always came up, enjoying with her now the freedom of a brother and
old friend. They spoke little.
She grew tired, her voice drained away like a thread of water into the depths of her breast. Holding hands, they
looked at one another, in a lull, like innocent babes. At times, few and far between, she would smile. Her eyes
became lucid as if they contained all the life in that frail body, and they remained that way. The damned insomnia
had come, bringing with it restlessness, buzzing noises. The never-ending nights were torture for her, without
even a few wretched minutes of repose.
Albano and the sculptor took turns to stand vigil because the poor mama, old and infirm, had no more strength
for sleepless nights. They were awful, those nights without number, spent seeking a comfortable position, and
then flooded in debilitating sweats. Rarely did her cough allow her to doze for even a moment. She would toss
and turn from one side to the other; she would ask for piles of pillows only to discard them with fatigue straight
away, a tightness in her chest, a wheezing inside, aching limbs, which could not be born at certain times. Around
dawn, when the air begins to chill, the little cough redoubled, persisted, insisted for hour after hour after hour,
until she finished up on her side, semi-conscious, choking and purple in the face. Then she was beset by terrors,
hallucinations, grave misgivings. Sweet Jesus, what if she were dead? And in the silence of the house, they looked
at one another in mute desperation. Albano applied mustard plasters, put aromatic water with ether to her lips,
sounded her from all sides, or felt for her pulse with his eyes on the second hand of his watch. Not yet! She’s still
breathing. And they took a deep, shuddering breath and Arthur would light his spirit lamp to warm the broth.
Out in the square, the morning yawned in cold, misty ennui. All around those poor afflicted people sounded the
commotion of wagons rattling their iron fittings, workers setting off, cows lowing and indeterminate street cries,
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people who were worlds apart, selfish, exploiting one another with hidden rage, with no awareness of that agony
on the third floor. By midday, when the sun was shining, if by chance they saw she was more lively, and she had
chewed her piece of beef or taken a spoonful of Madeira, her mama dressed her with great care in flannel
garments and they wrapped her in shawls to seat her beside the dining room window in an old armchair
upholstered in green leather. Albano and Arthur fought for the privilege of carrying her in their arms from the
bedroom to the window and from the window to the bedroom, which brought a smile to Judith’s bloodless little
lips. Each of them, taking her in his arms, always found her lighter than on the previous day, say what they might
to deceive themselves. Albano had brought a famous physician from the School; out of affection for the student he
would come every day, with his smile of good hope, to revive the patient whose pale, pearl-like smile conveyed
the most admirable resignation.
If one thing seemed to upset her, it was that they were so troubled on her account. She was excessively grateful
for the smallest service they performed on her behalf, finding everything excellent and always saying that she
didn’t need anything at all. Even so, little vanities still sprang up like ephemeral daisies to the surface of that
sylph-like existence that was evaporating, a drop at a time, imperceptibly, like rare perfume. Her womanly vanity
had always caused her to long for the hands of a queen or a saint, her nails varnished with opaline. Now that her
shriveled fingers were becoming translucent, with vague blue tones at the root of her nails, her expressive lips
revealed how greatly this pained her. In the morning, rebellious wisps of hair springing free from her cap, framed
her ivory forehead in a nimbus of gold. Twisting them against the light, she let them glimpse a momentary
consolation, like a secret pride in the withered face of suffering. But as time went on she lost her taste for bright
colors, white, pink, pale violet, and her choice of clothes reflected the sobriety of widows and old women. The
sight of a hat, of a visitor, any clothing for going out and about filled her with intense sadness; there grew within
her perhaps the horrible longing for the happy life full of radiance, witty repartée and brand new gloves, lived by
healthy girls ripe for marriage; vague, unvoiced fears of never again coming to the window on her own feet, and
the profound nostalgia experienced by those who are going to die in the flower of their youth, nostalgia for all that
was held dear, for the good winter sun, the great age-old trees, for the youth of the others, the love of the waters
that reflect themselves, children’s warbling, and the whole unhurried earth—which deadens the pain and, for all
we know may even hasten with sinister desperation the tragic chemistry of the grave.
The idea of dying had come to her by chance when she was at low ebb during her sleepless nights, when
racked with coughing she tried to delude herself, so hoping to keep death at bay. So that she always said she felt
better, and even talked about spending some days at the Fonsecas’ estate, as soon as the weather changed. Only
once, when Arthur was telling her how he had kept his promise regarding the masses dedicated to her in the
chapel across the road, as she was worse that day, they heard her say ambiguously, in a faint, quavering voice:
“There’s nothing else for it, you must have patience!”
Her eyes grew enormous, restless, almost burning, scrutinizing everyone’s faces and gestures. Her anxiety for
the others grew, for her mama who was not eating, for Albano who did not rest at night, for Arthur who was
always lost in thought. Then it was the drawers, which no doubt were in complete disarray, clothing that had piled
up over the weeks, and which she could not mend, Jesus! Her brother having to do without starched shirts. But
she would get up, walk, one of these days she would be strong enough, wouldn’t she? Now she no longer left her
bed, nor could she even hold up her poor little bird’s head. She was beset with the fervor of a nun for the whole
heavenly court, a passion for that serious, sad, somber music which favors confidences between beings and in
whose secret essence the soul bathes, to awaken in worlds illuminated by divine reminiscences and misty images,
banish pain through tears, and impose great sacrifices on life, without rebelliousness or blasphemy. With the
hesitant fits of a flickering spirit, she would go from one piece to another without coherence or logic, wishing
only for the resonance that translated the strange inner cosmos, which reached her and left her in an instant.
In vain the student tried to spare her the pain-ridden, the fitful, the sickly, the hopeless: Chopin who seems to
have written suffering the infernal torture of a wound that covered his whole body, racked by excruciating pain;
Massenet the poet of indefinable emotions; Beethoven, as mysterious, terrible and sweet as the sea; and the
others, Gounod, Berlioz, Widor,\fn{Charles-Marie Widor (1844-1937) French composer and organist} Schumann … But
these were the ones she asked for all the time, stretched out in her bed of immaculate muslin, amid roses whose
petals had been stripped off and half eaten by those deliberate little teeth, hands crossed like certain statues in a
mausoleum, her mind adrift. At nightfall, they stood the lamp far away in a corner of the bedroom; a warm
shadow swayed, giving shape to the impalpable forms of a thousand imaginings; that was when Judith most liked
to listen to her brother.
In the calm, uncertain atmosphere, the music set all those beings on the same plane, channeling their emotion
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into the same flow of tastes and propensity for daydreams. With the gestures of that accomplished bow, the
allegros took wing like doves who come to drink from the burial urn of a child, then fly away carrying in their
beaks the last tears wept into it by the grieving mother. The scherzos sketched flights of cherubim marching down
from heaven to earth, in a great Biblical spiral, with iris stalactites, and flocks of holy spirits, amid the threnodies
of the zithers and showers of mystical roses. From time to time, pauses made the undecided soul draw back,
reflect, shake its feathers, take breath. And in the middle of the distant, fragile harmony, serene, affectionate,
pleading, a sudden shout resounded. Then the prestos came out of hiding, they emerged from the water in an
arrow of moonlight for a witches’ Sabbath, they took shape and they dissolved, chasing one another, kissing one
another, flying in pairs under the thick foliage of the areca palms and scented walnut trees, bowing in circles like
the corps de ballet, pausing in dissolving groups, swaying in garlands of flowers above the murmuring water, or
staying to sing the motif quietly.
“My God, Judith, are you asleep, child?”
“No, mama, I was thinking. You see, it’s so good to be alive!”
Albano said nothing, afraid to hear himself speak. Arthur was afraid to ask. Then it became obvious. On those
cold mornings the color of spiders’ webs and dead leaves, when the city pays to the cemetery its tribute of one
hundred virgins, the pilgrimage of the consumptive had begun. In Judith’s face, from her cheekbones to her chin,
a chiaroscuro over-shadowed her paleness, turning her countenance into a harsh, severe mask.
Moreover, the deathly nightmare overwhelmed everything; you could say that everything around them, was
taking on a cruel aspect—and implacable character. Any homely portent at which Albano had always laughed, left
him pensive at times, having now come to pass. At dead of night, the stillness of the building inspired terror, it
was so huge, so cold, giving an enormous skeleton’s laugh, low, empty, sardonic; the pendulum of the dining
room clock grated on his nerves, slow showers beat down on the black earth, like weeping and wailing for suits of
mourning; and in the wide open spaces of the Avenue, the plaintive howls of the night-prowling dogs, like poor
Javanese, asked the city which panted in its vice-ridden slumber for the gift of bodies to satisfy the cemeteries’
hunger. There was violence in everything. If Judith drifted into sleep, the clocks struck very loudly, just to wake
her up. The floor creaked, when they took a thousand pains to walk lightly: Repeated soirees with piano and song
until morning, in the neighborhood; cats cavorting in debauched pleasures, around those houses, and her mama
terrified, shouting in the middle of a dark dream,
“Sweet Jesus, my daughter has died!”
At times it all seemed like a passing nightmare. As if she could really die! As if anyone could die at sixteen!
Nature needs to correct the tainted stock that it produces, the chains of monsters that it allows to breed, through
those models of innocence and ineffable sweetness like Judith, without pity or conscience. And then there were
arguments drawn from books. New organisms wrench from their own breasts extraordinary forces of reaction
with which to defend themselves against the evils that assail them, until they drive them from the field.
Nothing is born without a destiny and an end, Arthur, is that not the case? Woman comes into the world in
order to be a mother. So Judith could not die yet. Suddenly they came to their senses, not recognizing themselves,
asking themselves: since when could so much fragility, so much incoherent stupidity, so much wretchedness build
up within them? Each of them, concealing it from the other, gambled for Judith’s life.
“If no dogs bark while I go along this street, she’ll get better,” said Arthur, hastening his step, terrified of
hearing an unfavorable sign. If in fact they barked, he would cry out, distraught, enraged, making a violent
gesture:
“It doesn’t count! It doesn’t count!”
Judith’s voice grew ever more quiet, her pulse slowed down, the cough was scarcely a sigh.
“One of these days,” the old physician had said, and Albano had laughed, disconsolate.
“And now, farewell! That it should come to this! One of these days!”
*
On one particular occasion the morning was more agreeable, shot through with comforting cold patches, the
first cloud had not appeared, the whole city was smoking, and darts of sunlight inscribed hieroglyphics on a
blazing sky of Andalusian blue, and there was a great clamor of street cries announcing fish for sale …
No, they would not allow their poor little friend to go into the depths of the cold, damp earth, hard, unhearing,
that ground its jaws in the darkness, and coiled around, corroding everything, making everything decay, replacing
everything, mixing everything together in the same grim alchemist’s crucible: old nests and corpses, golden hair
and dry leaves, the last laughter and virginal wreaths.
They tried to encourage one another, revive each other’s flagging manly energies with sayings of which they
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did not believe a single word. Faced with their impotence, their inability to react, they were beset by cowardice,
gradual compromises in matters of faith, dreadful hesitations. Occasionally God passed through those disoriented
minds, in a background of Sebastianistic mist, scowling, with the ferocious sarcasm of a tyrant who takes his
revenge for their not having believed in him in the first place.
With despicable doubts, the physician’s prophecy ringing in their ears—one of these days, one of these days,
one of these days!—they counted the hours that perhaps remained, asking when it would be, appealing to
someone capable of everything, no matter who, God or the Devil. And they went back on their great principles of
days gone by, hesitating, exchanging glances in one of those crises of anguish—black, cowardly, mean,
despicable, inevitable, human—which are the bile of the heart, profoundly bitter. When midday came with a
milder temperature, bees buzzing in the brief flashes of sunlight, butterflies fluttering, carriages coming down
from the aristocratic neighborhoods to the commercial area of the city, girls who put on the latest bright
pompadours, the whole world coming back to life, strolling around, breathing, singing, Judith seemed slightly
better.
Her eyes became sweetly damp, without the burning fever or the choking cough; her voice even sounded
louder; and- something that had not been heard throughout that week, she had an almost happy laugh. The sun
penetrated joyfully into the bedroom, festive and tawny! She looked at her diaphanous hands with infantile
delight. Albano gave her the spoonful of Madeira, a great lump of meat, and lighter tints seemed to blossom once
more in her transparent skin. That gave a glimmer of hope to the sculptor, who joyfully held beside her lips a
beautiful white rose, obtained by a miracle at that time, perhaps the last one of the year. Because they never did
discover how the poor chap was able to obtain his little bunch every morning.
More than six days had passed, and Judith seemed to have forgotten the flowers, she was so sluggish and weak
because of the fever. So there were roses everywhere, in the great vases on the sideboard, curving in bunches in
the center of the table, or withering in little baskets in all the corners. The atmosphere was permeated with a faint
odor of churches, penitential retreats and tepid breaths of prayer.
Arthur came to meet Albano, who had climbed up to the attic to fetch his fiddle.
“But what is this?” he said, all excited. “She’s improved so much!” And thoroughly content, he embraced his
friend.
Albano looked at him with lifeless eyes. All he could say was “Not bad at all!” a few times, and tears came
rushing to his eyes.
“Now you are getting maudlin,” retorted the sculptor, believing they were tears of joy, and they went
downstairs. Judith had wanted to get dressed, but she spoke through clenched teeth, saying very little, with a fixed
smile, rolling her eyes in an almost dramatic emptiness. Albano found her pulse completely regular; he held her
wrist between his fingers counting, thirty-one, thirty-two, thirty-three …
Suddenly the great silence of a clock which stops. Judith smiled at all of them. As her brother was at the head
of the bed, she had to turn her head just a fraction, she could still see him, shaking, leaning against the wall. But
her pulse had started up again, thirty-four, thirty-five … And her poor mama was so happy! It was because of Our
Lady of Penha, and such-and-such a saint, and a large charitable donation she had made to the good souls at St.
Dominic’s.
“When you are better, my dearest daughter, we’ll go and see the Fonsecas, on a day like today, in a closed
carriage.” She went to whisper surreptitiously in Albano’s ear, in the window embrasure:
“I think the tips of her little fingers are cold. Should we close the windows? You go and see.” And to Judith,
with affection:
“We’ll change our way of life, as soon as you’ve recovered, leave it all to me. That habit of not eating at the
right time, not sleeping because you’re afraid of everything, and never setting a foot out of doors, that cannot be
good for anyone, the doctor told me so and even less for you, who are so weak, my dearest little girl. I did tell
you, but you wouldn’t listen, little empty head!”
Then one after another, a thousand plans were drawn up only to be scrapped, in the joyful babbling of the poor
old woman: they would move to another house, have a wonderful pelisse made for Judith for the next winter,
nights at the theater and on the town, and everything. They all smiled, Albano delighted by the others, who were
like heaven and earth, dazzled by the tawny splendor of the sun. Birds had suddenly returned chirping to Arthur’s
plane trees in that brief period of good weather; bells rang in all the bell towers of the city; gun salutes could be
heard on the wide forget-me-not blue of the river, buildings were decked with festive bunting along their ridgepoles, there were strains of music from regimental bands, a sweet happiness of doves flying from gazebo to
gazebo, and from river bank to river bank.
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Seeing Judith at peace on the old ottoman, looking at her bloodless hands, her face a little swollen, as if she
were about to enter a period of convalescence, Arthur even felt comforted, after so many nights of torment and
sleeplessness. Saying that he would return shortly, he went home to try and rest a little. At those words, Judith
broke the silence she had maintained. She said “Don’t be too long,” in a voice that made a profound impression
on the sculptor, like a goat bleating, as if it had come from a gramophone, so slow that it seemed the words did
not occur to her right away.
“It’s just a passing weakness,” said Arthur, desperately wanting her to get better.
In the afternoon, after four o’clock, he was in the studio, waiting for friend Flores to arrive from Albano’s
house, where he had sent him to find out about Judith, when the artist appeared.
“Well then, how is she?” said the poor youth, very pale. Friend Flores shook his graying mane and answered:
“Fine, now. I could have saved myself the visit. And the stairs are so steep.” The other did not understand, and
repeated to him:
“What do you mean, better?”
“She’s fine now!”
“You’re mocking me!” Arthur shouted at him with extraordinary violence.
“Don’t rebut my assertions! She’s dead!”
Arthur gave a roar like a lion that has been shot, threw himself on the other with all the fury of a madman and
seizing him by the shoulders hurled him down on to an enormous plaster statue in the studio.
“Dead? Dead?” he cried, trembling, with the other pinned beneath his knee, his hands clenched and groping
and a horrible smile on his lips.
“Dead? You filthy scum!” He was about to seize him by the throat, his mind demented by pain, but foreseeing
the move friend Flores suddenly slid his body away and Arthur fell face down, forlorn, as if he were dead.
“The devil take it all!” said the Jacobin, astonished. “I rebutted his assertion, it was the girl. Hum! A soft
nature; he isn’t up to much.”
That night, his head bared, prematurely aged and somber, when Arthur came to model Judith’s face and hands
he found Albano sitting on the bed where his sister lay dead. Beside them, smashed into pieces in a fit of rage, you
could see the Stradivarius\fn{The Latin form of Antonio Stradivari (1644-1737), Italian violin maker .} that the poor bald man
had played so well when she was alive. They looked at one another and did not exchange a word, sapped by that
feverish and ghastly listlessness that overtakes condemned men on the eve of their execution. The calm
selfishness of the objects around them filled them with a barren contempt for everything, a thirst for vengeance
against the city that did not put on the mourning that numbed both their minds.
The striking of the dining-room clock was so clear, so alive, so unbearable, that Arthur, disconcerted, had
stopped the pendulum. Thus the hours passed without their knowing, and on that last night it was three times
shorter. Only occasionally, from the depths of the Basilica tolled the tragic bell which so terrorized Judith at dead
of night in the winter, when the laughter of the wind sliced through the loneliness with its curses, and enveloped
in Albano’s old cape she would go and snuggle up beside her mother, rolling her pretty, frightened eyes. Now that
old ghost mourned her as if from afar, an affectionate giant imprisoned in the castle keep. I do not know what
draught escaping through the chinks made the curtains billow out.
On top of the furniture, on the center table, or crushed over the backs of the chairs, items of clothing lay
abandoned in empty poses; they curled up, fell, had been rummaged through in the trunks by shaking hands,
brought out at random without light, put to one side, tossed down in despair, and finally forgotten in Judith’s last
toilette. A fat undertaker, his black suit threadbare with poverty, hair cut like a brush fringing the dome above a
flat forehead all shiny with grease had come to take the measurements for the coffin. Without knowing what he
was doing, Albano had given the man a brutal shove: if he didn’t leave, he would kill him, and he shouted that he
did not want his sister trampled underfoot when they threw the earth on top of her grave.
Standing motionless at the bedroom door, his arms by his side and no stud in his collar, his waistcoat buttoned
askew, Arthur glanced at that disorder of open drawers, a last cup of cold broth on the edge of the sideboard,
spoons on the floor, in one corner the centerpiece with heaps of roses withering without water in the crystal of the
big, prominent vase. His eyes went glassy with imbecility. A great tulle dress hung from a coat-hanger, still with
the pleats from the shop, scissor cuts showing clearly at the base; and below it, with leaves of varnished fabric,
white garlands blossoming in a vulgar bauble with repulsive colors that were still fresh. All around a wooden
crucifix, frightening, like a sculpture, tall candles melted in the drawing room candlesticks. Two Sisters of Mercy
with big rosaries jangling at their waist bustled around putting things back in place with downcast eyes and
mumbling mournful prayers in dog Latin. He watched them in the black shadow of their wimples, disgruntled,
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breathing heavily, often yawning with bad grace while they continued to pray by rote in a tiring mumbo-jumbo.
But a wave of mist interposed itself between reality and his eyes, making him see things as if from very far
away. Judith’s death struck him as undefined, as in a nightmare, without the sharp pain of a cutting edge, without
biography or vehement inconsolable longing, without tears even, unrelated, confused, like the phosphorescence of
a sick brain. It was an impression of something that happened in other times, with other people, in another place.
From time to time, the baskets in brackets in the dining room alcoves silently shed their roses, letting the withered
leaves fall in a humble lament. And Arthur, seated in a low chair, considered the endearing little charms of that
sweet friend, how she cut off the thorns with her tiny white teeth, the silky vivacity of her greenish-blue eyes that
blinked in a restless spasm, and her chirping, woodpecker’s greeting every morning.
And now she will rot in that unacceptable cemetery, trodden underfoot by fierce, inhuman gravediggers! Ten
o’clock, eleven o’clock, two in the morning, three … four …
He set to mixing plaster for the death mask; when he found it sufficiently malleable he went timidly into the
bedroom and approached the corpse.
“Were you fond of her?” asked the student, in a stupid voice.
The sculptor nodded his head and the other stayed to watch him apply the plaster. On top of the flower covered
quilt, candles at the bedside, she lay dressed like a bride on her wedding day, her nose becoming as sharp as the
blade of a knife. Closed in anguish, that mouth seemed like a moving furrow. Who would dare live without her in
this debauched and vile world, who?
As the sculptor pressed certain points of the face, her eyes, the wings of the nose, her cheekbones, all the
protuberances and dimples of her features, Albano, his tender feelings lacerated, jerked Arthur’s arm away.
“Be careful. You’re hurting her, poor child!”
At this simple phrase, their eyes met, making them take the full measure of this dreadful misfortune; they were
both overtaken by the same shout of pleading annihilation; weeping deep sobs with huge tears that rolled down on
to the dead girl’s white satin dress, they embraced over the bed and remained in that position for a long time. One
of the nuns who had been gnawing on some bread and cheese she had brought in her bag, in among the prayer
book, unguents and a vial of holy water, went to murmur something to the student. Oblivious to everything, he did
not even hear her and shrugged his shoulders in an evasive gesture.
That obliged the poor woman to go to Arthur. She was a fat woman, from the Minho region to judge by her
speech, old rather than young, with an enormous wart on her chin. She was asking for money for the Labarraque
water. Arthur was peeling away the plaster mask at the time, and at those words, his eyes rested on Judith, saw her
face suffused with purple, taking on the scowling expression of a woman who has been mortally offended. He
spent a long time watching her face collapse. Droplets of putrid gas came foaming out of one corner of her lips in
a thick froth, making bubbling noises. Flies were already descending by the dozen on to her eyelids and nostrils,
laying eggs.
The Minho sister at the side, nudged the other one, who had fallen asleep:
“She’s already begun to smell.”
A shudder ran through Arthur at that horrible word. Only on the wall in the weak flickering of the torches,
Judith’s supine shadow moved up and down, breathing so peacefully one could imagine she was asleep, so calm,
the virgin of the white roses!
*
Even today I hear tell that Arthur would have been the most remarkable sculptor of his time if that untimely
death had not caused him to lose the focus of his great abilities. Above all, he had a weak head. Because of a
singularly restrained and hesitant temperament, he never dared to ripen and polish the untamed passions of his
soul. As happens to those people deprived of affection from the cradle onwards, that first love for a woman
piercing him like a lance at the most impetuous age, must have burst within him, thus oversetting the placid
rhythm of his heart and mind.
What is certain is that the day after Judith’s death he changed his residence and Albano never saw him again.
In vain the poor bald man searched for him everywhere, especially now that he had such need of an older brother.
The innkeeper of the Bemformoso never heard of him again, in the Brasserie he was almost forgotten, he was no
longer seen in the streets.
For want of anything better, to kill time, Albano decided to finish his course. The passing years made the
sculptor into a remarkable personality. With the death of the goddess who had inspired such complete devotion,
his love for her became warped, grew and turned into excesses that his frenzy made frightening. At times his
talent transformed his feelings into wonders of artistry, as is usual among artists, who always love to give material
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substance to their strongest emotions.
He saw no one, spoke to no one; he acquired a fondness for strong liquor, lived in an outlying district, all
stooped over and growing old as quickly as possible. Friend Flores, who had finally married the magnificent
Barbjra, never came to that wasteland; the miserly Galician had retired to the bucolic pleasures of his native
village, and so Arthur lived wretchedly, without companionship, without work, without friends, without a suit of
clothes, with a ferocious mane of hair and an untamed beard, tortured by I know not what strange heat in his
brain, and listening to the great uncontrolled rages of his unquiet heart. The first year that elapsed after Judith’s
death was for him one of those earthquakes that brings down a character ill-prepared to deal with life’s adversity,
which at the slightest tremor opens up cracks through which one can discern weakness and the remnants of beliefs
slipping away, the struggle of passion, hesitation, nostalgia and madness, which the artist’s training in the plastic
arts was molding slowly, desperately, into lucid pieces of statuary.
After some months, when the most poignant anguish of the pain’ had begun to abate, because the centers of
feeling were exhausted, many of the finer details of that divine child’s figure began to fade from Arthur’s memory.
They were growing dim, or would only come to him after efforts to remember, in the worst moments of
despondency. Only the great dramatic lines of her death, the poses she used to strike, details of her profile, a
particular way of tilting her head, certain timbres in her melodic voice that he would hear at night even now that
everything was calm, would remain forever in his mind, intense and clear, as a consequence of the art he
professed. Ten or twelve times, at irregular intervals, he had begun in one block or another to fashion the statue of
the same woman in different poses, and just as many times, disheartened, he let the chisel fell from his hands in
the middle of the task, in the terrifying suspicion that he might be profaning the divine preconceived ideal by his
mediocre workmanship.
In the inhospitable shack in which he lived, beneath the uncarved stone those models in marble made shocking
attempts to escape, to be resurrected, crying out for help, like faces behind thick veils, dreadful grimaces of
anguish, writhing inside the solid lava which restrained them. In the torture of that living immobility, they wanted
to spit rubble from their mouth in a heart-rending shriek, break with their limbs the quagmire which surrounding
them, turned everything to stone. They communicated the dreadful sensation of appalling suffering, so masterly
were those first carvings by a great sculptor. From shapeless piles of stone came admirable pieces, finished and
vital; arms raised to the heavens, with fleshless hands; heads radiating shy sweetness, with flaring nostrils and a
pleading’ mouth, rendered perhaps in the paradisiacal vision of Fra Angelico; busts of an impossible delicacy,
always wearing the nun’s collar, where tiny hands, marvelous and white, clutched roses with petals as fine as
paper … and underneath, the vile, impassive block buried the rest, huge, angular, hostile, brutal, just as the burned
tree trunk signifies the death and burial of the dryad in the sacred forest of antiquity.
These were the efforts of a skeptic who undertook prodigious feats with a chisel only for the irony of putting
them aside immediately. Like the eternal malcontent, he went from masterpiece to masterpiece with the aim of
thwarting the posterity that might perhaps seek him in a finished work and consider everything poor and mean. He
did not claim any of life’s pitiable triumphs, glory, fortune, encouragement or imitators. His efforts alone created a
strident, modern art, full of rarities and grandeur, to be sure, but they revealed in the artist the sorrow of a giant
and the bitterness of a defeated man. One statue followed another, and another. And all the different stages were
cast aside with hot-tempered obstinacy. Surrounded by the remains of a new Olympus, he went for whole days,
whole months without speaking, without working, frustrated by his virginity, consumed in a funeral pyre of
alcohol, making dreadful efforts to reconstruct all of her in his mind and stopping when he could not remember,
afraid of perverting his slavish adoration. Gaunt, revolted, almost starved, with glowing patches of color on his
dead face, his mouth twisted in the tragic rictus of a caryatid. His powerful frame stooped slowly down to the
ground, here and there his hair was already turning white, the brandy began to affect him with hallucinations that
were taking him over, fragile ghosts exhumed from the past, and he saw her, talked to her, felt her misery, was
dazzled by her beauty, held long conversations with her. He went chuckling alone through the streets, arguing
with himself out loud; his suit was falling from his body in wretched pieces, he stopped wearing a shirt, his boots
were down at heel. And yet, within this cruel coarsening, there were occasional moments of lucidity. Then pulling
himself together in a last effort, he returned to his sketches, began and began again, altering, destroying, with all
the anguish of a drowning man and the dogged desperation of a rebel.
In the studio, scattered in their dozens, could be seen the results of those brief intervals of reason, divinely
sculpted pairs of hands, long fingers, nails of transparent opal; a heavenly delicacy of touch, but all identical as if
reproduced in the same strange way. Or innumerable copies of a plaster mask, anguished and candid, which hung
from the wall, wrapped in crepe, and gazed out of the emptiness of its eye sockets. Such insistence on the parts of
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the same figure expressed his unchanging feelings of pain. His was the art of a recluse, blocking the imagination
of the artist, but crystallizing every piece into surprising perfection.
And what of Albano? Finally, in a last flash, Arthur discovered that he had finished the statue after he had
begun it a dozen times. But what a unique prodigy of genius! She flowered, complete, extending her arms to cry
out to God, marvelously balanced, executed in the attitude of someone about to take flight, unwinding herself
from the base like a tongue of flame from the scarlet firethorn, in an airy zigzag. That phenomenon of strange
beauty was at the same time a wonder of boldness: she quivered, she spoke, you could feel her suffering and
breathing like a living creature. She wore a simple garment in long pleats, the nun’s collar fastened right up to the
chin with all the austerity of the cloister, her plaits half rolled still, coming loose at her nape with a panicked and
sudden expression.
And there in a corner, crouching under the mane of an old, fallen lion, Arthur contemplated his work at length
with dulled eyes through which a deep volcanic fire crater had passed for the last rime. His emaciated knees
poked through torn trousers, and the untamed beggar’s beard poured gloomy white threads down on to the bones
of his chest, covering his nakedness in a kind of instinctive modesty.
Before the wretched ascete, this apparition of a madonna rose in flights of genius from its floral pedestal,
which represented an enormous bouquet of the flowers that Judith loved so much. At that moment he heard her
name spoken close by.
Without curiosity he turned his head. Albano was standing beside him, devouring the statue, awe-struck,
astonished, imbecilic.
“Oh, it’s you,” said Arthur, who arose with a bound but showed no sign of joy at seeing Albano look so very
proper in his gentleman’s clothing. “Do you by any chance have some tobacco?”
Albano looked aside for a moment, and rummaged for cheroots in his pockets. In that moment, Arthur smashed
the statue to little pieces with a hammer.\fn{ A note reads: These are the remains of the most astonishing sculpture that the world
has ever seen, welded together with iron pins. Today they adorn Judith’s grave, along with all the rough models, half statues, fragments
and practice pieces which were found in the studio on Arthur’s death }

77.225 The Last Faun\fn{by Aquilino Gomes Ribeiro (1885-1963)} Sernancele, Viseu District, Portugal (M) 6
On that bright Sunday, a Sunday given over to the glorious rites of Our Lady of Mercy, Padre Jesuino was
about to rise from the confessional, after having absolved Ana Fusca of a hundred small sins, when there at his
feet, trembling all over, eyes lowered, cheeks aflame, was the kneeling figure of Maria da Encarnaçao. Short of
temper where the over-zealous devotions of pious ladies were concerned, and all the more so by reason of the fact
that the candles for the mass were already lighted, while he still had a baptism to perform, Padre Jesuino received
her none to graciously and with a per signum crucis that was hastier than the gesture he would have used in
shooting a hen from the garden. Having quickly run through the preliminary prayers, he said to her, in an
impatient tone of voice:
“Hurry, my daughter, tell me what it is. Have you a mortal sin on your conscience?”
“I went to confession and received communion one week ago today, at the mission of the Two Churches. I
have no mortal sin to confess.”
“Well, then!”
“Father,” she said, with an air of firm resolve, “every night I hear a voice: ‘Maria da Encarnaçao, thou shalt go
up to the Mountain; without stick or stone, thou shalt do away with this fear!’ Either I am greatly mistaken, or it is
Our Lord who is giving me the task of putting an end to what is happening to the other girls.”
The abbot gravely regarded this fair-haired girl of twenty, with the bright eyes and the simplicity of an angel,
the only one in his congregation who followed the portions of the holy sacrifice in a prayer book. She had been a
dainty, frolicsome little lass until Padre Baldomero came along, mounted on his black mule, as he went from place
to place preaching his apostolic mission. He had filled her soul with a vehement contempt for the world and a
fondness for all the practices of mystic devotion. Ever since she had listened to the missionary, her merry voice
was no longer to be heard at corn-huskings and along the road on pilgrimages, nor was her gaze ever once lifted
coquettishly to meet the glance of another. The charming voice which God had given her was now wholly
reserved for God’s use, in litanies and benedicites, and no one could steal those eyes away from their ineffable
vistas of ecstasy and the contemplation of Jesus, the beloved bridegroom. The latter took on a delicate beauty as
he hung there in effigy, in his vermilion-colored tunic, bordered in blue and spangled with gold; to the elect, he
held out the promise of infinite joys beyond the grave.
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The short of the matter is, thanks to Maria da Encarnaço’s persevering efforts, the Society of the Sacred Heart
of Jesus had been installed in the lukewarm town; and as a result, at that hour of the afternoon when tinkling
cowbells were wont to be heard from the pasture-lands, the slumbering church-bells now rang out, summoning
worshipers for the month of May, the month of St. Joseph, the Christ-Child’s novena, and, during Holy Week, the
Stations of the Cross. She went to confession every Sunday and received communion from Padre Jesuino’s
gnarled, tobacco-stained fingers; that is, providing she was not engaged in seeking sanctification elsewhere, at
some solemn function in a neighboring church, from the long, pale fingers of a young priest. Padre Jesuino, a
preceptor of boys, a huntsman, sower of grain rather than of souls, was repugnant to her taste for the spiritual; but
he was her ordained pastor, and so she resigned herself to being the mistress of a house of worship that was very
badly kept. Candlesticks, lamps, vases were now polished until they shone; and Maria da Encarnaçao’s fingers
were never more industrious and clever in fitting a dress than they were, of a Sunday morning, in decking the
altars with flowers from the garden—from the first of the season to the last that were to be had.
This ascetic passion little by little laid hold of her, to such an extent that one night she was led to join a
pilgrimage to Lamego, in the company of a group of young girls whom Padre Baldomero was conducting to Spain
for a retreat. She left behind her, at home, an aged father and a paralyzed mother, and the foolish girl grew
ashamed of what she had done and turned back; but this in no way diminished her fervor for the divine. She had
the feeling that she was to be one of the Blessed, like St. Inez or St. Iria—and she proclaimed it in a voice for all
to hear. Meanwhile, she continued to clutch at all the cassocks and to run about to all the feast-days. As a
consequence of this activity, her fine rose-colored skin began to take on the mummified hue that is common to
elderly virgins.
It was in one of her visionary moments that Pedro Jirigodes saw her and was smitten with her. In a young girl’s
eyes, he had certain drawbacks. He was forty years old, for one thing, with a reputation as a matador—which had
enabled him to put by an enviable share of this world’s goods—and an unprepossessing appearance, conferred
upon him by his eyebrows bristling beneath a forehead to match and his heavy, very black and drooping
mustache, which completely hid his mouth.
But Pedro Jirigodes was somebody. His costume consisted of a dark-colored cashmere suit, a straw hat
slouched down over his eyes, and a watch-chain with big links and a piece of pottery as a charm. Such was the
way in which he always appeared at fairs and other functions, kerchief waving, hand affably outstretched—How
goes it, friend?—that was Sr. Jirigodes for you. His income was derived from certain church lands, bid in at Viseu
behind closed doors, and from money loaned out at high rate of interest. He did not do a stroke of work; when he
was not taking a stroll, he was out hunting, and when he was not hunting, he was down at the river fishing. He
was, above all, a great woodsman and an ingenious inventor of traps. He was blamed for heinous misdeeds and
was highly respected. He had once creditably fulfilled the duties of administrator of the town of Moimenta, at
election time. He was looked upon as a educated man, very well bred, and he subscribed to O Seculo. Though
close to forty, he was hard as nails, and wanted—so he said—to found a family; and he accordingly proceeded to
build a house along the highway, of good masonry and Pampilhosa brick, and, being mad about her, he then asked
for the hand of Maria da Encarnaçao.
So many blemishes should have rendered him odious to her, especially as regarded his age and physique,
which is always a matter of moment even to a girl who is saving her charms for a heavenly bridegroom, a
bridegroom who is accustomed to plucking the most fragrant of virgin flowers. Nevertheless, she did not repulse
him with aversion; no, nothing of the sort; with a melancholy manner, she reminded him of her vows of chastity,
and gently sent him about his business.
But Pedro Jirigodes did not give up. Slowly and cleverly he worked his way into the good graces of those
whose help he needed, bribing the pious neighbor women and winning the missionary father to his side with the
gift of a few legs of veal and a mess of trout. As for the girl’s parents, they urged her on to marry him, feeling
certain that this would free her from the clutches of the bigots. And with a few maxims having to do with a life
that was well provided for and well regulated and none the less virtuous for all of that, the apostle contributed his
share by citing examples of holy wedlock—all of which had its due effect in time.
Maria da Encarnaço was thus left with no one to protect her. Pedro Jirigodes, meanwhile, stubbornly held on;
and in the middle of May of that year, just as the fillies were beginning to neigh in the meadows and the feast of
Our Lady the Mother of God and Men, of which he had been the major-domo, was drawing to a close, he finally
obtained that Yes which he had stubbornly disputed with the Nazarene. It was at this time that the legal
proceedings to establish Jirigodes’ free status, which had been dragging along in foreign parts for more than a
dozen years, were settled, so that he was in a position to go through with the marriage.
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*
All this ran through Padre Jesuino’s mind, which was not devoid of discernment, in the presence of that little
blond head in front of him.
“So you heard a voice?” the abbot began, mildly. “And what was it the voice said? Tell me again.”
“‘Maria da Encarnaçao, thou shalt go up to the Mountain; without stick or stone, thou shalt do away with this
fear!’”
“Ah! And was that when you were asleep or when you were awake?”
“Asleep, Father; but I also heard it one night, just as I had finished saying my beads.”\fn{ Saying the Rosary}
“One must not put too much faith in dreams. In authors who are worthy of all credence I have read that dreams
may be the instrument either of angels or of the powers of darkness.”
“That is all very well; but I am telling you, I also heard it when I was in possession of my five senses. It was as
real as your voice now, Father, and I could hear it just as plainly.”
“It would appear, then, that it is sending you up there, on Mount Nave, to put an end to the monster—”
“That is what I make of it.”
“From where did the voice come?”
“I don’t know; it sounded very distinctly in my ears, but it did not come from any definite direction. I even
imagined that it came from above me—but I could not swear to it. And it was a very nice voice; I never heard
anything like it before …”
The confessor asked her any number of other questions, all bearing upon the same point; for in his casuistry
this case constituted a novelty, and his mind, trained to manual labor, to educating the young and to hunting
rabbits, was hardly fitted to deal with so transcendental a problem. He avoided giving a decisive answer by
saying:
“My daughter, with regard to something so mysterious as this, I cannot tell you what I think. I know that more
than one person has received by such means as this a mandate from heaven to be carried out on earth. But if my
memory serves me right, there have also been cases in which such voices proved to be false, having been sent by
evil spirits. I shall consult the prelate—”
“The voice is so sweet and tender it could only come from Heaven. When I hear it, my whole body is bathed in
a joy so marvelous, so delicious, that I forget all about myself and the things of earth!” And as she said this, in a
tone of great exaltation, she gave an upward arch to her brows, as if recalling the supreme delight she had
experienced.
“Very well, but we cannot take too many precautions. The devil has arts of his own that he masters along with
the learned in academies, and each trick of his is more subtle than the ones he has used before. Take my advice; be
calm, and let us wait until this question has been settled by those above—”
“And in the meantime, the torture keeps up? Ah, Father—!”
“That is true enough; but the trouble is of so mysterious an origin that in order to be rid of it, the utmost
prudence is to be recommended. Go, my daughter, and moderate your thirst for sacrifice, which for the matter of
that is not becoming to you. Try to control yourself, and say three Hail Mary’s to Our Lady of Good Counsel, that
she may tell you what to do.” And with these and similar words, he sought to break the spell which lay upon the
young soul in his charge.
Two weeks went by, and more rapes were perpetrated in those desolate God-forsaken regions along the border
of the old Roman roads, long fallen into disuse. At the monastery mass, Maria da Encarnaçao appeared once more
to ask the abbot to hear her confession.
“Father,” she murmured, “the voice still comes to me; ‘To the Mountain thou shalt go; thou shalt do away with
this fear.’ I hear it five or six times a night. The bishop has not answered yet?”
“No, he has not had time.”
“Very well, then, Father, I have made up my mind to go up the mountain, up to the very highest peaks, and Our
Lord will take care of me.”
“The mountain is big, my child; a good horse on the gallop could not make it in a day. It is full of caves—and
dens—it will be your undoing!”
“Do not worry about that!”
“If at least you had company!”
“I do not want anyone. Judith went alone to the tent of Holofernes.”
“Times are different now, little soul of the Lord! Times are different, and we are not the ancient Hebrews. In
the matter of—of copulation, they were none too scrupulous. There was Sarah, wife of the great Abraham, in
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Egypt—”
“All that I may suffer will be well repaid, if tomorrow it can be said: young girls may now go without fear
down those pathways of Christ.”
“That may be. I do not say yes, and I do not say no. Just forget that I have said anything to you.”
“The voice is from Heaven—”
“Who can tell?”
“It is. I have conjured it night after night, putting my whole soul into the words: If you are divine, speak to me;
if you are an angel of darkness, be gone, in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. And the
voice did not stop; it was more melodious than ever—”
“I have observed that you have a tendency to mysticism. In the case of highly sensitive natures, there are
sometimes phenomena of auditory, visual or other kinds of hallucination. What I mean to say is, your ears may be
deceiving you—”
“So often? God, Our Lord, would not permit a thing like that to happen.”
The abbot had no reply to make to this argument of incontrovertible faith.
“My advice to you,” he said once more, “was, and shall continue to be: wait!”
“And is He to wait, too?”
“You mean to go up in the mountains like that, just as you are?”
“Yes, Father, armed only with the sign of the cross.”
“That is a powerful weapon, no doubt of it; but there are occasions when a good rifle is not to be spurned.
Judith carried a cutlass—”
“Judith cut off the Philistine’s head with the sword of the Philistine. I have read and reread the Book of Kings.”
“Joan of Arc went armed—”
“But there was a war then—that was in time of war.”
*
It was not feasible for the abbot to have recourse to his bishop; he felt that the help which the girl looked for
from that quarter was a vain illusion. He did not have the heart to continue to deceive her any longer; and much
less did he have the courage to keep a promise which called for so much tact and for such care in the matter of
style and composition, not to speak of good paper, all of which were indispensable in a correspondence with My
Lord, the Bishop, and which in this village monastery were as far removed from the padre as the padre was from
his breviary.
Years ago—when he still wore his lace rochet in the pulpit and spoke to God with the slow, solemn manner of
a minister addressing his monarch—he had enjoyed wide fame as a preacher. Upon succeeding to the chaplaincy
of Lama, Friar José had left him a well thumbed volume of sermons, in which he found enough and more than
enough to provide a feast for a little rural congregation which hardly could be said to be hungering for spiritual
things.
And even aside from the book of sermons, inasmuch as the virtues are always exalted and sin irresistibly
combated in the lives of the saints, any panegyric would be in order with a simple substitution of names. The
major excellence of rhetoric lay in its adjustability to all the blessed, like kerchiefs to all heads. Padre Jesuino
spent more time in the woods looking for a rabbit to tie to his belt than he did at his study table in transforming a
sermon on St. Anthony into one on St. Blaise, or the tears of St. Peter into the thorns of Our Lord.
The rest could be left to memory, and his memory was very good, thanks to a cerebral economy which
afforded room only for the slow, larva-like passage and re-passage of thoughts having to do with his duties at the
altar.
With age and vexations caused him by the prodigal sons entrusted to his care, his theological tools had grown
rusty from lack of use; and to sit down now and compose a statement for the Bishop, laying before him the case of
this visionary girl, was a task with which he was in no condition to cope.
With scoldings and with maxims of plain common sense, he had done his best to counsel her, as one would a
person bent upon butting down a door with his head; for all in vain. Maria da Encarnaçao, certain that her mission
as a redeemer came from on high, was more determined than ever to go through with her plan.
*
At sunrise the next morning, after having milked the cows, Thomas Pateiro, surprised at not seeing his
daughter up and stirring, went to the door of her room.
“Maria da Encarnaçao! Oh, lá! Get up! There’s work to be done—”
Receiving no reply and not hearing so much as a sound, he began pounding on her door. Then it occurred to
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him that she might have had a bad night, addicted as she was to insomnia and nightmares, and he remembered
that for some little while she had been given to dropping off into a heavy, death-like slumber shortly before
daybreak.
Outside, the cock had ceased crowing and the turtledoves were billing and cooing lasciviously and flying in
rows over the pine-grove. As he set out with the hired man and his son to plant a field of beans, between a couple
of mouthfuls of food he said to his paralyzed wife as she lay in bed:
“A plague on those padres who are putting notions in our lass’s head! I called her and she didn’t even answer.”
The old woman went on saying the rosary of Our Lord, for this was her month, and estimating on her fingers
the amount they owed in servant’s wages. Time was slipping by; it was mid-morning and still no sign of her
daughter.
“Maria da Encarnaçao!” the old woman shouted at last. “Hey! Mareia da Encarnaçao!”
Frightened at hearing what she thought was a groan, she broke off, listening intently.
“Miaul! Miaul!”
“Plague take the cat! Scat!” she cried, “Scat!” And the puss, which had been foraging on top of the cupboard,
gave a leap and scurried out of sight, as the paralytic once more called out:
“Maria da Encarnaçao! Get up, child; your father will be coming in starved for his breakfast—”
She called and called again, but there was nothing to disturb the deep well of silence that filled the house. It
was a silence that seemed to come from the kitchen, from the street, from everywhere. Little by little, she became
conscious of its presence about her bed, as hateful as that of certain individuals the very sight of whom filled her
with loathing.
Oppressed by a feeling of terror which she could not well define, her imagination more halting than a spavined
horse, she lay for a time motionless, almost without breathing, withdrawn into herself, as at the bottom of a
funnel. It seemed to her that all of human life was fleeing roundabout her, and that her own life, anguish-ridden,
was following close after, to fill like a rising river the emptiness of space.
Soon, however, her ear caught the sound, far away, very far away, of a creaking axle. Then, from the threshingfloor, came the merry fanfare of a cock, greeting the light of day with his Orate, fratres; and still more distant,
like the closing like the closing of the missal when the priest has finished saying mass, she could make out the
sound of the women beating clothes in the wash-houses. The world continued to revolve about her suspended by
invisible cords, but stouter, stronger ones than any that could be fashioned from all the thread that there was. In
harmony with all of this, her anxiety of a moment ago returned to torment her; and once again she called:
“Daughter! Why don’t you answer?”
Amid the universal immobility of things, the household utensils—the olive jar at the food of the bed, the pots
and the water jug over there on the shelf—took on the appearance of squatting bronzes, all of them, and seemed to
be listening. The very silence itself was putting out unseen hands to stifle her. And then the sounds came back,
infinitesimal sounds, the worm gnawing in the wood like a gimlet, the crackle and drip of melting tar on the roof
in the heat of the day. And vaguer than the drone of a mosquito in the sun was the far-off rumble of a wagon on
the Road of Our Lord.
“Maria da Enearnaçao! Oh, Maria da Encarnaçao!”
No answering voice, no sound of breathing was to be heard.
“Oh, Maria da Encarnaçao!” She was tearful now, like a child in pain. Everything then grew dark in front of
her eyes, and the furniture of the room appeared to be doing a topsy-turvy dance, without making the slightest
sound. Mad with fright, as if the mattress that she lay on were afire, she started screaming:
“Help! Help!”
For a long time the poor woman kept it up, in a voice which at first was as tremulous as tinkling bells, growing
hoarser then until it could be heard all over the village, by those at work in their gardens. They came running up in
a swarm; and panting for breath, eyes popping from her head, the paralytic with incoherent speech directed them
to her daughter’s room—“no sign of her—must be dead—”
The door was locked with a key; but Pedro Jirigodes with a shove had it off the hinges. And when they came
back to tell the old lady that there was no Maria da Encarnaçao there, either dead or alive, her mother’s heart was
so relieved that she burst into tears upon finding that her immediate and darkest apprehensions were unfounded.
As for Pedro Jireigodes, there was a look of amazement on his face and his manner was stern as he came down
the stairs and asked all present to aid him in searching for his betrothed; and at his request, either out of sympathy
or because they scented a possible scandal, whole groups of them now began uniting along the river banks and the
mill-races, among the farms and hamlets, for a trace of the missing girl. Their search proved a fruitless one, and at
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the end of it, as they gathered to talk matters over, they were inclined in their discouragement to attribute this
mysterious disappearance to the monster who had entered from the roof to rape Leopoldina Quaresma.
At that very moment, however, just as the sun was tingeing with purple the peaks of Caramula, they caught
sight of Maria da Encarnaçao. She was coming along at an even stride, her head thrown back, as if her soul were
inebriated with the holy peace of Heaven.
Jirigodes bounded forward to meet her; but as she saw the anxious look on her lover’s face, she drew herself
erect with hieratic aplomb.
“Do not touch me, reprobate creature!” she said to him, in a tone of sovereign haughtiness, “do not touch me!”
“What’s that?” he barked at her.
“Do not touch me! The Lord’s elect has opened to me his amorous bosom and has sanctified me.”
On her face was such a glow of light and in her bearing so serene a majesty that they hastened at once, in a
body, to conduct her into the abbot’s presence.
“Father,” she said, “only in God’s house is it permitted me to speak of the heavenly messenger.”
*
The abbot was a bit put out by all this, for it was the time of day for him to be watering his onions; but
throwing his cassock over his shoulders, he made for the church with Maria da Encarnaçao at his side. The latter’s
face was solemn, and she seemed to be walking on air as the two of them made their way through the silent
throng. The nave of the church was filled to overflowing with people as she knelt in the confessional, and they all
appeared to be deeply immersed in thought and waiting breathlessly, as if the Blessed Sacrament were being
exposed on the high altar. Soon, however, Padre Jesuino rose from behind the grating with the gesture of one who
had been undeceived.
“This is not a case for auricular confession!” he announced, describing spirals in the air with the palm of his
hand, by way of emphasizing his remarks. “She has been seeing visions or something of the sort. I can’t listen to
it, I can’t. If she wants to tell you about it, all right.”
And without more ado, the folds of his cassock fluttering in his haste, he took his departure.
Maria da Encaraçao, meanwhile, was standing on the first step of the high-altar, her back turned to the Blessed
Sacrament; and after letting her gaze roam haughtily over the assembled multitude, she began speaking with the
voice of one inspired:
“O people! Men and women, old and young, ye maidens above all, who with foolish tears bewail your
maidenhood—I say unto you, rejoice! An angel of Heaven dwelleth among us. I have seen him, I have spoken
with him, I have found repose in his arms, more trustingly than an innocent babe at its mother’s breast.
“Oh, but he is beautiful! So beautiful that the beauty of Absalom is as nothing by comparison! And he is
strong, stronger than the armies of David when they destroyed those of the six kings! His presence is more
inebriating than the wine when it is sweet! He is the Ineffable of whom the Scriptures speak. Just as the Messiah
saw the light in the desert of Judea, even so he has elected for the scent of his ministry these desolate backlands of
Portugal.
“Rejoice! His mission it is to regenerate the race, to people the world with comely beings fashioned like
himself, beings fashioned in the image and the likeness of God. Oh, ye mournful creatures, O piteous creatures,
how little ye reckon of the divine Presence! Sin and toil have deformed your bodies, ye poor degenerate ones.
“But rejoice, for ye shall be exalted in your sons and those that are to come after you; for so hath he revealed it
to me with his own sweet mouth. Those born of the Ineffable’s embrace shall be beautiful and sound of limb and
endowed with a wisdom from on high; but all those founts of life which he toucheth not shall wither and dry up.
“O ye of little faith, believe me, it is indeed an angel from Heaven that dwelleth among us. Ye maids whom he
shall touch, more lightly than the breeze stirring the canebrake, yet like the lightning’s fire striking the earth—I
say unto you: give thanks! Ye and your sons shall be of the elect!
“Let us kneel and pray to God, that God who giveth day and night, joy and sorrow, who one-thousand-ninehundred years ago sent us a Redeemer for our souls, and who now, today, sends us a Redeemer for our bodies!”
*
In that great nave, the shadows of twilight appeared to stretch out into infinity, as all hearts felt the gentle
wound of these mystic and transcendent words. Ejaculations burst forth from a thousand throats, in celebration of
this epiphany of the flesh, a flesh now redeemed from its age-old anathema. And as night fell, it seemed that
tongues of living flame, red and glowing from on high, were hovering over all the villages and door-sills, and the
people had the feeling that something great was happening in the land.
From that hour forth, the news spread abroad: an angel from Heaven had come down to ransom the human
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race of all its sufferings and deformities, and had selected as the vessel for the divine seed those maidens who
were young, virgin and marriageable. His ways were rude and mysterious, until the blind jealousy of man where
woman is concerned should at last have been dissipated like the oracular cataract which it was. But nevertheless,
the time would come when he would descend to the peoples, and each household would then harbor him as its
guest, between the finest of sheets, proffering the embrace of the most sculpturesque of arms.
Like a swelling river, spreading afar, the enthusiasm grew. On the trunk of the old religion a new religion of
pleasure and delight had now been grafted. Even the old women spoke of the Ineffable with tenderness and deepbosomed sighs: and few indeed were the men with the murky flames of jealousy still lingering in their eyes. Little
by little, all gave in, the women out of passion, the men out of faith and humility.
Simultaneously, the brutal rapes in the silence of the woods and along the equally silent highways now ceased.
Stealthily some and others boldly, under the seal of catechumens, the maidens voluntarily went up into the
mountains to offer the voluptuous Messiah the flower of their virginity.
In the meantime, pregnancy among the elect was on the increase, and the hour of delivery was drawing near.
Much good it did pious-sniffling mothers with their barbarous superstitions to invoke the intervention of the
Virgin Saint Euphemia or to have recourse to witches and sorceresses; the pollen possessed the virtue of
fecundity.
Micas Olaia was the first to feel the pangs of parturition; whereupon all the old midwives came running up,
prepared to make short work of the pregnancy, if it chanced to be a werewolf, and ready to conjure it back to hell
if it proved to be a monster of Satan. For they were still doubtful, and Padre Jesuino himself spoke out clearly on
the matter.
“If the child is not in our own image and likeness,” he said, “strangle it!”
And so saying, he made the gesture which he used in wringing the necks of partridges brought down on the
wing.
It was, however, a bouncing baby boy, perfect in every way, to whom Micas Olaia gave birth. It at once began
to wail, as much as to say, Here I am; and in less than a jiffy, it was up and at its mother’s well stocked breasts.
After Micas, the others in turn were brought to bed, but without any more exorcisms or dread of monsters. All
the offspring, without exception, were healthy, well formed and handsome; there was not a deformity or a crosseye in the entire lot of them.
Compared to these young ones, those born within the bonds of wedlock were ill-favored indeed; they were,
one would have said, the rejected of God. They possessed neither the complexion, the strength and natural
hardihood, nor the delicate beauty of these sons of the Ineffable.
*
Confounded by it all and smitten with compunction, the abbot could only shake his head and murmur with the
apostles:
Judicia divina dum nescintur, non aduaci sermone discutienda sunt sed formidoloso silentio veneranda. (The
ways of God being inscrutable, they are not to be the subject of frivolous conversation, but rather the object of a
silent awe and veneration.
46.144 Laurinda\fn{by Irene Lisboa (1892-1958)} Amadra Municipality, Lisbon District, Portugal (F) 5
Where Laurinda came from, now that I really couldn’t say, she just turned up. As for her sojourn with me, that
too was of no great consequence. Her ways, her manners, the stories she told, however, might indeed prove
interesting. But no sooner do I begin to write, then, you know what, I feel like stopping.
How come? Because of the diverse faces subsumed within that single Laurinda. What a woman! Of her one
could well say that she is, or at least encompasses, all of the known and all of the unknown within her narrow
bounds. Always gnawed at by a thousand and one worries, crude, random, scattered, she defines herself by and
simultaneously confounds herself with the rest of her sort. She is fickle, simple, and coarse to perfection.
For a while, when she first comes to a house, Laurinda is ready to serve, almost cheerful, nicely composed and
punctual, yes, indeed; but this doesn’t last long, it has to change, and Laurind goes back to odd jobs: she runs
errands, first for one, then for another, empties out boxes, sells rags and old bottles, does various chores, and, at
last, she vanishes away, her whereabouts unknown.
She is not a woman who talks much, quite the contrary. Once she gains confidence in her new house, she even
has fits of ill humor, usually provoked by her own life outside. She gets grouchy and mutters curses, looking
askance, with those tiny little eyes of hers half shut and her nose, sharpened to a point, drooping down.
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I wish I could paint a true portrait of Laurinda! To project her onto this screen of the written word without
serious disfigurements, just as I remember her and still see her. But it will be difficult for me. Laurinda, just like
each of us, is one and many.
I began to know her better after she abandoned my house. Inside, she seemed to me quite ordinary. She cleaned
and washed like anyone else, spoke little, as I’ve already said, bought many things that suited her taste from street
vendors coming to the door of the glassed-in balcony, bras, aprons … she would tell me one story or another
about Laurinha, where she comes from, or about a sister who lives here and takes care of her daughter (who she
claims to have had by a waiter), but then she made it vaguely clear that she was going to go home, and finally she
disappeared, leaving behind a banana-debt to a local grocer.
It was thanks to Laurinda that I came to see that those poor vendors, going from street to street, from door to
door: cheap! real cheap! loaded down with showy, badly made things, always do good business. Lovely,
sparkling blouses, held together by a couple of stitches and displayed on little hangers, can be as tempting as fox
furs and costly manteaux. If Laurinda were to pass through the Chiado, she wouldn’t even notice what was
displayed in the shop windows, she wasn’t used to all that, it didn’t interest her; but with the street vendors she
would lose herself utterly.
And yet, no matter how much Laurinda bought or got hold of, no matter how much they gave her, no matter
how much she varied her style, she never managed to look like the other women. Nothing kept its blossom on that
body, spots and stains were always in hot pursuit. Even so, she had her vanities: she would dress in something
new or even something second hand (she also bought a lot of such stuff) and liked to be stared at.
*
Before I came to know her, Laurinda was with a sidewalk cobbler, also for a short time. According to her, the
little guy was a tight-fisted and cocksure booby, coming on to anything in a skirt. So she upped and left him, hit
the road, why not?
Along the staircase where he had his little shop, other rumors ran—that the two would fight and she was a
sloven. However, it was clear that the little guy exploited women. He would share with them his cubicle and his
bed, true enough, but when it came to food … let them earn it themselves, if they wanted any. For lunch, he’d put
a few potatoes and a slice of codfish on the counter, and as for them, if they wanted to join him, they’d have to put
up their equal share. When the potatoes finished cooking, he would count them.
After they separated, and even after he had taken another woman—they were always there, so many of them,
at his door—Senhor Jose, my shoes, aren’t my shoes ready yet; Senhor Jose, and my heels?—Laurinda still stayed
on there to wash the landing. In fact, the whole building was hers. Sometimes she would whitewash the kitchen
on the third floor, sometimes run errands for the fourth floor, or else mop up two or three flights of stairs.
Laurinda would wash down the entrance way, the benches, and the small counter at the shoemaker’s, but the
latter’s new girl friend seemed not to like it. And she kept her eye on her.
Then one day she saw her rival enter the man’s cubicle and very quickly, throughout the neighborhood, she
spread the word, whether true or not, that the two of them once again had an understanding. One even heard that
she gave, or promised to give, Laurinda a real licking. What’s for sure is that the latter kept out of sight for a
while. A short while that passed quickly, with Laurinda reappearing, as usual, for her customers in the building. It
was through them, in fact, that I went on following her life.
Laurinda was not a woman to harbor grudges, much less dwell on doubts. When there were no houses to do,
she would sell fish, and in the fig season she would naturally sell figs. As she had neither a wicker basket nor a
license, she couldn’t cry out her wares (she didn’t even have the voice, she admitted), and so she carried the fish
around in a small basket over her arm. She would sell them door-to-door to women she knew, keeping muddled
accounts with all of them: don’t pay now, forget it, take some, here, take, take, here’s something for the cat …
nothing worth arguing about, why get mad about such a little thing. One could see that Laurinda was quite liberal,
when she felt like it. In the end, if sales gave her barely enough to pay them off at the Riverfront, there would at
least be some fish left over for her to eat, some little mackerel, some little hake or other …
*
Gone were the days when she also did the rounds of the market fairs.
Ah, the markets! What a pity Laurinda expressed herself so badly! She was not very explicit, and in fact, at
times she was even distrustful.
What was it she sold? Well, then, what should she be selling? Fruit, sweet bread, lupine beans, periwinkles and
pumpkin seeds, or whatever. All the people who came out to these fairs would pass and buy things. She also
would fry fish in the midway stalls. Hey folks, right this way! She had the knack. Wherever she’d set up,
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everything would go. Fried fish and a green salad … the country bumpkins loved it and the Lisbon locals loved it
even more. She would also work selling sodas and snacks on Sundays at the beach, she would!
She seemed a slave to work, this woman, but she was nothing more than an adventuress, poor thing, and
second rate, at that. She would chase whatever destiny, run after anything or anyone. She would tell lies just like
that, beg with indifference, accept everything that others scorned. And so she went on, always enmeshed deep in
the bowels of some business or other. She had even worked in the theater, dressing chorus girls: there she was,
always ready with needle in hand, on her knees in front of them … no, there was no time to lose … hurry-scurry!
Helter-skelter!
But despite being tossed from here to there, erratic, backsliding, appearing and disappearing, Laurinda never
was a bore. Those who shook her off today rehired her tomorrow. Did one have to do a house-cleaning or to send
for something at the station? Who could one call? Laurinda! Anyone would know her whereabouts.
*
One such necessity brought her again to my house, useful as no one else, she with her barrage of “oh, dearies!”
At that time she had a new preoccupation, one which she didn’t hide.
For three years now Laurinda had had a real man, and taking care of him, as well as keeping an eye on him,
were her great labors. He, too, was a jack-of-all-trades; he sold lottery tickets, had been a waiter in cafés, a street
crier with various wares … had fought bulls in the Alges Ring and out in the provinces, had been a “spear-carrier”
in the theater … in one of the last reviews at the Parque Mayer, it was none other than he who had crossed the
stage with an empty box on his back!
He was colored, but those who knew them both thought that Laurinda didn’t deserve him. To such an extent
that she became quite submissive: she took care of his food and his clothes and kept a sharp eye on him. Marques,
that was his family name, went back to her hometown with her one time, and there he was held in high regard.
But now and then he was offered contracts elsewhere, and Laurinda would remain behind on tenterhooks. Might
he not leave her? So she would mount strategies to attract him anew: she would invent illnesses, declare herself
pregnant.
Once, when Marques had gone north and had stayed there beyond his limit, Laurinda truly thought herself
abandoned. And as she knew that he would have liked to have a son, she sent messages to him by whomever,
announcing her pregnancy. She told me all this afterwards.
“How did you work it out, in the end?” I asked her.
“Well, just like a customer of mine, I pretended to have a miscarriage; it’s the easiest thing in the world. Go out
and buy a piece of cow liver, you know, then tear it to shreds; they don’t notice a thing, they fall for it …”
Her Marques was now filled with the idea of taking sail, it was an obsession, no one could get it out of his
head! He had already gone to hand in his name and had even sent away for his birth certificate. However,
Laurinda had something of her own in mind. She wanted to get married before his departure. Just some added
security, right?
“But will he go for it?” someone asked her. She bridled and, almost hissing, shot back:
“Why shouldn’t he? Does he lose by it? We live and we die!” Laurinda threw herself into calculations:
“Nowadays they have these marriages arranged by benefactresses, that’s just the kind that suits me; but what
about catechism, catechism, catechism? The worst of all is catechism, where am I going to find the brains and the
time to learn catechism. For that my Marques has got the better head.”
Whoever heard her, with that unrestrained vulgarity of speech flowing to right and to left, interrupted from
time to time by bursts of laughter, might well have supposed her seriously interested. But no, Laurinda imagined
herself getting married and her man sailing off just for a lark, just like that. Her calculations meant about as much
to her as a handful of rags. She no longer even remembered that she might lose her Marques. That’s where it all
had driven her.
“This is all crazy!” she would confess at times, modestly, “but there are those who say it’s worth it.”
One day, with smiles and an air of delicacy, she told me how their courtship had begun. How they had met on
the street, right there on the Travessa de Santo Domingos, how he had fallen in beside her, the gruff answers she
gave him, the handkerchief he lent her, the conversations they later had in the public garden, seated together (she
the whole time eluding and ensnaring him: she was going to leave, she was going to leave, and she did), the letter
that he wrote her to her hometown, which, by the way, astonished everyone Credulous, I listened on.
*
The life of Marques, which also had its particularities, seemed to her equally worth the telling. And thus it was
that Laurinda, knife in hand, beside the sink, scaling and washing a piece of fish for dinner, began to unfold it
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before me, there between truths and lies.
Marques was from the Cape Verde Islands. He had been brought here by a family from the islands when he
was still little and had never seen his mother again. Here he had come and here he had stayed. One day his boss
said to him, he was already full grown at the time:
“Wait here!”
They were in front of a movie house. It was something he never forgot, Marques! Wait here, the boss told him,
but some men were passing by, men with signboards on their backs, advertisements for the theaters, and, with a
snap decision, he fell in behind them. He never saw his boss again, nor did his boss see him again. Just one of
those things!
He lived for a few days from hand to mouth … a crust here, a few pennies there … until a guy in Aterro, a guy
with an eating-house, took him up. And he became a good waiter, but they never paid him his salary. And now
he’d gone to see if the boss’s son, now that the boss had died, would pay him some back wages. That would suit
her fine, with him sailing off … but … oh, well!
“You may become a widow yet,” I told her, half seriously, at the end of that endless harangue.
She laughed, but not really knowing at what, just to laugh.
*
Summer passed and I no longer saw Laurinda. She had gone to her hometown with Marques to say her goodbyes. After that, I heard news of her through some tenants from the shoemaker’s stairwell, where she continued to
work. I learned then that she had returned from Lourinha feeling pleased and honored thanks to the fine figure the
two of them had made. As always happens to her after an encounter with the fluctuations of life, it seems that
Laurinda maintained, for a brief period, a certain serene and proper manner.
And who would not forgive her this irregularity? One knows that if one day she appears late, another she
comes early, if one day she mops the stairs badly and splashes the trousers of whoever is going up and down,
another she washes the clothes to perfection. No one asks more of Laurinda. She may never be steadily conscious,
poor devil, but she has her fits and starts of reflection. To such effect that once, before she met Marques, when she
was looking around for a room, miserable and irritated, I said to her: “Sleep here, for the time being, you know I
don’t have a maid,” and she answered with some spirit:
“Oh no, I wouldn’t want to tarnish your house.”
Marques, in the end, didn’t sail off and Laurinda no longer thought about the whole affair.
Finally, in fact, they did marry, but what she had to go through to satisfy that dream! She wanted a best man
and a maid of honor, but didn’t want to pay the priest, and she had lost faith in the efficacy of those
benefactresses. She wanted to get married on a Sunday and have a real celebration, but on a Sunday she’d have to
fork over twenty-five escudos there and then
And what about the best man and maid of honor? She had just the ones, just right she knew … but they, well,
they refused to go along with it.
And there was still the permanent; yes, she was no less than the rest of them—but would it cost a lot? The
dress she would pay for by the month. It came from an acquaintance who had passed it on to her. A dress, second
hand, but still good!
When someone mentioned underwear to her she laughed. The permanent, the permanent was what she
considered indispensable.
So they arranged things as best they could. Marques wore a borrowed coat that was only a little too large. And
they had a best man and a maid of honor. They left the church arm in arm, profoundly composed and grave. There
were even some who came to watch.
There was no doubt that Laurinda was impressed and took her wedding seriously; she behaved with politeness
and reserve. But afterwards, either because the luxury of the ceremony had already given what it could give or
because her husband had irritated her, she returned to her former restiveness. She would puff into the iron with
obstinance, mutter under her breath, mope and scowl, go out without saying where she was going:
“I’ll be right back, I’ll be right back!” was the assurance she gave her employers. If her mood were right, she
would come out with it upon returning.
On one of these expeditions, she shadowed Marques. As usual, he was hanging out near the Condes Cinema
selling lottery tickets. She saw him go into the movie house, but soon after he left … she wasn’t going to give up
that easily. He was following a blonde! She watched the two of them: at first they didn’t speak, but around the
first corner … that bastard! Yes, indeed, for she had already caught him with photos in his wallet, having had her
suspicions for some time That dirty bastard!
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Head down, Laurinda gave vent to it all, chewing over what she had to say, as if she were already getting
revenge. But the most beautiful of her stories came to me first hand, straight from the horse’s mouth, a short time
later. It was the one about winning the lottery!
*
I was entering the Largo do Rato, when I bumped into Laurinda, one foot in, one out, of a small dairy bar. She
hadn’t expected to see me, nor I her.
“You, here?” I said to her.
“Well, Marques was left with a whole series of lottery tickets and the winning numbers are out …”
“Poor guy!”
“No, he won, he won second prize,” and her gaze wandered all around. And I:
“Congratulations, but are you sure?”
“That’s what they told me down at the Rosario, just like that: it was the colored guy who had the second-prize
ticket.”
“Well, then, Laurinda, what now?”
She laughed, but without looking me in the eye, vague, mouth agape. That’s when I noticed that she had
retained only a few of her little mouse teeth. She showed me a mouth with nothing but gums. But Laurinda isn’t
old yet, she is rather of an indefinable age; one can’t call her old, but she’s already begun to turn repulsive.
Her wedding dress, which she must never have taken off, was graced with a huge brooch, only it seemed
covered with spittle.
“He went in there to settle his account at the tobacco shop,” she explained, seeing me standing in her way.
“That’s where he’s always gotten his tickets. He’s been running a tab for a long time, but now …”
“Well, then, good-bye, good luck!” I said.
She laughed and stayed at her post, her head restive. She was keeping a sharp lookout, she had been following
him. In Rossio she had heard them spreading the news … she had dropped everything.
The rest of the story I heard from the family for which she was working that day: Marques left the tobacco
shop and Laurinda wouldn’t let him get away, dodging here, dodging there. She even put on some sunglasses that
she had bought in the summer for six escudos, even then for just such a purpose. But Marques discovered her
game: suddenly he turns, she’s on top of him, they burst out laughing.
Lady Luck? What Lady? There had been a mistake, one number had been wrong. It was always like that! Just
another ninety escudos on his tab for the lottery tickets, that’s all that had come of it. The computations that
Laurinda had made in the blink of an eye were the following: first she would send five hundred escudos to her
mother, only later would she send the rest—people had been known to die from such things: she would pay her
landlady everything she owed her and a little over … there was that story of the rabbits … she would rent her own
separate house.
*
But Lady Luck never looked her way! After this unfortunate grand event, her landlady gave her notice. She
was a real pig and had killed those rabbits with rat poison, the creature threw it in her face.
“She was the pig” Laurinda shot back. Whose fault was it that those rabbits were running around loose in the
house? And she wouldn’t leave if she didn’t feel like it, she had the law on her side, so said Marques, and he knew
very well what he was saying. But in fact she would leave, she’d had enough of that woman’s mug. And so she
placed an ad:
“Room for a couple, just four walls.”
A couple! Wasn’t that nice? Laurinda and Marques … a couple, at last.
With her weasel face and heavy legs, often swollen, with her vile and garbled speech, her bad temper and her
cheerful tomfoolery, such as tossing water down the back staircase on the coalmen and the baker’s boys, Laurinda
had and still has style, character, why she’s a local personality, a real Lisbon alfacinha,\fn{A note reads: Slang for a
native of Lisbon.} a personification of a certain life, a life with no rules and a misery of toil.
*
Penned in by the rain and by the flu, watching clouds go by, how they fly! and catching, surprised, the rattle of
hail on the windowpanes, or else listening to the heavy fall of a cloudburst beating down on the pavement and on
invisible, neighboring rooftops, despondent, I repeat to myself: no one nothing The world covered by water!
Tragedies without a name. Two, three words have left their mark on me, inadvertent words, written by chance,
escaped from a reporter’s pen: silence … fields, flooded and dead and silent.
And all of a sudden, I am disturbed by literary impropriety, that kind of mental masturbation of certain types
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who because of these masses of murderous water, give forth sweet meows, a lyric rhetoric, diffusive, tearful,
flowery. Which we must read and yet deny.
But my “no one and nothing” covers the rain, preceding and then following it.
And uselessness, our indescribable uselessness? An exciting, menacing sensation. Our, my incapacity for …
for everything.
And I, what do I do? What is this “writing”? Self-inquiry, no, I don’t even question myself, I get discouraged. I
cannot write, I have nothing to say, nothing is worth my saying. Language, what is language? And is language
enough? There may still be some who think it is. But I feel empty. Useless, empty.
Spent? Worse than all that. Alone.
And how it rains! Each of us is an island—floating islands in deep and vast, vast seas of solitude.
Abandonment. Ever-changing solitude: now agitated and tempestuous, anxious and dissatisfied, now dead. But
companion everlasting; dust, mist that never fades, never disappears from before certain eyes.
Penned in by the flu and the rain. Whole days, who knows whether short or long, whole, shadowy, empty,
solitary, without hearing a voice, nauseated by false literary lyricism and thirsting for I don’t know what, as yet.
Still alive; doesn’t it seem impossible? Defeated, almost amputated of feelings and senses, but like a lizard’s tail,
unconsciously quivering, agitated.
May a period be put to what is written. Why write? Not to be accepted even in the cheap cabbage leaves, called
literary, of one’s time! But that’s not what troubles me most. What troubles me are the lost worlds.
I got up last night to write these half dozen words:
I suffered for a long time because my world was shrinking, in any case not expanding. Straitened, I suffered.
And today, more than ever, I suffer from irremediable solitude.
I’m not interested in moralizing, nor was I ever; what interests me, what I’d really like to do, is to close a book,
as vain as all that are written, with this confession: lost worlds, lost worlds, all that we’ve never known and all
that we’ve missed …
But a world dead and known, submerged, drowned along with us, a troublesome and grievous entity—this one,
this world of irremediable solitude.
1920
50.3 Proud Beauty\fn{by José Rodrigues Miguéis (1901-1980)} Lisbon, Lisbon District, Portugal (M) 3
Along the coast the storm rages. Livid, furious, the Atlantic sweeps the deserted beaches, swallows fishing
boats, picks up battered ships to fling them away inland. The tornado uproots trees which saw the landing of the
Pilgrims, rolls before it, as matchboxes, houses, barns, cottages; takes countless lives. Steel bridges vibrate, bend
and snap like reeds. Trains topple over and the pulled-up rails are contorted into the forms of tetanized snakes.
Telegraph wires whip the air, whistle, entangled as locks of copper hair in the wind. Lifted weightless from the
roads, the automobiles lie as strange scarecrows among the devastated fields, or upturned in the ditches.
Industrious rivers, now turbid and choleric, leap over the banks, drag dead cattle, houses, stray boats, children’s
cradles, cries of distress …
Feverish and raucous, the radio talks on without let-up, swelling the anxiety of the people. It is America, the
giant of contrasts, struggling! Six o’clock, and it is dark. The bars full, the lights dim, the music languorous. Right
here, as if suspended from the skyscrapers and impelled by the wind, the immense, compact curtain of rain rounds
the corner of the hospital, cracking and howling, and breaks on the street below with an angry foam which the
wind picks up and dissipates. The asphalt of the pavement is like a dark, oily river running unbridled. No one in
the street. The tall buildings hum musically in the wind, and the frames of the windows chatter like horrorstricken jaws. The city seems hallucinated.
Suddenly, mingled with the cracking whip of the rain and the wind, I hear someone screaming. Instinctively, I
look across to the windows of the hospital: closed, serene, incandescent. Enormous, the hospital stands up against
the storm. No, it didn’t come from there. I listen closer—it’s from below, it’s from down below. Jesus, what’s
happened! People are yelling and yelling. Always some trouble brewing—will we never have peace!
I run to the stairs and cock my ear: It’s down there, in the depths of the building. I rush back to phone the
janitor:
“What’s happening? I hear screaming down there.” And his quiet, slow voice contrasts with the fury of the
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weather:
“Yes, it’s here—we’re having trouble down here …”
I drop the phone and shrug my shoulders. But already, from the street, comes the screeching of the police car,
weird in the storm. I run to the window: Five men, guns in hand, jump out of a dark, lustrous limousine, and race
under the rain toward the door. The homicide squad. My God, what can it be!
In slippers, as I am, I race down the stairs. The screaming has stopped, and a mortal silence rises from the
bottom of the building. They won’t let me through to the cellar, so I push my way along the hall to the street.
The rain pours on me and I have my feet in the water. I should worry! A little way down, an ambulance waits,
doors wide open. Near the iron railing on the sidewalk, in front of the house, a small crowd peers and whispers.
Through the large window, a little below street level, I see the body of a woman lying on a blue rug, her legs
exposed and glowing in the dazzling light of the room. What’s going on in there?
Now the ambulance doctor and two agents come up the short stair, carrying a man on a stretcher. They take
him to the ambulance and leave him there alone, the door open. I come close. He is a young guy, thin and pale, his
head soaked in blood, his broken shoes pointing outward.
But aren’t they going to do anything for him? Just leave him there, like that? Is he dead, then? An arm hangs
out, the hand livid and skinny. Of a sudden—he frightened me, I thought he was dead—he lifts his hand and
moves it limply as if talking to someone, explaining something. And again the hand falls inanimate. But for
Heaven’s sake, what happened? Who is he?
Nobody answers. The rain beats down. Someone drew the shade, and all I see now are the feet of the woman.
But the crowd continues to peer, crouching, almost kneeling in the rain: they gloat on her body. Soaked to the
skin; I make my way back to the hall and down the rear stairs to the cellar. After all, I live here.
“Excuse me, sir, I’m a neighbor, a friend … I heard everything.”
And I walk in through the kitchen door.
The apartment is invaded by people, hooded with light. It looks unreal. It’s like a rehearsal in a moving picture
studio. All these men standing around … Such a silence! That bald, quiet man walking around slowly in shirtsleeves—oh, so he’s the father! Yes, the janitor of the building—why, didn’t you know him? And to think it had to
happen on a night like this. A storm as no living man remembers.
Such an education they gave that daughter! She was proud and., beautiful, and now, lying on that blue rug, she
has a coin of blood right on her forehead. Her perfect, well joined, professional legs have a strange glow in the
crude light of the projectors. Just as in a show. (Hell, it’s stifling in this place!) Exposed in death, without
modesty. Her pride! Miami, Bermuda, Broadway … Dead.
This time she will make the first page of the Mirror, the News, the New York American. Publicity! Too late.
Burnished and cold, those legs will only cause horror. The night clubs will soon forget her, business must go on,
there are so many pretty legs, such a thirst for manhattans and cuba-libres, for swing and oblivion! No more
garlands of lubricous gazes climbing up her pure legs (pure, except of ambition and pride). Only worms in
procession, creeping silently, without benefit of tips to waiters. (What are you thinking about, mister?)
The detectives look annoyed, their hats on, smoking five-cent cigars, thinking maybe it’s getting late for
supper, waiting around for God knows what. Such an education her parents gave her. No sacrifice was too great
for that daughter. And to have her go like that! Doesn’t make sense. And on such a night, too. A storm to knock
you silly.
Look, they’re taking more pictures. Someone carried the youngster to a neighbor’s house. Poor child, he saw
everything. Oh, so it was he, screaming! The voice sounded like him. It was him. Frightened, hysterical. The one
over there is the older son. A very nice boy he is. And the nice little lady near him, that’s his wife. Such nice
people they are, all of them.
I saw the husband carried out to the ambulance. Is he still alive? Of course. They threw him in, and left him
there alone, with the door open. His head was covered with blood. (A little quiet, please!) Sh! The detectives are
getting the mother’s story. Poor soul, her eyes are dry from so much crying. She’s so dazed, she can’t make head
or tail of it.
Oh, so she was not living with her husband. No, they’d been separated for months. His parents died when he
was only a kid, and left him good money. He spent everything. When she met him, he had no money, no job, no
home, nothing. I don’t see how any woman would fall for him, such a poor devil! Looked like a bum in those
broken shoes. Wouldn’t work, said he was sick. Such a bringing up. Wanted his wife to go live with him again.
But what a jealous beggar he was. Wouldn’t let her work and she had to support him! Her one passion in life was
to dance. Since she was a little bit of a thing. They did everything to give her an education. Never let her soil her
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hands!
So he’d come to see her, beg her to return: No, I’ve got my life to lead, my career, my future. Poor girl, only
twenty-two years old. They had an apartment and everything. She paid the rent. Sorry for him, you know. But that
jealousy! A couple of months ago they offered her a contract and she went to Bermuda. It was the beginning of
her career, everything. She returned another woman, gay, beaming with health. Look what a beautiful shape she
had. When did she come back? Only yesterday, if you please. Her agent wouldn’t give her a day’s rest:
“Study, work!”
What for? She came back full of hope, seems she was in line for another contract. And now look at her,
stretched out under the eyes of all these people! Her trunks are still in that corner, see? More than a hundred
dresses, not to speak of the rest. A pretty penny they cost. Maybe they can sell them …
But how did it happen? Her agent had invited her to dinner this evening, some place uptown. And the mother
insisting with her to go, you need to have a little fun, he’s such a nice man, so much interested in you. They
argued it for hours: she goes, she doesn’t go. And she didn’t. Just think, waiting around here for her death! But
why didn’t she? Didn’t want to be seen with a Jew. Said it was bad for her reputation. But I thought they were
Jews. Oh no, they’re Lithuanians. Poor old souls, what they didn’t do for that daughter.
The agent came to get her, (Mr. Goldstein, I think they called him), and she:
“The weather is so bad, I hope you won’t mind.” He went away in his car:
“Some other day, maybe. Don’t worry, kid. Take care of yourself.”
She changed into a gown, put on her dancing sandals. Golden sandals, look at them.
Well, in such bad weather who should show up but the husband! He wanted to see her. They’d see each other
now and then, though she avoided him when she could. He’d come down, they’d give him dinner, felt sorry for
him. He wasn’t a bad sort. They were just sitting down to eat, wouldn’t he join them? And he accepted. Very quiet
he was. They ate sandwiches and coffee, there in the kitchen. (Look at the dog. Her puppies are just a week old.
She howled like anything but never budged from their side.)
Well, he started the old story: Please come back to live with him. He’d already found a job (a lie!), why didn’t
she quit dancing, and those night clubs, and the bad company. Whoever would have thought? Such a natural
conversation.
They went to the front room and suddenly he says to her:
“So you won’t come back to me?” Just as natural as that. She smiled:
“Please, Bob. Let’s remain friends. Let’s talk about something else.” He pulled out his gun:
“If that’s how you feel about it, I’ll kill you.”
They thought he was fooling! The girl opened her mouth, and he fired the shot right between her eyes. One
shot, to kill. Now you can’t see it, they’ve covered her face with a burlap. (But why don’t they cover her legs, the
poor thing. It’s cruel to make a show of her like that.) She lifted her hands to her face, as if refusing to see death,
and dropped without so much as a cry. Nobody could believe it.
He began to walk around the house like a loony, the gun in his hand, talking away to himself. He seemed
puzzled, as if he couldn’t make up his mind. The mother and the youngster began to yell. It was over in a minute.
He aimed the gun at his head. Look up there, do you see where the bullet lodged? It went through his brain and
landed up there, in the frame of the door. He was crazy, had even been under the doctor’s care. Always carrying a
gun, that was his mania. And didn’t the doctor warn the family? Of course, but who ever listens to such things?
They could have saved her, reported him to the police, that would fix him.
Once, when they were living together, he shut himself up in the bedroom. She heard a shot and ran to him. He
was laughing, revolver in hand:
“I knew you’d come running. You expected it!”
He’d fired the shot into the pillow. Crazy as a bat, that’s what he was. Always talking of killing himself. But he
didn’t want to go alone. Ever see such selfishness?
Listen, that’s the telephone. It’s from the hospital. Dead? That’s that. Just a minute ago. Never talked again.
The detective who went to his apartment found two more guns, both loaded. He left a note for his sister:
“It had to be.” And another to the police:
“Sorry to bother you, gentlemen.”
So he had it all figured out, the b--!
*
Proud beauty, blonde beauty, one hundred dresses, a future, a career. Stretched out on the rug where she danced
silently, looking at the heels of her golden sandals. And the sacrifices of her parents; all their lives spent in the
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cellars of cheap apartment houses, stoking in coal, lighting fires, emptying garbage, carrying around the bunch of
keys for showing the empty apartment, listening to complaints, fixing leaky faucets. And in their hearts, the old
country, a hopeless hope.
And that daughter with her hard, closed face, beautiful, proud, who never spoke, forever gazing at her golden
heels. Professional beauty, dreaming of a future. Dead. The mother never let her soil her hands:
“Watch your nails …”
And there she is now. America, the future, pictures in the papers, a career, her incomparable legs, and such an
education as they gave her.
That wind, will it never let up! They say the damage is something awful; and the deaths, and the floods. The
rain falls as in the movies. A real American rain.
The neighbors are still waiting. What for? The detectives seem relieved now. The reporters finish their notes.
The father went out, quiet, cowed, in shirtsleeves: it’s time to shake down the ashes, collect the garbage from the
dumbwaiter which lets off a gust of putrid wind.
“O.K.! Let ’er go!”
The janitor goes about his business. Who’s dead is dead, life must go on!
Look, I forgot to shut off the radio!
The rain is letting up now, and the air is turning warm. The evening seems tired of the storm.
Gee, we’ve gotta go to the movies tonight—have a little fun. This place reeks of the crime.
46.209 Excerpt from The Sibyl\fn{by Agustina Bessa-Luis (19222

)} Vila

Mea, Amarante, Porto District, Portugal (F)

… At home, Quina’s situation had undergone a profound change. Even before the death of her father. Once,
when she was no more than fifteen—gangly, pale, suffering recurring bouts of fatigue, dizzy spells cut short by
concoctions of rue—she was suddenly felled by a more serious attack. It was in August, and she had just jumped
from the drainage ditch where she had been scrubbing herself clean of caked mud, after having watered the crops,
when she fell to the side, unconscious, icy cold, her lips gray.
It was the prelude to a long illness. For a year she didn’t leave her bed; everyone grew used to thinking of her
as an invalid, highly susceptible to short fainting fits which they called attacks, white, drained, speaking softly and
smiling unexpectedly into emptiness, clasping for whole afternoons a rosary whose beads, in a rather feverish
way, she counted again and again. They thought she would die. They cried over her a great deal, behind closed
doors, and her father would always bring her a special something, a silk handkerchief, a packet of biscuits, and sit
down beside her to tell her that one day they would go off together to attend the feast of Remedios in Lamego,
taking along a packed lunch of codfish croquettes, in whose preparation Maria\fn{ Quina’s mother} was a specialist,
crushing the dried fish with hammer blows on the hearthstone.
Quina would smile listlessly.
“It’s almost over,” said the neighbors, led by Narcisa Soqueira, who would appear, mournfully muttering
herbal recipes and looking vaguely disheartened, for she had intended Quina for her son Augusto, a ragamuffin
with a truly foul mouth and a sharp eye for piglets and graftings for the orchard.
However, Quina’s condition stabilized. At first, she was delirious, seemingly in her death throes, repeating
farewells, words of resignation, or merely moving her lips in an infinite, gentle colloquy. This terrified the
women, then filled them with a pensive devotion, as they believed the girl supernaturally possessed, whether as
victim or elect, they weren’t quite sure. Her mother, especially, changed her manner of shoving her about, her
general crabbiness, and came to treat her with a deference one might have called zealotry, filled with pride, if
anything could be deduced from the succinctness of her words and gestures. The invalid was wrapped in
endearments, in pamperings, in an ill-disguised veneration.
On the part of Maria, this was perhaps only the rush of tenderness that one feels for a child whose suffering
lets us know the intensity of our love. But for Quina, this change in attitude led in a direction that was to define
her entire life. She, so little accustomed to caresses that she ended up feeling vexed at being their object, a bit cast
out from the confidences and the intimacy of the maternal heart and relegated almost to the plane of a servant,
considered just one more in the family, she who contained elements of a powerful personality, reacted in the only
way one could expect—her typical reaction of “take it or leave it,” the conquest of the moment, utilizing for this
all her talent for conviction and even affectation.
An unleashed passion for the spotlight, albeit within the familial sphere, now revealed itself. She, who until
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then had imagined herself renouncing respect, attention, love, who had been a little girl eager only to obey,
invisible in her very perfection, in her fear of standing out, of going amiss, of arousing criticism or any attention
at all, even if complimentary, now understood how her nature resonated to affection, to admiration, and how she
expanded in impassioned energy, to the point of flooding all around her with sympathy, with strength, and with an
undeniable imperative.
She understood this, not in her mind, but in her feelings. She felt that she could never lose that privilege which
had suddenly revealed her to be something distinct and quite apart from all the others. The illness became an
infirmity, an obstacle to her return to a normal life that would send her back into mediocrity and obscurity; she
acquired a manner of expressing herself both sibylline and delicate, which left her listeners in suspense, their
souls quivering in a voluptuousness of anticipation, curiosity, and hope.
Only close friends came to see her, as news of her condition had been well cloaked to guard against unpleasant
gossip, censorious commentaries. And all of them felt a discontentment with themselves, a desire for
forgetfulness, austerity, simplicity, and peace, upon entering that room that smelled of apples and corn husks,
where Quina lay, gazing at the grandfather clock with its copper pendulum slowly swinging inside the old green
and golden case. They thought she would never rise again.
*
Her uncle Jose, who was born in the Freixo house, but who had acquired, thanks to the great favors of fortune,
the Folgozinho property, a manor house with turrets, an avenue of lindens, a grotto with imitation stalactites of
cement, and twenty-two tenants spread over the deep, rich, fertile lands, arrived in September with his daughters.
They lived in Porto, and their whirlwind visits to the country were quite infrequent. But this time they stayed
longer than usual because Adriana, the eldest, was suffering from anemia, with serious symptoms such as a fever
and lack of appetite. There were four girls, two of them still with their hair down, schoolgirl socks, a Liberty sash
low on the hips. They spent much time at the Vessada house during this period. They had appeared en masse, nice
and fresh, with their robes of voile and tussor silk,\fn{A tan-colored silk} their Irish and Cluny lacework, their
parasols full of ruffles and frills, with silk that creaked when they were opened.
Quina received them with a fascinated iciness, and watched them trip about with a fluttering of silken things,
clasping their skirts in order to go down the kitchen step, revealing a whiteness of embroidered cambric,
furbelows, V-shaped lacy inserts and finely pleated muslin, accented with little ribbons of pink satin. They were
cheerful, jolly, chirping, filled with the frivolous, innocent charms that come with well-being and good fortune.
Quina envied them a great deal.
And, as they came filled with that romantic adoration for the country, that curiosity about the rustic, those
aspirations toward the simple, full of that enthusiasm of the bourgeois who elude boredom through a willing
acceptance of the new, the different, without really adapting to it, they recruited everyone, made countless
demands, were always underfoot, peeking in at the Frisian cows in the corrals, presenting sweetmeats to the ragtail local kids and ox-tongue to the rabbits, which finished them off.
They resented Estina, making her stay day after day in Folgozinho; lavishing on her their exuberance, trying to
make her wear indoor clothes of princess color with bibwork, braided trimming, and passementerie,\fn{Elaborate
decorative trimming} combing her hair Phrygian-style, with numerous fluffy curls making an aureole around her
brow. Estina said no, she was fed up with those antics, with that fusillade of frivolities, with those bursts of
friendly, conspiratorial laughter. And she became impatient to return to her age-worn bench, to plucking plant lice
from the cabbage and listening to the crackle of the lard bursting from the iron pots over the fire.
But her uncle, rich and of a solemn generosity, thoroughly of “the good old days,” had always stood as
protector to the Vessada house, even before the death of Francisco Teixeira. Maria was his favorite sister; he
possessed, like her, a dry, incorruptible character, and inflexible, authoritarian principles which often earned him
some bad feelings. Enthusiastic over the effervescent ideas of the Republic,\fn{ The Army and Navy overthrew the
Portuguese monarchy of Manuel II in October, 1910, and established a Republic; the monarch has never been re-established:H } he had a
house much frequented by politicians, men with a future, champions of revolutionary movements, high-standing
men of letters, in an epoch in which art was generally limited to pleasant sentiments and prophetic visions of
Utopian communes.
Estina suffered greatly in that atmosphere in which one breathed the stench of the solid bourgeoisie, concretely
honest, in which girls were initiated into keeping house as if it were a game, and made beds protected by pink
cambric aprons, with embroidered kerchiefs in Valencian lace. She was sickened by the food, struck nauseous by
the meats soaked in sauces, by the fried eggs, whose raw yolks trembled like a soft abscess, disgusting!
Unavoidable contact with the basic problems of life had molded her since earliest childhood, had quickly matured
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her, had made her incapable of idling at ease with those innocent girls whom comfort had retarded, prolonging for
them the time of their infancy.
“This is good for you girls,” she would say about a ribbon, a turn of phrase, a taste, an elegance that they
wanted her to adopt. And she wouldn’t give up her checkered skirt trimmed in black silk, while sighing for her
straw hat, which she always would place over her kerchief, whose tips she would fold under the oval crown. In
the end, the news that Quina had gotten worse freed her from that oppressive situation.
“Come back, cousin,” begged the girls. “We love you.”
And Adriana, who was to be engaged to one of the promising lions of the opposition’s political sphere, gave
her as a present a little handkerchief on which she had embroidered a branch and an initial.
“It was meant for Eduardo, but it also works for you, since you are Estina,” she said.
She kept the handkerchief, and had the kindly discretion not to make clear that her name was Justina, just like
her grandmother there in the Freixo house, and that it was the usual thing to call her Estina, like all the others of
the region.
*
She found Quina with shrunken, wasted features and so weak that just turning her head seemed to exhaust her;
her little ring, of braided gold, was loose on her finger, and she amused herself by tightening it with strands of
flock from her bedspread. She seemed to regain a bit of energy with the coming of her sister, watching her take up
once again her activities, her hat, listening to her tell of the difficulties of her stay in her uncle’s house, that
disconsolate well-being of watching the days flow by, one’s hands crossed in one’s lap, in attendance at the parade
of unknowns who came to dine, and who left without her being able to remember even their names.
“The devil could have had me there, I was so homesick,” she confessed, trying, however, not to be heard by
her mother, since for the latter duties did not give one the right to sentimental complaints, and to be agreeable to
her brother was, for her and everyone else in the house, a duty.
Towards the beginning of winter, the family decamped from Folgozinho. Maria, with her son Abel, came to see
the others off at the station, passing along regards from the girls and a bag of biscuits for the children, which they
thanked her for solemnly, but without opening it. They were truly graceful in their long capes lined with Scottish
silk, beneath which could be seen beige flannel dresses, sailor-style. Their mother, very beautiful, with orangetinted hair neatly composed behind her traveling veil, leaned out of the small window, laughing and waving a
gloved hand. “Till next year,” she said. …
50.138 Excerpt from The Natural Order Of Things\fn{by António Lobos Antunes (1942Portugal (M) 3

)}

Lisbon, Lisbon District,

… There are those who fly in the air and those who fly under the earth, although they’re not yet dead, and I,
daughter, belong to the latter group, having flown at a depth of a thousand feet with a lamp on my forehead,
surrounded by blacks, in the tunnels of the Johannesburg mines, pushing ore-filled wagons along perspiring walls,
and sometimes, while sitting on a rail eating canned food for lunch, I could hear the deceased floating—with their
wedding clothes and endlessly sad flowers—far above me, almost next to the sun, separated from daylight only by
their tombstones and crosses, the deceased who did not dare to descend as far as we did or to go up with us in the
elevator which at day’s end discharged us on the surface, still with picks in hand, coughing into our
handkerchiefs, pulling goggles off our heads, and suddenly seeing not lamps, shadowy caverns, and sheets of
dampness in the tunnels, but the trees and houses, with one room and a shower, of the neighborhood they’d built
for us to sleep in and whose lanes were scoured by packs of dogs.
In Johannesburg, when I flew under the earth amid a flock of black men, each with a pickax and a light on his
helmet, it initially seemed strange to me that the departed didn’t take advantage of the elevator to return, in their
wedding clothes and with spikenard\fn{A costly perfumed ointment} in their arms, to the city where they were born, to
sneak in through the kitchen door and peek into the pots on the stove.
In Johannesburg it surprised me that they didn’t want to go back to sleeping in their unmade beds or to
working in the breweries or ceramic-ware factories, twirling their tuxes and bridal gowns amid co-workers who
wouldn’t even notice their smiles, until I understood, daughter, the dead people’s fear that their families—already
used to not having them, to missing them, to not being burdened by their final illnesses—would no longer receive
them now that their money and furniture had been divvied up and the contents of their private letters divulged, the
fear that the family would refuse to receive the censure of their silence, and perhaps it is because of this
discretion, this reserve, this fear, that your mother won’t leave her plot in Lourenço Marques\fn{ In Mozambique} to
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come and be here with us, with you, me, your aunt, and the sucker who pays our rent and groceries so that he can
see the pans rattle on their nails when the trains of Alcantara rush by.
In Johannesburg, in 1936, I flew under the earth pulling gold out of the walls for fourteen hours a day, and on
Sundays I took a break from being a bird, I sat in a chair in the canteen verandah, with a dozen bottles of beer to
help me forget Monção,\fn{In Portugal} listening to the insects that buzzed in the grass and gazing at the clouds that
arrived from the sea, while kids drummed on cans in the black encampment patrolled by policemen on horseback,
and in my memory the Minho region was a terra-cotta Christmas manger, with its river that flowed through
willowy slopes and separated me from Spain, with its tiny villages, the stone houses with jalousies and coats of
arms shimmering in the sun, and oxen whose flanks sweltered in the August heat on fields that would soon be
plowed, and the beer bottles were emptied, the African night snuffed out my childhood, and I rose from the chair,
stumbling on the cans, stumbling on the policemen’s horses, and stumbling on the encampment’s refuse and
stench as I sought the shack of a mixed-blooded Senegalese woman who was older than me (back when people
older than me existed), a woman who cleaned offices at the mine’s administration building and who received me
on her mat surrounded by oil wicks, protecting me from homesickness for Moncao, from thunderstorms, and from
liver trouble with the palms of her hands.
I had been flying for ten years under the earth, far below the roots of mango trees and the fancy suits and shoes
of the departed who hovered close to the sky of tombstones that kept me from ever seeing the stars, when a cousin
of mine, a warehouse manager for customs in Mozambique, got me a job in Lourenço Marques as a longshoreman, loading and unloading crates of fruit, machine parts, broods of penguins, and midget prostitutes for the bars
catering to colonists in the vicinity of the beach, where the gin-laced water made the fish tipsy.
I never again flew under the earth in Johannesburg, but when I doze off in the living room after lunch,
sometimes I still hear the dead who didn’t dare rise to the surface.
I never again flew under the earth, because on a Sunday in November at a poor people’s wake in a hovel on the
island I met your mother, drinking vermouth next to a coffin in which the dead man’s hands clasped a rose on top
of his stomach while we smothered in our flannels, passing the bottle back and forth and talking while gazing,
through the open door, at the baobabs that sprang from out of the low tide and at the flowers now hidden now
unveiled by the waves, dripping dew from their stems.
One week later I was married to the corpse’s daughter, who spent all her time at the window, contemplating the
Indian Ocean’s trawlers and freighters and the whale that had gone off course and beached on the shore, where it
was transforming into a structure of teeth and bones.
She contemplated the trawlers and freighters day after day without talking to me, without talking to anyone,
without answering questions, interested in nothing, forgetting to eat, to bathe, to comb her hair, to change her
clothes, to sweep the house, forgetting you crying in your crib and your bottles scattered on the floor, and
forgetting my needs as a man, until she was finally hauled off to an insane asylum on the northern edge of town,
where the maniacs, wearing nightshirts, were tied to posts just like goats in the Minho region.
I visited the asylum three or four times, on Fridays when returning home from the docks, and a nun led me to a
basement where I found your mother staring through cracks in the wall at the sea, at the Indian Ocean’s trawlers
and freighters en route to Timor\fn{Then the colony of Portuguese Timor } or Japan, staring at the sea in a cellar full of
patients to whom attendants applied cupping glasses behind folding screens.
She didn’t ask about you or about me, she didn’t complain about anything, didn’t talk, didn’t even veer her
gaze when I stood right in front of her, and now that I’m old and death is gnawing my backbone and hardening
my arteries, it occurs to me, when she comes to mind, that we all fly as best we can, however we can, I pushing
mine-cars through tunnels under Johannesburg, your mother in a nuthouse, drilling holes in the walls with her
eyes to see the trawlers, you in the lily-flower cloud of your disease, and the clod who lives with us strolling in
the backyard, disheveling the cabbages with the tip of his shoe and sniffing out the night with his idiotic smile.
We all fly however we can, or so I see it, I whose legs are so bad I don’t even leave the apartment, I who
expend miles of effort just to make the trip from my bedroom to the bathroom and back, I whom no friend, no
godson, no former co-worker, and no cousin ever comes to visit, I who argue the whole blessed day with my sister
to make sure I’m still breathing, to make sure I can still talk, to make sure I’m still alive, we all fly however we
can, and perhaps your mother has kept on flying down in Africa since we left her to come to Lisbon, in the
brouhaha of independence, perhaps she still flies among the freighters of the Indian Ocean, perhaps the civil war
has spared the hospital on the northern edge of town where patients are tied to posts just like Minho goats,
perhaps the whale’s bones and teeth are still there on the beach, the whale I sometimes dream about after supper,
in front of the TV, imagining the waves of Lourenço Marques and the hovel on the island, imagining your
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grandfather, with his hands clasping a rose on top of his stomach, and us standing nearby, smothering in flannel,
passing the bottle back and forth and talking while staring, through the open door, at the baobabs that sprang from
out of the low tide, at women squatting under the palm trees, and at the vastness of the sunset, because as faces
and voices collide on the screen and I hear you yelling in your room at the ninny who lives with us, I
simultaneously dream of the baobabs, daughter, as I also dream of the willows in Moncao, as I also remember
taking leave of your mother the day before I set sail for Lisbon.
I remember taking a taxi through a plundered Lourenço Marques, looking out of the backseat window at the
furniture on the streets and feeling completely indifferent, because I never liked Mozambique, I never liked all
those blacks, the heat, the rain, I never liked the sudden fevers, the geckos, the snakes, or the silence following the
storms, they could bomb wherever they liked, including the port, including my neighborhood, including my own
possessions, and not one nerve would twitch with regret, because to hell with Mozambique, to hell with mango
trees, to hell with the colonists, to hell with everything, and so I walked into the hospital full of glee, thinking,
Any day now Africa will be finished, hooray, any day now it’ll vanish from the map with a bang, the nun with
sandals came to get me at reception.
I approached your mother, who had gotten thin and whose hair was starting to go white.
I approached your mother while repeating to myself, Any day now Africa will be finished, hooray, and the nun,
speaking Spanish, scolded an old lady who had wet her bed.
I heard the grenades downtown that were transforming Loureno Marques into a scene of ruins, the old lady
was wheezing with the aid of an oxygen bottle, I said to your mother:
“I’m going to Portugal, Noemia.” And she kept her eye on the wall, observing the trawlers with all of the
interest that she never showed me. I said,
“I sold the house, Noemia, I’m taking our daughter with me.” The old lady tensed her limbs, shook with a
gasp, and became still, the nun unhooked the oxygen, another crazy woman, on all fours, tried to rip her mattress,
and I said to your mother:
“This is the last time I’ll see you, Noemia.”
A cannonball whistled over the hospital, the ceiling light went out, and to myself I gloated.
At last Mozambique will vanish into thin air, and meanwhile they’d already whisked the old lady out of the
basement, and meanwhile the nun was scolding another madwoman who was shrieking, and neither your mother
nor I was sorry to separate, she thinking only of the sea and I dying to get out of there, though I did reach out my
arm to shake her hand or caress her shoulder, and I did think about giving her a kiss, it wouldn’t be that hard, a
measly kiss, we did after all live together for twelve years, and perhaps, daughter, she’s still there in Africa,
perhaps she’s the one who now gets scolded for wetting her bed, perhaps she’s the one they’ll unhook from the
oxygen, I didn’t shake her hand, I didn’t caress her shoulder, and I didn’t kiss her, I walked to the exit without
nostalgia, without regret, though I did, who knows why, turn around on the first step and look at your mother,
staring at the wall with her usual intensity, counting up the trawlers on the wharf.
We all fly however we can, that’s my theory, and I came back to Portugal to fly under the earth, but in the
Minho there are no tunnels where one can push ore-filled wagons, there are no canteens, no neighborhoods for
workers, no sounds of cans being drummed on Sundays, just small farms that grow onions, coriander, tomatoes,
just water singing in the moss.
Not in the Minho, not in Trasos-Montes, not in Lisbon, and not in the Algarve, because there’s no room in this
country for flying under its statues and bridges, and yet, after a lot of searching, I did find in the Beira region an
elevator to the earth’s core, so I put on my helmet, pulled the lever, and was taken by rusty pulleys and cables
down an unlit shaft, arriving at a platform where my steps echoed as in an empty theater.
The light on my helmet revealed tools, spools of wire, pieces of track, and a mining car lying upside down in
the lividness of an icy morning.
At the mouth of the tunnels, wolframite rocks stubbornly waited for the shovel that would remove them, the
walls were covered by the beards of lichens that thrive in soulless tunnels, and there was a second elevator,
obstructed by a foreman, on which bundles and sacks were being loaded.
Prevented from flying, I returned to the surface by the jogs and jolts of an ailing motor, unnerved by the cries
of the bats that my helmet light frightened, and I stepped out onto an open land where olive trees leaned toward a
churchless village with granite-paved alleys in between the buildings.
The carcass of a small truck was decaying on a path, a partridge disappeared into the woods, the clouds were
sailing to Spain, a boy grazed cattle among thistles, and a perfectly still kite flashed its aluminum wings.
Walking downhill, I found a tavern where farmers got drunk without a word, a tavern with two casks and a
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blackboard where the wine debts were written in chalk, I bought a liter of brandy from the runty barman who was
busy beating a mouse with his broom, I scrambled back up the slope and leaned against the truck’s mudguard, at
the entrance to the mine.
The calves approached, asthmatically sweating, a tractor roared on the other side of the hill, and the kite
suddenly swooped down on a group of startled chickens.
I finished off the bottle, threw it into my bag, reached the door, put on my helmet, switched on the helmet light,
jumped onto the elevator platform without a pick or any ropes at my waist, and vanished down the shaft,
determined to fly as fly can under the earth.
156b.8 Pinheiro Do Meu Menino\fn{by Adelaide Antónia Ramos Vilela (c.1950?Portugal (F) 1½

)}

Covilha, Castelo Branco District,

Há uma árvore de Natal plantada no meio do presépio da igreja onde fui baptizada há quase méio século de
vida à espera do meu regresso.
Este Natal apetece-me voltar para a aldeia e ajudar a arrancar, das entranhas da terra, o musgo para enfeitar o
berço do nascimento do meu Menino. O Menino que está comigo nos momentos de solidão, acariciando-me os
pensamentos presentes das lembranças de outrora. O Menino que me segue procura comigo, em cada Natal, um
pinheiro igual àquele que desejo ver em cada igreja onde entro para matar a minha saudade, até regressar.
Duas vaquinhas esguias, e de ar sereno, uma ao lado da outra, seguem também os meus passos por mundos
diferentes, onde o emigrante ganha o pão que a pátria nunca lhe quis dar.
Entro, saio, adormeço, e é Natal, acordo, e é outra vez Natal: Natal com sucessos, alegrias, choros e risos,
desenhados na vida que o destino me vai traçando longe da árvore do meu Menino.
—Ajuda-me, ajuda-me! Quero trepar mais depressa, para poder ver, do alto, todo o presépio iluminado!
As minhas pernas são empurradas par mão firme e, eu trepo cada vez com mais força. Sentada num galho
estico uma perna, e depois outra, e enfio um pontapé nas pinhas que bloqueiam o meu caminho. Quando estou
quase no alto do pinheiro, sinto que alguém me puxa pelos pés e começo a descer, a descer, até chegar a terra
firme onde me sinto um animalzinho inocente e sem folgo para bafejar o meu Menino.
Não digam a ninguém (cada vez que entra na magia da quadra natalicia) há em mim uma criança que me
obriga a trepar ao pinheiro do Menino, para regressar à aldeia em pensamento e matar a minha saudade.
Os pinheiros de todos os montes, nos paises onde vivi, continuam a servir-me de miradouro, aqui e agora e
daqui para acolá. No Canadá escolhi um deles, e nele trepei para chorar, cantar, dançar, e ver o natal da aldeia
mais além: ao longe lá na encosta da Serra do Açor. Esquecida de tudo, ao meu redor, liberto-me do medo da
altura, e deixo que me avistem todos os natais da minha memória. Vejo muitos pinheiros … Debaixo de todos eles
há figurinhas de todas as cores, e um Menino embrulhado num lençol dourado, rodeado por duas vaquinhas e,
milhares de luzinhas, que parecem descer do Céu. Chegam as primeiras velhas da sacristia, vestidas de negro, e as
jovens de véu branco na cabeça, e as mães com os filhinhos ao colo ou pela mão. Só depois entram os homens, e
os rapazes que lentamente e em silêncio, sobem pela igreja acima, e vão sentar-se nos primeiros bancos da frente,
perto do altar-mor. Todos rezam baixinho para adormecer o Menino que acaba de nascer à meia-noite em ponto.
Ainda oiço o murmurar daquelas beatas, que baixinho vão criticando a maneira de vestir (as mini-saias) das
esbeltas raparigas que depois da missa do galo namoriscam até ao rebentar da aurora.
—«Tátá desce, estás na lua»? —Eu estava empoleirada no mais alto dos meus pensamentos, e respondi à
criança que me interrogava. —Nas minhas lembranças, querida menina, há sempre pinheiros cercados de
figurinhas, que atravessam céus e mares para que nos momentos vazios da vida, o Menino as coloque no sítio
certo para que não me falte a companhia em terras de emigração.
Nos meus pensamentos ainda permanecem vivos os pinheiros que cortámos para fazer sombra ao Menino, e
pendurar as luzes do passado para que com elas nos sintamos iluminados na procura de outras e belas lembranças
vividas. Há dias em que subo de pinheiro em pinheiro. Depois, apoiada de galho em galho, deixo-me cair, e volto
a trepar, na esperança de que do alto do próximo pinheiro, possa ver ainda melhor os natais da aldeia que me viu
nascer.
Mais do que uma vez, cansada dos tempos que correm velozes, cada vez mais rotineiros, trepo mais alto, e
num delírio desequilibrado caio dum pinheiro gigante, e a queda faz-me acordar já do outro lado do mar.
Foi preciso dar um novo salto. Desta vez não deixei que o pinheiro baloiçasse na viajem de regresso, porque
até seria perigoso caso o pinheiro tombasse e me deixasse cair. Eu, pesada como sou, faria um buraco nas neves
frias destes lados do mundo: o Canadá.
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Mas a pernada vergou até à entrada da major igreja de Montréal. Eu só queria encontrar um pinheiro igual ao
do meu Menino, lá da aldeia. Reparo que nem naquela igreja canadiana, nem nas outras, havia pinheiros como os
do meu Menino. E como posso eu viver nos caminhos espinhosos da emigração, sem o pinheiro do meu Menino,
cujo tronco me serve de ponte entre o passado e o presente? E como será o futuro, se os galhos do pinheiro do
meu Menino envelhecem, e decidem atraiçoar-me enquanto carro mundos emigrantes, levando a minha Pátria,
prenhe de memórias e saudades. Não, o meu Menino Deus, o verdadeiro, não o vai deixar secar o meu
pinheirinho: vai regá-lo todos os dias até que um dia eu regresse da viagem.
Olhando para o espelho do meu quarto, enfeito-me para a ceia de Natal. Dou um gritinho às crianças para que
venham admirar o fato verde que acabo de estrear. Gostaria que elas e eles, tivessem um dia uma bela recordação
da tatá!
Pergunto-ihes:
—Estou linda amores meus?
—Sim, mas anda brincar …
A música de Natal que uma das meninas havia trazido encantava-me. Fecho os olhos. A cama estava ali; perto
de mais para dar vontade de gozar uma pequena sesta. O sono foi de pouca dura. Senti gemidos, como se fossem
de lenha a rachar. A lareira crepitante convidava a uma bela ceia de Natal. Acordo? Olho para a janela. A minha
rua estava toda branquinha. Um autêntico tapete branco cobria de neve toda cidade de Montreal!
—Tatá, anda! Anda! — Diz uma criança. Espreguicei-me. E quando levei dois beijos doces no rosto, senti-me
feliz e pronta para voltar a ser criança.
—Trepa escadas acima, e vai depressa buscar o trenó. Queremos brincar contigo na neve.
Tal como as crianças, vou meter-me no trenó e brincar na neve:
—Vamos todos fazer bonecos, bolinhas e vaquinhas. Cada uma das figurinhas irá para debaixo do pinheiro do
Menino Deus, que vive no meu pensamento até que findem os meus natais na terra!
173.137 Elvis Died For Your Sins\fn{by Sara A. Hoyt (1962-

)}

Granja, Porto District, Portugal (F) 4

Mid-afternoon in Eternal Life, the only New Age Store in Lythia Springs, Colorado, tended to be quiet.
We were through with the lunch-time rush of power-vegetarian-executives and not yet up to the late-afternoon
rush of college students in search of books on the Hermetic Order Of the Golden Dawn or those convenient Ouija
board kits.
I’d taken my sandals off, grabbed a rice-cream popsicle from the freezer at the back of the store and sat down
in the window seat behind the magical-crystal-jewelry counter, with my knees drawn up and the long skirt of my
Indian print dress demurely drawn down to hide all but my toes.
My eyes half closed, I heard the rumbling talk coming from the book section.
“Archetypes can come alive. You really must read this book, it takes the thesis of the Golden Bough one step
further. You know, the one about the divinization of dead chieftains. It maintains that not only did humanity
worship these … beings, but that they were actually called into existence by this worship and assumed, not the
flawed mortal envelopes in which they had truly existed, but perfect archetypes.”
A male voice. Probably a college professor, I thought, from the boring, slow, “I’m going to impart this
knowledge whether you want it or not” tone. My first husband had been a college professor. I made a face at the
memory.
“Oh, you mean they would take the form expected of them, like John Keel claims happens with UFOs and men
in black and fairies—” A young woman’s voice. Buttering the guy up for the kill? Trust me, honey, not worth it.
“Yes, in a way. They’re brought to life by the collective subconscious. Perhaps they existed in another form,
some spiritual form.” A bout of nervous laughter.
“I’m not sure I like the idea of all those idolized rock stars and actors walking around long after death, not
even in archetype form. And yet, the idea is so elegant, like something out of Jung, something resonating of the
shared collective subconscious.”
He continued, on and on, in slow, rolling language, full of names and quotes. His female companion listened in
silence and presumed raptness. I sighed and ate my rice-cream and kept my mouth shut. The pickups that took
place in this store were as unusual as everything else.
“Mariann?”
I opened my eyes. My boss, Elroy Peters, owner of Eternal Life, stood by the batik curtain that hid the store
area from our warehouse and staff kitchen, what had once been the servants quarters of this converted Victorian. A
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tall man with snow-white hair, thin to the point of gauntness, Elroy stood as always with his hip tilted to one side
and his lower lip poked out, in a way that reminded me of someone, but I could never make out whom. His
pruned old face showed.
“Hasn’t Jonni shown up yet?” I shook my head.
“Wasn’t she supposed to have been here at ten?” I nodded.
“It’s not like her,” Elroy said. ”She might be many things, but she’s also punctual to the minute.”
He normally spoke in an odd way that Jonni called “chewing on the words.” Agitation made it even worse, and
brought out his too-perfect-to-be-true good-ol’-boy southern accent. And he had some reason to be agitated.
Jonni, our resident college-student-ditsy-blonde, had never been this late. And Elroy, rightly or wrongly, thought
that he was responsible for all of us.
“I’ve called her,” I said. “But there was no answer.” Elroy frowned, threw back a white cowlick.
“Mark supposed to come in?”
“At two,” I said.
“Tell me when he gets in. Maybe we can go out and see if there’s anything wrong with Jonni.”
He disappeared into the back, so fast that he gave the impression of walking through the virulently colored
batik curtain.
“Miss?” a young man’s voice. I turned away from the curtain that hung motionless, as though no one had gone
near it, and looked at the young man who stood at the other end of the counter.
“Yes?”
“I’m … I’m not sure how to put this,” he said.
He had wild green eyes and wilder hair and beard in a shade of red not normally seen outside Crayola boxes.
His voice came out in odd fits and starts.
“But … my spirit just took over this body. I’m an advanced soul from the Gorianth sphere and I’m here to lead
humanity, but I’m not sure.”
Ah, a walk-in. Our daily bread. I took a final bite of my rice-cream.
“You want walk-ins. Book section. Fourth set of shelves to the right, in the sunroom area. We have several
books that will give you further insight into humanity on Earth and what you’re expected to tell them.”
“Thanks,” he said, flashing odd metal-capped teeth.
I watched his retreating back for so long that I missed Mark’s approach until he came behind the counter and
almost within touching distance.
“Problem?” he asked.
“Nah,” I said. “A walk-in. From the Gorianth sphere.” Mark raised his perfect black eyebrows over his bright
blue eyes.
“No kidding. Another one? It’s the tenth since the psychic fair.”
“Yeah.” I looked at the stick for my rice-cream. The licked clean stick said LIFE IS SENSELESS WITHOUT
BELIEF. Well, then, I thought to myself, I shouldn’t work at a New Age store. Nothing jaded you quicker.
“Elroy wanted to know when you came in.”
Mark frowned. He took off his bright blue tapestry jacket, shoved it out of sight under the counter.
“Why?”
“Jonni hasn’t come in. I think he had some idea of going out and checking on her.”
“She had an argument with her boyfriend last night,” Mark said, pulling out the schedule sheet to write in the
time he’d arrived. “At the Catering Turnip.”
Mark played his acoustic guitar and sang his own songs at the Catering Turnip, a vegetarian restaurant. He was
such a nice guy I’d never had the courage to tell him that he was too late to be the next Bob Dylan. Even Bob
Dylan didn’t want to be Bob Dylan anymore. .
“Big row,” he said, looking up at the clock on the wall and writing down a time ten minutes earlier. “He left
her to pick up the check, and she didn’t have any cash and I had to lend her money. She left in tears. I expected to
hear the entire soap opera today.”
I found my sandals with my feet. It didn’t sound good. As I made my way to the back I thought that the more I
heard about this, the less I liked it. Jonni always took her boyfriends so seriously and she picked them with the
same recklessness that led other people to play Russian roulette.
“If the guy who wants to be possessed calls, tell him we don’t have any particular relationship with supernatural entities and he’ll have to find his own way to damnation,” I told Mark just before I ducked through the
batik curtain.
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“What?” he asked, for once surprised.
“Some guy who wants instructions on how to become possessed,” I said. “He’s trying to get over a fundamentalist upbringing, he says. He called five times this morning. Probably will call again, trying to get a different
answer.”
Mark gave me a bewildered half smile, as if not sure whether to believe me. I opened the batik curtain and
went it, letting it swing closed behind me. Elroy was half-hidden by a pile of cardboard boxes marked with BLUE
GREEN ALGAE. HANDLE WITH CARE.
“Mark is here,” I told him. “If you want to go out or whatever.”
“Come with me,” he said. “To take care of business.”
I hesitated. Like everyone in this store, Elroy was all right but slightly different, like his whole concept of
reality hung slightly askew. And I had never fully got over the impression that one day one of them was going to
pull out a big ritual knife and sacrifice me to the god or goddess of his or her choice.
“In case I need help, young-un. Come on.”
“You could take Mark,” I demurred. But Elroy shook his head.
“And leave you here alone? Not right for a young lady.”
After two failed marriages and in my mid-thirties, I didn’t really feel like a young lady, but I bit back my
response. I didn’t particularly want to hang around and talk to the possession aspirant, either. I made a quick
detour to inform Mark that I’d be going with Elroy and left through the front door.
Elroy waited in the parking lot, warming up his car, a white Eldorado with huge tail fins and pink accents.
Inside, teddy bears in pastel colors filled all except the driver’s seat. I tried not to bat an eye as I said, people at
Eternal Life store were odd and started to push the teddy bears off the seat onto the floor. Elroy gave me a
freezing glare, took the teddy bears and put them in the backseat, next to ten hundred or so of their near relatives.
“You know where Jonni lives?” I asked, as he started up his car. He nodded and mumbled,
“Employment application.”
As though he thought I’d suspect him of an illicit affair with Jonni, who must be all of seventeen. I told him
about what Mark had said of Jonni, to forestall any more such nonsense. We drove deeper into the old Victorian
district of Lythia Springs, past the zone where houses were converted into shops, through the zone where the
houses were houses, each one with a tended lawn to rival the most conventional of suburbs and on to the zone of
houses chopped up into apartments, with beer cans on the window sills, and dried-up, dusty front yards.
Elroy pulled up in front of a narrow, violet townhouse.
As he got out of the car, the sun shone on his belt buckle, a huge gold-and-fake-jewels affair with the initials
EP picked out in would-be rubies. I shook my head. I’d never noticed the thing. Then again, I didn’t normally go
around staring at my boss’s belt buckle. I walked up the maltreated concrete steps to the violet door. Elroy looked
in the fly-specked window to the left.
“Too dirty,” he mumbled. “Can’t see a darn thing.”
I rang the bell, tried the massive brass doorknob.
“Is it open?” Elroy asked.
“No,” I said, giving the doorknob a final shove.
“Here,” he said. “Let me try.”
“Be my guest.” I stepped back and he took my place. The sun shone off something, probably his belt buckle,
enveloping the knob in a blinding white light. He turned it.
“It was unlocked after all.”
The door opened with a mighty creak. I frowned at the doorknob and followed Elroy into the dark living room.
It was decorated in Early College Student, with sheets of batik in reddish brown tenting the ceiling, covering the
walls and draped over the two shapeless sofas. On the right hand sofa, Jonni lay.
“Jonni,” I called, making my way around piles of books and mounds of dirty clothes.
“Jonni.”
She lay on her stomach, in her long T-shirt nightgown, and she didn’t move. Her long blond hair covered her
face.
“Jonni,” I called. But even before I knelt by her side and put my hand on her cold, cold neck to feel for an
nonexistent pulse, I knew that she was dead. The cause wasn’t that far to seek, either. Several empty prescriptionlabeled bottles lay scattered on the floor near the sofa. Shocked, gasping, not sure yet what I felt, I yelled out,
“She’s dead. Don’t touch anything.” Just as if this were some stupid murder mystery. Elroy stood by the sofa,
staring down at Jonni’s body.
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“I knew something had gone wrong,” he said.
“Just don’t touch anything,” I told him, feeling tears well up in my eyes, moist, warm tears roll down my face.
Damn, what did Jonni want to go and do this for? She was so young, so pretty. And, unlike me, she hadn’t
thoroughly fucked up her life, yet. She should have at least tried her hand at fucking it up further, before giving it
up. I stumbled to the kitchen, blinded by tears, looking for a phone. I had to call nine-one-one. I had to get the
police out here.
“She’s not dead,” Elroy said. “She just needs waking up.”
I didn’t even attempt to argue. No one that cold could be alive. In the kitchen a narrow cubicle with a stove and
a sink piled up with dirty dishes I found a small, white wall-phone and managed to blink away enough of my tears
to dial. I’d no more than dialed the nine when I stopped.
From the living room came the sound of Elvis singing Are You Lonesome Tonight. A bright light shone through
the kitchen doorway.
Damn, I’d told Elroy not to touch anything. Did he have to go and turn on Jonni’s music, and every damned
light? Damn the man. I slammed the phone down and walked into the living room, to give him what for. And
stopped.
He hadn’t turned on any music. Nor the lights.
Elvis, or a reasonable facsimile thereof, stood in the middle of the living room, dressed in a white-sequined
polyester jumpsuit, leaning over Jonni and singing, “all my dreams fulfill.” Light shone around and from him.
And Jonni, Jonni who had been cold and dead, sat on the ratty batik sofa and stared up at Elvis, her eyes full of
wonder, her cheeks red.
I couldn’t speak.
I could take walk-ins. I could take attempted possession. I could take a hundred different things, but Elvis
materializing in Jonni’s living room was just too much. To say nothing of this resurrection business. I leaned
against the wall and wondered what had been in that Rice-dream bar.
Elvis took off his scarf and handed it to Jonni.
Jonni, a dazed, enchanted-looking Jonni, clapped enthusiastically.
“Jonni?” I managed to say.
The light went out. I blinked. It wasn’t Elvis. Only Elroy, who stood there, with his hip poked out, his lower lip
sticking forward in a rakish pout.
“See?” he said, turning around. “I told you she just needed waking.”
I shook my head. Side-effects of working in a New Age store. You eventually went as nuts as the customers. I
approached Jonni gingerly. She had been dead. I was sure she had been dead.
“Are you all right?” I asked her.
“Yeah,” she said, in her thin, little-girl voice. “Yeah. I had a bad argument with Pete and I took some sleeping
pills and slept late, that’s all. You guys want me to come in to the store?”
“Yes,” Elroy said, unequivocal. “Why don’t you go get dressed?”
“I’ll go with you,” I volunteered, not willing to let her out of my sight, lest she should revert to a dead state. I
followed her up a rickety stair and into a messy room, where I watched her change into a pair of jeans and T-shirt.
And heard the full account of her row with Pete, told in a strangely detached voice.
“And Elroy woke you?” I asked, bringing her back to the present.
“Yes,” she said, and wrinkled her perfect brow. “Only … I didn’t even know he was an Elvis impersonator.”
Elvis impersonator? So, she’d seen it too? Were hallucinations shared, now? I led Jonni downstairs and out the
door, to the car. Elroy had cleared a space for her in the back by piling the teddy bears in unholy confusion on one
side of the back seat. He sat her down with unusual solicitude, then opened the door for me. Once I was in and
we’d started the drive back to the store, he said,
“I hope I never catch you taking sleeping pills again, young one. I don’t want you taking any of that trash. That
stuff can kill you.”
I almost told Elroy that we’d all seen the this-is-your-brain-on-drugs commercial, but it struck me that Jonni,
whose full name was Jonnitan and whose parents had met in a hippie commune, might never have heard any antidrug speech from someone she respected. So I let Elroy ramble on in his odd, chewed-up speech. He sounds just
like Elvis, I thought. And his gestures, his hip-positioning, his lower-lip pouting, his disapproving sneer. All of
them are just like Elvis.
“So, you were an Elvis impersonator, when you were young?” I asked him, when I thought that Jonni had
enough sermonizing. Besides, he’d started quoting the gospels mixed up with Vintage New Age sayings and stuff
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about a higher plane. My question brought him up short. He turned to stare at me.
“A what?”
“An Elvis impersonator,” I said, just as the weird thought ran through my mind that there had been no
impersonation involved. Looking down, I saw that he wasn’t wearing any belt buckle, certainly not a huge, goldand-jewels one. Had I dreamed that, too? I was so shocked that when I paid mind to Elroy again, he had launched
off in another sermon of some sort, this one apparently directed at me, “besides, young lady, unlike some people I
don’t go through life playing no phony role. It’s just that sometimes you’re required to be what people need, what
people think you should be, and in a way to expiate and to cleanse the sins of who you were or they think you
were. For instance, all those ice creams you eat—”
“I pay for them,” I protested.
“Damn right you do. You can die of overweight, you know. And besides, as my mama used to say …”
He had parked in front of the store by the time he finished his sermon. I almost ran out of the car, confused,
baffled, feeling like I was having a weird dream and definitely very tired of Elroy’s sermon. Mark was at the
counter, on the phone, with a pile of books in front of him and a pricing gun in his hand. He looked up and
mouthed at me,
“Jonni?”
“She’s fine. She’s coming in,” I said. I wanted to tell him she’d been dead and Elroy had taken on Elvis’ form
and resurrected her, but then Mark would just tell me I’d been working for Eternal Life too long. And maybe I
had.
“Well, ma’am, if you are possessed by a malevolent entity, I’d say you definitely should quit your job with the
nuclear power plant,” Mark said, into the phone.
I moved in beside him, took the price gun from his hand, determined to start work and forget what must have
been a dream, had to have been a dream. Looking down at the cover on the first book on the pile, I gasped. Mark
covered the mouthpiece on the phone.
“Elroy had them vanity published. Isn’t it a hoot?”
I looked at the cover again, speechless. It showed a figure in a white jumpsuit, surrounded by light. On the top
it said Elroy Peters. And on the bottom, in black letters, was the title:
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The Cathedral of St. Mary, Lisbon, Lisbon District, Portugal
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The Church of St. Mary of Belem and the Monastery of Jerónimos, Lisbon, Portugal: three views
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The Monastic grounds

The Monastery of St. Mary the Victorious, Leiria District, Portugal: details below
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of Fatima, Leiria District, Portugal: two views
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Assumption, Santarém District, Portugal

The Cathedral of Our Lady of Grace, Setúbal District, Portugal
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This church was photographed by a tourist and described simply as “Portuguese church with tiles”; but it
may actually be the Santo Ildefonso Church, Porto District.
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One of the set of steps leading to the Basilica of St. Lucy, Viseu District, “by Emma’s house in Portugal”

A lower set of steps leading to the Basilica of St. Lucy, Portugal
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The Cathedral of Beja District, Portugal: two views
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The Church of Our Lady of Carmo, Faro District, Portugal

The Cathedral of Évora District (12th century), Portugal: three views below
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The remains of the Temple of Diana, Lusitania Province, Roman Empire (first established in 27BC). The
central tower of the Cathedral of the Évora District may be seen in the background

The Church of St. Antony, Évora District, Portugal
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The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Immaculate Conception, Porto Alegre District, Portugal: two views
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The Church of St. Mary, Covilhã, Castelo Branco District, Portugal
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The Cathedral of the Guarda District, Portugal: detail below
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The façade of the Old Cathedral of Coimbra District (1140-1180), Portugal: detail below of the special
entrance constructed in the north side of the Old Cathedral well after it was built; and below that , a detail
of the present retablo of the Old Cathedral (installed between 1498-1502)
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The façade of the New Cathedral, Coimbra District, Portugal
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A Cathedral in the Aveiro District, Portugal: detail of the façade below
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The Church of St. Mary of Valega, Aveiro District, Portugal: below, a medallion of St. John the Evangelist.
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A Cathedral of the Oporto District, Portugal: four views
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Inside

A Cathedral of the Bragánca District: two views
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The Church of St. Dennis, Vila Real District, Portugal
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The Casa de Mateus, Vila Real District, Portugal
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A Cathedral of the Braga District, Portugal: two views
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The Cathedral of St. Lucy, Viana do Castelo District, Portugal: two views
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The Chapel of Malheiras, Viana do Castelo District, Portugal

The redros of the Cathedral of St. Mary the Great, Viana do Castelo District, Portugal
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The Church of St. Joseph, São José, São Miguel Island, The Azores Autonomous Region, Portugal

The Church of St. Mary Major, Funchal, Madeira Island, The Madeira Autonomous Region, Portugal
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